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INTRODUCTION

On August 28, 2013 an All Chiefs memorandum was issued by the Ministry of Community
Safety and Corrections expanding current Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW) deployment to
frontline officers (see Appendix A).

Conducted Energy Weapons (CEW's) have been in use by police in Ontario since 2002. Until
now, only frontline supervisors and officers who are members of tactical units, hostage rescue
teams and containment teams have been permitted to carry CEW's.

The Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services initiated a review to explore the
advisability of expanding deployment of CEW's. The review included an examination of
current medical literature, a jurisdictional scan and consultation with stakeholders, including
police and civil liberties advocates.

Following the conclusion of this review, the Minister decided to lift the existing restriction and
to allow police services to determine which officers should be permitted to carry CEW's, based
on their local needs and circumstances.

After consulting with policing and community groups, the government is introducing changes
that:

•  Provide direction and guidance as to when a CEW would be deemed to be appropriate;
•  Increase reporting provisions (i.e., CEW use will be reported in an open and

transparent manner, including when a CEW is displayed with the intention to achieve
behaviour compliance);

•  Enhance training, including scenario-based training and training for interactions with
people with mental health issues, to assist in ensuring the safe, appropriate and
effective use of CEW's; and

•  Expect that police services should engage local communities prior to deciding to
expand CEW deployment in their jurisdiction.1

"This decision was made after carefully considering both peer-reviewed medical research and
coroners' inquest findings. Our police officers are trained to use de-escalation first whenever
possible, but when that approach does not work, we need to equip our officers with another
tool. Expanded conducted energy weapon deployment will help protect Ontarians and keep
our communities safe." Madeleine Meilleur, Minister of Community Safety and Correctional
Service, August 27, 2013.2

Coroners' juries comprised of average Ontarians have examined all available evidence in an
attempt to prevent future deaths of a similar nature and in a dozen cases have recommended
the expansion of CEW's to all police officers. "The office of the Chief Coroner is pleased to
see the government response to the conducted energy weapon-related recommendations that

1 "Summary of the Expansion of Conducted Energy Weapon authorization in Ontario" Taken from
http://news.ontario.caJmcscs/en/2013/08/improvinq-public-and-police-officer-safety.html - current as of September 24, 2013.

2 Taken from http://news.ontario.ca/mcscs!en/2013/08/improvinfl-public-and-police-officer-safety.html - current as of September 24, 2013.
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have been provided by inquest juries in recent years. Use of force issues are challenging and
today.  Dr. Dirkwe appreciate the careful thought that has gone into the decision announced     ,,3

Huyer Interim Chief Coroner for Ontario.

The CEW (often referred to by the brand name Taser) is a valuable intermediate use of force
option that can be used in certain situations, taking into account the totality of the
circumstances and the imminent need for control of a subject. The use of a CEW is regulated
in Ontario by the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services (MCSCS) under the
Police Services Act (PSA), including which model can be used and which officers are qualified
and permitted to carry a CEW. The CEW is but one use-of-force option available to police
officers. Officers are trained to use force appropriate to the level of risk presented by the
subject to bystanders, officers, and him/herself.

This report will provide some background and information on Conducted Energy Weapons
and the training involved. As well the report will review the current policies of the Hamilton
Police Service with regards to Use of Force, and the relevant adequacy requirements. Finally
the report will outline the benefits and risks of expanded CEW deployment, compared with the
benefits and risks of not expanding deployment.

CONDUCTED ENERGY WEAPONS (CEW's)

The Taser was invented in
the United States, by Jack
Cover, during 1966-1974.
Cover was responding to
President Lyndon
Johnson's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Civil
Unrest recommendation
that police should be
looking for new non-lethal
methods of controlling
violent behaviour. By
1969, Cover had
developed the idea of a
high voltage, low
amperage electrical
current-based weapon that
would incapacitate a
person without injury. By
1970, Cover had built his
first prototype electrical
weapon, which he called

Electronic Control Devices (ECD) use propelled wires or direct
contact to conduct energy to affect the sensory and motor functions
of the nervous system.

The TASER X26 and ADVANCED TASER M26 are Electronic
Control Devices manufactured by TASER International, Inc.

1998-2006 TASER InternaÿorÿJ, [nc ÿ Pagers Reÿrÿ

3
"Summary of the Expansion of Conducted Energy Weapon authorization in Ontario" Taken from

http://news.ÿntariÿ.ca/mcscs/en/2ÿ13/ÿ8/imprÿvinq-pubÿc-and-pÿÿce-ÿfÿcer-safety.htmÿ- current as of September 24, 2013.
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the "TASER", an acronym for "Thomas A. Swift's Air Rifle", which was named after the fictional
Tom Swift fantasy stories.

Tasers are referred to in various reports as Electronic Control Devices (ECD), Conducted
Energy Device (CED), or Conducted Energy Weapons (CEW). The Taser is not a "Stun Gun".
Tasers used by police differ from "Stun Gun" technology in that Stun Guns rely upon the direct
application of the contact points of the gun to an individual to deliver a localized electric shock.
Therefore, Stun Guns work on the principle of localized, area specific pain compliance and
affect the sensory system only.

The Human Central Nervous System is comprised of both the Sensory Nervous System
(carries information to the brain) and the Muscular Nervous System (carries command signals
from the brain to the muscles). Currently, police use either the M26 or X26 Taser,
manufactured by Taser International, (the only devices approved for use by the MCSCS). Both
CEW's fire two (2) probes via electrically charged wires to a maximum distance of 25 feet into
a person's body. These Tasers do not rely on localized pain to achieve compliance. The
Taser's electrical wave simulates the waves of the Central Nervous System, in essence, the
Taser "jams" or over-rides both the Sensory and Muscular Nervous Systems causing "Neuro-
Muscular Incapacitation (NMI)." In laymen's terms, the Taser's two (2) probes complete an
electrical circuit within a person's body, which disrupts the brain's signals, causing the
muscles to involuntarily contract, thereby causing temporary incapacitation.

In order to achieve Neuro-Muscular incapacitation, both probes must make contact with the
intended target. The probes are deployed from a cartridge that is mounted to the front end of
the CEW (see pictures of the M26 and X26 Tasers).

ADVANCED TASER M26
Constructed of impact resistant sonic welded polymer

Mass = 18 ounces

Safely                                        Color Kit

All Cadddge

Laser Sight

Power Indicator

Battery Cover

Dataport

Battery Cover Pin
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TASER X26
Constructed of impact resistant sonic welded polymer & stainless steel

shock plates. Mass = 7 ounces. Available in yellow coloration. DPM

-_-;        S,ee\     eeaseOu**on-   °                                       Illumination ÿ Safety.,,ÿ,ÿ                         Stainless
x=6                       Serial No. Plate      Selector

"    High Visibility Sights ,ÿ.

TASER Cartridge,,                     - -ÿ-
\.

TASER Wire

Probes

AFIDs/ÿ

Stainless Steel
,ÿ\                       Shock Plates

Doors LIL: Low Intensity Lights (LEDs)

Enhanced Grip
Zones

Laser Sight                       DPM: Digital
Power Magazine

,ÿ 19ÿ-2ocÿ TASEÿ ÿlef.ÿTÿJ ÿc ÿJ Rÿgÿts R÷ÿeÿ'a

When a Taser operator discharges probes from a cartridge, this is referred to as "Cartridge
Deployed Mode". The Taser can also be used in the "Push Stun Mode", similar to using the
Taser as a Stun Gun. In the Push Stun Mode, the operator removes the cartridge and directly
applies the contact points of the Taser to an individual. This application does not cause
Neuro-Muscular incapacitation, but localized, area specific pain compliance. In training and in
practice the Hamilton Police Service does not advocate the use of CEW's in the "Push Stun
Mode". In both modes the operator administers a five (5) second burst of electrical current on
every pull of the CEW trigger. This period can be extended if the operator maintains pressure
on the trigger.

The main differences between the M26 and X26 Tasers are as follows: The X26 is
approximately 60% lighter and smaller than the M26. The X26 uses "Pulse Shaped"
technology, which is approximately 5% more powerful than the "Blunt Shaped" technology
utilized by the M26. Both Tasers have an on-board computer chip that records the date and
time whenever the trigger is pulled. The X26 also records how long the trigger was
depressed. While the Hamilton Police Service does still have some M26 Tasers, they are no
longer being manufactured or repaired by Taser International. Due to the aging technology the
M26 is currently being phased out of use and all new users will be trained on the X26.

CEW DEPLOYMENT HISTORY

In 2000 and 2001, the Ontario Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services
approved CEW testing pilot projects by the Toronto Police Service and the Ottawa Police
Service. The CEW had already been approved for use at that time in the provinces of British
Columbia and Alberta and by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
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After extensive field testing by Toronto and Ottawa, the Ministry approved CEW's for use by
trained members of all Tactical Units and Hostage Rescue Teams. The Hamilton Emergency
Response Unit (ERU) began using CEW's on July 29, 2003. At that time, only the Taser
model M26 was approved for use.

On February 17, 2004, the Ministry expanded the approved use of the CEW's to include
Containment Teams and Front-Line Supervisors and their Designates. The approval also
included the technical specifications for approved CEW's and the training standards for CEW
users.

Hamilton Police Service Supervisors were given the appropriate training, as per approved
Ministry and Taser International training standards and the M26 Taser was deployed in
October, 2004.

On January, 13, 2005, the Taser X26 was approved for police use. The Hamilton Police
Service purchased several X26's so that authorized members would be trained in both the
M26 and X26. This was done to save on training costs should the Service switch to using the
X26 Taser.

On February 7, 2005, the Ministry issued an All Chiefs Memorandum regarding clarification on
the definition of "front-line supervisors or designates acting on their behalf." In the
Memorandum, the Ministry gave the authority to each individual police service to define for
themselves what constitutes a front-line supervisor in both a uniform and non-uniform
capacity. This allowed for CEW's to be used by members other than uniformed patrol
supervisors or their designates. Current CEW training in Hamilton now includes front-line
supervisors and designates, ERU, Crime Beat Managers, Public Order Unit Supervisors and
Vice & Drug Unit members.

The Service currently has 66 CEW's, however only 41 of these are used for actual
deployment. The remainder are used for training, or are "out of tolerance" meaning that they
are not suitable for deployment. The CEW's are currently assigned to our Emergency
Response Unit, Divisional Patrol, Training, Beat Crime Managers, Vice and Drugs, Gangs and
Weapons, Fugitive Apprehension, BEAR, Courts, ACTION, and Mounted Units.

For further information on the Hamilton Police Service policy in relation to Conducted Energy
Weapons please see Appendix B.

POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY

In Canada, the Criminal Code addresses the use of force by a police officer. Every one who is
required or authorized by law to do anything in the administration or enforcement of the law as
a peace officer or public officer is, if he acts on reasonable grounds, justified in doing what he
is required or authorized to do and in using as much force as is necessary for that purpose
[section 25(1)(b) of the Criminal Code]. Further, every one who is authorized by law to use
force is criminally responsible for any excess thereof according to the nature and quality of the
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act that constitutes the excess (section 26 of the Criminal Code). As such, a police officer is
potentially criminally responsible for the excessive use of force (See Appendix C).

In the province of Ontario, there are numerous oversight bodies that ensure that police officers
are using force in the appropriate manner. When police officers are involved in incidents
where someone has been seriously injured or dies, the Special Investigations Unit (S.I.U.) has
the statutory mandate to conduct independent investigations to determine whether a criminal
offence took place. Also, the conduct of police officers is subject to the public complaints
system under the Police Services Act, administered by the Office of the Independent Police
Review Director (O.I.P.R.D.). In addition to these specific police oversight bodies, the conduct
and actions of the police are reviewable in the criminal, civil and inquest courts, as well as the
Ontario Human Rights Tribunal.

Internally, police officers are subject to internal complaints and auditing processes. As an
example, Hamilton Police Policy and Procedure 1.31 - Conducted Energy Weapon, states:

•  A Use of Force Report is to be completed whenever a Member deploys a CEW in the
cartridge deployment and/or push stun modes (excluding activation during training)

•  All Use of Force Reports for CEW deployment are to be reviewed by the Member's
immediate Supervisor and Commander. Further, the Use of Force Report is to be sent
to the Service Armourer, the Executive Officer and the Deputy Chief, Community
Services

•  The Service Armourer shall, as soon as practicable, for the purpose of audit and
analysis, download data from any CEW activated in the cartridge deployment and/or
push stun modes (excluding activation during training)

•  The Service Armourer shall, on a quarterly basis, download and maintain an electronic
record from each CEW assigned to the respective Patrol Divisions and the ERU
utilizing the CEW software program

USE OF FORCE MODEL

The Ontario Use of Force Model was developed to assist in the training of officers and as a
reference when making decisions and explaining their actions with respect to a Use of Force.
The model does not justify an officer's actions.

All police officers in Ontario receive extensive training in the use of force model. Officers are
taught to assess the total situation they find themselves presented with. Each situation is
unique and comprised of a number of factors.

For example an incident that occurs in the city on a sunny day would provide ample light and
numerous objects to use as both cover and concealment. Objects available would mean an
officer might be able to more easily disengage and by moving around a vehicle, bench, or
building to put space between themselves and the subject; creating time and distance to react.
Compare this with a rural setting in an open field at night, low lighting and a lack of available
cover; this changes the dynamics and may limit an officer's ability to disengage.
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The next consideration for the officer would
be their own abilities. Some officers are
slighter in stature; others are taller and more
athletic. The officers' personal abilities and
size are considerations for that officer to take
into account. This is further impacted by the
relative size of the subject; the officer may be
faced with an individual who is smaller than
they, or a subject who is significantly larger in
weight and height.

Ontario Use of Force Model
(2004)

Finally there is the subjects behaviour itself,
many subjects are co-operative when dealing
with police, but some are not. Some subjects
are carrying weapons, and others are not.
Officers can be faced by one subject, or
multiple parties. Time and distance can also
play a role, the situation may be one that
requires an immediate response to address
the subject behaviour (for example a subject
armed with a knife in a crowded park), or
there may not be a need to immediately deal
with the subject behaviour. The subject's
behaviour determines the officers' reaction.

The officer continuously assesses the situation and
selects the most reasonable option relative to those
circumstances as perceived at that point in time.

All of these factors form a part of the situation the officer is faced with. Officers are taught to
take in all of this information and more, assess it, form a plan, and act.

The use of force model helps serve as a guide for appropriate actions, and the officer
continually re-assess the situation to determine if it is escalating and calling for an increased
level of force or de-escalating wherein the officer would also begin to de-escalate.

In many cases this decision making process unfolds in a matter of seconds and officers are
taught to asses the situation, form a plan and act in a matter of moments. De-escalation and
tactical communication are always the desired outcome; however there are times when
despite the officers best efforts, the subject will not comply causing an escalation in the level
of force used.

Within the use of force model CEW's are classified as an Intermediate Weapon. As per the
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police National Use of force Framework, Intermediate
Weapons are considered less-lethal weapons, which are those weapons whose use is not
intended to cause serious bodily harm or death. Impact weapons, such as the ASP baton and
Aerosols such as Oleocapsicum Spray are also classified as Intermediate Weapons.

Intermediate weapons are designed for use on subjects exhibiting who are actively resistant,
or assaultive. While other intermediate weapons are available to officers to use when faced
with actively resistant subjects officers are specifically taught not to use a CEW on any
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persons exhibiting actively resistant behaviour. The minimum behaviour exhibited by a subject
must be assaultive in nature for an officer to consider deploying a CEW.

For further information on legislated adequacy, the Hamilton Police Services Board Use of
Force Policy, the Hamilton Police Service Policies on Use of Force and Equipment and further
information on understanding the Use of Force Model please see Appendix D.

DE-ESCALATION TRAINING

There has been extensive discussion in the media recently regarding the need for police to
develop proper de-escalation techniques and to use these techniques instead of resorting to
using force. In reality police in Hamilton and elsewhere in Ontario have long recognized the
need for communication and de-escalation of a situation whenever possible. This is always
the desired outcome for officers and the police service. Not only is this taught to officers
through the use of force model but the Hamilton Police Service has incorporated this approach
throughout its training programs.

The below chart shows the various de-escalation training that has occurred and continues to
be taught to all officers. Often the incidents involving this type of de-escalation involve persons
who are suffering from mental illness or who are experiencing a mental health crisis. In
addition the Hamilton Police Service runs Crisis Intervention Training courses several times a
year with the ultimate goal of having every officer take the training. This training is a 40 hour
program delivered by psychiatric staff who work with the Crisis Outreach and Support Team
(COAST).

Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
Excited Delerium - OPTVA

Psychosis - OPTVA

Mental Health Act - COAST
Mental Disorder De-escalation - COAST

UOF Excited Delirium training & Judgemental Scenarios
UOF Tactical Communication, Excited Delerium/CEW Review, Judgemental
Scenarios

UOF Juddgemental Scenarios

UOF CEW Review, CEW Cover Officer Roles, Judgemental Scenarios

UOF Judgemental Scenarios

UOF Judgemental Scenarios, Officer Safety

Ongoing since
2006
2008-2009
2009-2010
2011-2012
2013-2014
2008-2009

2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012

2012-2013
2013-2014

In practice the vast majority of police encounters with the public and even those suffering from
mental health issues involve no use of force whatsoever. These interactions occur on a daily
basis, but they go unreported in the media, as they are resolved without any escalation. This
is always the goal of the Hamilton Police
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It must be remembered though, that there are at times, very experienced mental health
professionals with years of advanced mental health training and experience who are unable to
de-escalate situations involving persons in mental health crisis. It would be ideal if every
situation could be de-escalated and resolved calmly, but situations do occur, when a person is
in crisis and despite best efforts, experience and advanced training, no amount of reasoning
or reassurance, will serve to rectify the escalating and violent behaviour.

CEW & UOF REPORTING

As per the Ontario Police Services Act Regulation 926 Sec. 14.5(1) Reports on Use of Force
and Hamilton Police Service Policy and Procedure 1.02, Use of Force Reporting, Hamilton
Police Service members shall complete and submit Hamilton Police Service Use of Force
Reports to the Chief of Police, through their Command Officer, prior to the completion of their
shift, as follows:

Parts A and B whenever the Member:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Draws a handgun in the presence of a member of the public, excluding a Member of
the Police Service while on duty, points a firearm at a person, or discharges a firearm
other than on a Police Range; in the course of a training exercise, target practice or
ordinary firearm maintenance, in accordance with Service Policies and Procedures;
Uses a weapon other than a firearm on another person, with the exception of a weapon
other than a firearm used on another Member of a Police Service in the course of a
training exercise in accordance with Service Policies and Procedures;
Uses physical force on another person that results in an injury requiring medical
attention, with the exception of physical force used on another Member of a Police
Service in the course of a training exercise in accordance with Service Policies and
Procedures; or
Handles a Police Service Dog where the dog bites a suspect or any member of the
public as the result of the involvement of the Canine Branch.
While operational as a Mounted Unit Officer, uses the equine to apply force to a
member of the public that results in an injury requiring medical attention.

Parts A, B, C and D whenever the Member deploys a Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW) in
the cartridge deployment and/or push stun modes.

Parts C and D whenever the Member draws, points or displays a Conducted Energy Weapon
in the presence of a member of the public, excluding a Member of the Police Service while on
duty, other than on a Police Range; in the course of a training exercise or ordinary CEW
maintenance in accordance with Service Policies and Procedures.

In 2005 a Hamilton Police Service TASER Report was implemented to track CEW use and
deployment mode(s) that were not being captured by a Use of Force report. Officers are only
required as per Ministry standards to submit a Use of Force with respect to CEW use when a
cartridge is fired at a subject or when directly applied in the contact mode.

The TASER report captures the following deployment modes: a) CEW used in the "cartridge
deployed" mode where a cartridge is fired at a subject; b) CEW used in the "contact" mode
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where the CEW is applied directly to a subject otherwise referred to as "touch tase, drive stun
or push stun" and c) Force Presence/Display mode; in any instance in which the CEW is
removed/drawn from it's holster in front of a member of the public; or where the CEW's laser
sight is applied to a subject; or when the CEW is "spark tested" in front of a subject in the
effort to gain subject cooperation without having to actually apply the CEW. The use of the
Hamilton Police Service TASER Report was discontinued in early 2006; but was re-designed
and re-implemented in November, 2007. The report was further re-designed and is now Parts
C and D of the H.P.S. Use of Force Report

As per the Ontario Use of Force Model, the CEW is an "intermediate weapon", which police
can consider to use when a subject exhibits "actively resistant" behaviour. However, in June,
2009 the Hamilton Police Service changed its CEW policy to; a subject must exhibit at
minimum "assaultive and/or serious bodily harm or death behaviours to themselves or another
person" before CEW use can be considered. This is a reflection of current national and
provincial best practices.

The CEW was used in 49 incidents in 2012; an increase of 122.7% over the 22 incidents in
2011. However in 35 or 71.4% of the 2012 incidents the CEW was deployed in the "display
mode" only. As per the below chart, since 2009, the majority of CEW use is in the display
mode.

CEW Incidents by Method Deployed 2005-2012

90

80

7O

6O

50

4O

3O

2O

10

0ÿ
2005

i                    I                   I                   r                   I                    I
2006 (16 u/k 2007 (17 u/k 2008 (used in 2009 (used in    2010       2011    2012 (used in

mode)      mode)   both cartridge both cartridge                       both cartridge
and contact  and contact                         and contact
mode in 3   mode in 1                          mode in 1
incidents)    incident)                           incident)

1[3 Cartridge Deployed • Contact Mode [] Display Mode [] Total per Year ]
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The CEW was deployed to apprehend/control Emotionally Disturbed/Mentally III Persons (17
incidents), High Risk Arrests where an individual was armed or thought to be armed with a
weapon (6 incidents), Disturbances, usually involving Liquor License Act violations (6
incidents), Other Incidents, which are general arrests involving assaultive suspects (8
incidents, 1 of the incidents involved ERU using a CEW to extract an assaultive prisoner from
a cell in the courts), and Dynamic Entry (12 incidents). Current CEW qualification training
includes a final scenario dealing with an Emotionally Disturbed Person armed with a knife.

In 18 of the 2012 CEW incidents the subjects were carrying or displaying a weapon. Thirteen
involved an edged weapon of some type.

CEW Use by Incident Type 2008-2012

50

45

40
I
I

I

30

20

15

lO
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35

I                            i                                                        I                           I                            I

High Risk Arrest    Disturbance       E.D.P.          Entry         Custody         Other          Total

IQ2008 12009 B2010 []2011 12012]

With respect to Use of Force by Branch, the Service is divided for statistical purposes into six
groups or branches; 1. Uniform Patrol, 2. Emergency Response Unit (ERU), 3. Other (Vice
and Drugs, Intelligence, BEAR, HEAT, etc.), 4. Courts/Custody, 5. K9 and 6. Paid Duties.
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CEW use in 2012 by Branch is as follows; General Patrol 24 incidents, Emergency Response
Unit 13 incidents and Other 12 incidents (Vice and Drugs used a CEW 12 times in display
mode only on 12 dynamic entries). Custody/Courts, Paid Duties did not have any incidents
involving CEW use.

As mentioned earlier, although CEW use increased in 2012 it was predominantly deployed in
the Force Presence/Display Mode. The increase of the CEW in the Force Presence/Display
mode would suggest that the presence of a CEW at an incident appears to act as a general
deterrent.

Cew Use by Service Branch 2008-2012
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In 2009, the Vancouver Police Department canvassed police services across Canada to
compare CEW use. Usage rates were based upon 2008 data. The Hamilton Police Service
was one of 11 services to provide Vancouver with their CEW data. In September, 2009
Vancouver submitted the results of their canvas. As per the following table, Hamilton ranked
10th out of 12 Services for overall CEW use.

Police         Used    Presented        # of Members         Population
Service                 (Force           Authorized to carry     of

Presence)        CED                 Jurisdiction

Toronto        367      150             454                  2,503,282

Edmonton      91       420             344                  750,000
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Calgary        73      14              1,200                1,042,892

Winnipeg       68      75              1,269                660,600

Peel           56      not tracked       180                  1,100,000
Regional

Niagara        44      54              316                 427,421
Regional

London        42      not tracked       80                  355,000

Vancouver      33       67               172                  615,000

York          26      0               23                   1,011,360
Regional

Hamilton      25      10             185                 520,000

Victoria        20      10              173                 95,499

Halifax         5        56              450                  200,000

As a result of the canvass, Vancouver also submitted the following findings; "Population of the
jurisdiction appears to have little relationship to the number of times the TASER was
presented or used. As well, the number of members authorized to use the TASER within the
police force has no statistically significant correlation on the number of times it was used or
presented during an incident. This suggests that the provision of a TASER to more members
has very little to do with their use."

There is an internal review process with regards to all use of force reports which includes a
review by the Use of Force Sergeant / Training Analyst. Once a Use of Force Report /
Hamilton CEW Report is completed by an officer, the current review process is as follows:

,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Report submitted to officer's immediate Supervisor and reviewed.
Reviewed by Staff Sergeant.
Reviewed by Divisional Commander.
Reviewed by Use of Force Sergeant/Training Analyst.
Reviewed by Professional Development Division Superintendent.
Review by the Deputy Chief of Police.
Reviewed and filed by Professional Standards Branch.

In 2012 members of the Hamilton Police Service were involved in 311 incidents where a Use
of Force report was submitted including 45 animal euthanizations. However when compared
to the total number of contacts* the police had with the public, only .073% of contacts resulted
in a Use of Force incident. The Service also arrested 8,592 suspects resulting in a Use of
Force incident rate of 3.096%.

*Public Contact and Arrest data supplied by Planning and Research.

Clearly when the police have contact with a member of the public and force is used,
particularly lethal force it results in significant media coverage and public attention. It must be
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remembered however that the police have contact with the public frequently on a daily basis,
the use of force rate is in actuality extremely low, and when force is used it is reported and
scrutinized.

Since being authorized for carry in Hamilton a CEW has been used 377 times and of those
incidents 111 occurrences involved the CEW being used in display mode only. This means
there have been numerous incidents already in Hamilton where the mere presence of a CEW
has served to defuse the incident. As well 18 of the 2012 CEW incidents the subjects were
carrying or displaying a weapon. Thirteen involved an edged weapon of some type. Often
when dealing with edged weapons and officers only other option is their firearm.

Public Contacts versus Use of Force Incidents

40O
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80,175
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Call for    Calls for             Contacts    Force
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a Use of   a Use of   a Use of
Force     Force     Force

Incident   Incident   Incident

For further information on Hamilton Police Use of Force Reporting please see Appendix E.

INFORMATION ON CEW RELATED DEATHS

Canada wide, since 2000, 18 people have died after they were tasered by the police. Six (6)
of those have deaths occurred in Ontario. There has been much media speculation that these
deaths were directly attributable to police use of the CEW's.
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With respect to the CEW related deaths in Ontario, the Provincial Coroner's Office was
contacted and the following information was obtained from Dr. David H. Evans, Regional
Supervising coroner, Investigations:

•  In Ontario since 2000, there have been six (6) deaths following Taser
deployment.

•  Two (2) of the deaths were associated with use of the Drive Stun mode. These
two (2) individuals also had cocaine present and had excited delirium.

•  The remaining four (4) cases had cocaine present and one (1) died from self
inflicted wounds.

•  One (1) death was nine (9) days after a Taser incident but was by an overdose
of drugs.

•  One (1) individual was tasered but a dart fell out so the Taser did not work and
the event progressed and the person was shot.

In 2005, the Canadian Police Research Centre, at the request of the Canadian Association of
Chiefs of Police, conducted "a comprehensive review of the existing scientific research and
data and provided a national perspective on the safety and use of CED." Their findings are as
follows:

•  Definitive research or evidence does not exist that implicates a causal
relationship between the use of CEDS and death.

•  Existing studies indicate that the risk of cardiac harm to subjects from a CED is
very low.

•  Excited Delirium (ED), although not a universally recognized medical condition,
is gaining increasing acceptance as a main contributor to deaths proximal to
CED use.

•  The issue related to multiple CED applications and its impact on respiration, pH
levels and other associated physical effects offers a plausible theory on the
possible connection between deaths, CED use and people exhibiting the
symptoms of E.D.P. (Emotionally Disturbed Person).

The contributors to this CPRC report believe that CED's are "effective law enforcement tools
that are safe in the vast majority of cases."

In a report prepared by the Policing Standards Advisory Committee, regarding CEW use in
Ontario research identified that a portion of the medical/scientific research on CEW's seeks to
compare the risk of CEW use to other force options available to police.4

According to a Calgary study entitled "Police/Public Interaction: Arrests, Use of Force by
Police, and Resulting Injuries to Subjects and Officers - A Description of Risk in One Major
Canadian City", CEW's scored high in safety for both suspects and officers in 562 use of force
incidents over a two year period. The study found "the use of CEW's resulted in fewer citizen
and officer injuries than either physical control or the baton. Thirteen percent of CEW use was

4 Policing Standards Advisory Committee "Review of Conducted Energy Weapon Use in Ontario", Province of Ontario, December 7, 2009,
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associated with subject injury requiring some treatment in hospital, and 87% of all CEW uses
resulted in no or minor subject injuries.''5

Furthermore, in 96.7% of all CEW uses, "officers received either no or only minor injuries.
There were 9.6% fewer officer injuries requiring medical treatment when a CEW was used
when compared to when a baton was used.''6

The report goes on to state that:

The commonly held belief that the conducted energy weapon carries a significant risk of injury
or death for the population of interest is not supported by the data. Within the force modality
framework most commonly available to police officers, the CEW was less injurious than either
the baton or empty hand physical control.7

A study published in the Annals of Emergency Medicine in 2008 examined CEW uses in 1,201
subjects in six U.S. law enforcement agencies during a 36-month period. The study found that
99.75% of subjects "experienced no injuries or mild injuries only''8 and, of the 492 mild injuries
identified, "the majority (83%) were superficial puncture wounds from conducted electrical
weapon probes.''9 Other mild injuries occurred in 5.2% of subjects and were primarily related
to blunt trauma from falls.1°

The study concludes that:

The primary finding that 99.75% of subjects experienced mild or no injuries represents the first
assessment of the safety of this class of weapons when used by law enforcement officers in
field conditions...This injury profile compares favourably with other intermediate force options
available. These findings support the continued use of conducted electrical weapons in
settings in which they can be safely substituted for more injurious intermediate force or lethal
force options.11

While there is much media and special interest group speculation on the risks and dangers of
CEW use, there is significant data to support the case for increased deployment. It must be
also be remembered that police officers in Ontario have long been entrusted to carry and use
lethal force, as Commissioner Thomas Braidwood in the inquiry into CEW use in British
Columbia stated: "1 would find it hard to justify recommending a restriction on the assignment
of conducted energy weapons if no such restriction applies to the assignment of a service
pistol.''12

For the full review of CEW use in Ontario please see Appendix F.

s Butler, Chris and Christine Hall. Police/Public Interaction: Arrests, Use of Force by Police, and Resulting Injuries to Subjects and Officers - a
Description of Risk in One Major Canadian City, Law Enforcement Executive Forum, 2008, pp. 151-152.

Ibid., p. 152

r Ibid., p. 153.

8 Bozeman, et.al. Safety and Injury Profile of Conducted Electrical Weapons Used by Law Enforcement Officers Against CriminalSuspects.,
Annals of Emergency Medicine, 2008, p. 5.
9 Ibid. pg. 5
lo Ibid. pg. 5
1 Ibid. pg. 6
2 Lucas, Dr. William, Office of the Chief Coroner. "Inquest into the death of Jerry Knight deceased July 17, 2004". June 20, 2008.
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CEW TRAINING

Prior to the most recent Ministry announcement Provincial and Taser International guideline
lines mandated eight (8) hours for Basic CEW User Certification and four (4) hours training for
annual re-certification. The Hamilton Police Service currently meets these standards. In
addition, there is a CEW review and familiarization presentation given to all sworn personnel
when they attend Use of Force for their annual re-qualification. The Ministry's recent
announcement included the provision that CEW new user training would be increased from
eight (8) to twelve (12) hours of training.

The Service currently does all new User Basic Certification in the months of January and
February and re-certification training every fall. The training conducted is in accordance with
Ministry standards as follows:

Topics for initial (user) training includes:

i) How a CEW overrides and controls the central nervous system of a combative subject
ii) Nomenclature of the CEW
iii) Proper finger position for aiming and firing
iv) Proper and safe reloading of the device
v) Proper control of device
vi) Arming of the CEW
vii) Removal and replacement of batteries and power check procedures
viii) Use of mechanical and laser sights
ix) Probe placement
x) Back up use in non-probe mode
xi) The Criminal Code, Police Services Act, Use of Force Legislation, and relevant case study
applications
xii) Local Police Services Board Policy and Police Service Procedure
xiii) Practical Applications
xiv) Evaluation and testing of members to assess competency

Re-qualification training topics include a brief overview of the following issues:

i) Technical data on the CEW, including nomenclature
ii) Effects of the CEW
iii) Proper use of the CEW
iv) Live firing of two cartridges
v) Criminal Code, Police Services Act, use of force legislation, local police services board
policy and police service procedure, and relevant case study applications.

Training in Hamilton also includes judgmental scenario training wherein officers are put into a
dynamic incident and must determine the proper use of force option for a given incident.

Our officers are also instructed that whenever practicable and safe, the CEW should be used
in the "Display" or "Force Presence" Mode prior to being deployed. The Display and Force
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Presence Modes include arming the Taser and placing the laser sight upon an individual. This
is done in the effort to gain compliance without actually having to use the CEW on a subject.

The training program with regards to CEW training needs to be understood as a piece of the
whole training picture for Hamilton Police Officers. For example it would be impossible to take
a person with no previous police training and put them through the twelve hour CEW new user
training course and expect them to be able to properly judge a situation and deploy a CEW
appropriately. The training for new CEW users must be understood in the context of it being a
part of the overall training officers receive with regards to use of force. Officers receive
extensive training in use of force while at the Ontario Police College and then must re-qualify
in demonstration of that knowledge every year. If an officer fails to demonstrate proficiency in
any aspect and / or falls below standard their use of force equipment is seized and they are
not permitted to deploy. Training in CEW forms a part of this and should not be taken as a
stand alone piece of training. The use of force training program delivered by the Hamilton
Police Service meets or exceeds all Ministry standards.

CEW EXPANSION

There are three possible options for dealing with the CEW expansion.

1) Take no action. The service could do and simply maintain the status quo in terms of
CEW deployment.
Pros: No immediate impact on the service, no extra costs.
Cons: If the Hamilton Police Services Board waits, or chooses not implement full
frontline CEW deployment there is the risk that the police service will encounter an
incident that could have been resolved through CEW deployment, but the option was
not available due to delayed /lack of implementation. The potential civil liability costs in
one such incident would likely outweigh the total costs of implementation.

2) Phase in CEW Deployment over a period of years.
Pros: Longer timelines in terms of equipment costs spreading the cost over several
years.
Cons: Training costs will still remain similar due to needing two additional training staff.
In addition transfers and job postings mean officers that have been trained could be re-
deployed to non-front line roles. Similar risks in terms of a CEW not being available at a
critical incident.

3) Implement full CEW Deployment
Pros: Minimizes risks associated with CEW not being available, follows previous
recommendations from coroner's juries. Pooled equipment means that costs are
minimized.
Cons: Cost, requires additional equipment and staff.

With the announcement by the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services
expanding current Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW) deployment to front-line officers, the
new user training requirement will increase from eight (8) hours of training to 12 hours of
required training.
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Service-wide a number of officers are already CEW qualified and the Training Branch has
already taken proactive steps to ensure that those officers currently qualified are brought in for
recertification. These officers will receive four (4) hours of training for recertification. This
reduces the number of officers who will be required to take the new user course. Currently,
219 qualified CEW operators within the Hamilton Police Service have been re-certified, saving
on the cost of re-training these officers.

The Training Branch had already planned to condense Block Training to 3 days in order to
save officer time in training. This was done in order to increase the number of officers
available on the street at any given time. This plan had been in place for some time prior to
this announcement. In addition the day of gained training time had not been facilitated by
trained use of force instructors. Instead the day removed had been classroom instruction on a
variety of other topics. Reducing the training to three days unfortunately does not free up
qualified use of force staff as this training piece is separate from block training. Adding new
user CEW training back into block training as a fourth day takes advantage of existing
scheduling and staffing requirements, however it will require some additional staffing at Use of
Force. For those officers not qualified, who will need to take the new user training, below is a
proposed schedule:

September 2013 - December 2013: the Training Branch will run Block Training
as 3x10 hour training days for all officers - this cycle is designed for those
officers currently CEW qualified who do not require new user training.

January 2014 - June 2014: run Block Training as 3x10 hour training days, plus
lx12 hour training day for new user CEW. Class size will be limited to 24
officers.

This training delivery method would ensure that the majority of Hamilton Police Officers are
fully trained CEW operators by the end of June 2014. Following this period there will be an
ongoing need to provide new user CEW training and re-certifications throughout the year for
officers and new recruits.

CEW Costs:

The proposed deployment model would use pooled equipment. Thus, every officer would not
be assigned a CEW, rather each officer would be assigned a CEW for that tour of duty and it
would be returned and re-assigned at the conclusion of their shift rotation.

The proposed CEW expansion will consist of both equipment and personnel costs as follows:

CEW Equipment Costs:

X26 TASERS (150) (Incl. warranties and Power Magazines)
Holsters
Cartridges (Re-certification)
Cartridges (New users)

$216,842.50
$10,015.77
$21,827.64
$74,980.50
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Conductive Targets

CEW Equipment Cost Total

$945.00

$324ÿ611.41

Break Down of Expenditures:

CEW's

150 new CEW's (X26 TASERS) to be allocated as follows:

Division One                                                      56
Division Two                                                        42
Division Three                                                     42
Use of Force                                                      10

Total                                                            150

The CEW's issued to the Divisions will be a shared resource within the Division, eliminating
the need for Specialty Units to have their own CEW; however this need would be in addition to
the current CEW's in place, which will allow for spares and equipment repair.

Personnel Costs:
Two (2) Instructors
TASER Master Instructor Courses
$7,000.00
Use of Force Instructor Courses
CEW Operator Students [Equivalent to four (4) officers]

$226,449.60

$4,800.00
$429,601.02

Personnel Cost Total $6671850.62

Breakdown of Personnel Costs
Currently there are four (4) permanent staff at Use of Force, one (1) Sergeant and three (3)
Constables. In order to run CEW training on a continual basis, additional staff is required.
CEW Re-certification is currently limited and only runs for a one-month period, this expansion
will mean that new user certification and recertification for officers will need to be run
continually throughout the year. Currently there is no set mechanism for Use of Force staff to
take courses or have time off during the training cycle. When this or illness occurs, the
Training Branch must request assistance from the Patrol Divisions for a back-up trained Use
of Force Officer to assist. In addition, a full CEW deployment will mean additional
administrative duties for the Sergeant.

In order to deliver the new user CEW training, as well as continue to deliver Use of Force
training, the Training Branch will require two (2) additional staff. The CEW training cannot be
accomplished along with Use of Force training, without additional staff.

The average annual Sworn salary including benefits is $113,224.80 per year.
Two (2) Instructors at Salary x $113,224.80 = $226,449.60
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The Hamilton Police Service currently has six (6) provincially qualified X26 Instructors with
one (1) of them being a Provincial Master Instructor (allowed to train and certify instructors).
Their current positions within the organization are: Use of Force - four (4) CEW Instructors;
Training Branch - one (1) CEW Instructor and ERU - one (1) CEW Instructor. They must re-
certify every two (2) years and their current certification expires in 2014.

However, the Provincial CEW training mandate only covers the X26; therefore if the Service
went to the X26P or X2 models the instructors would have to have the applicable training.
Approximate cost for the course per instructor including expenses is $3,500.00. We would
require two (2) instructors trained as TASER Master Instructors.
Two (2) TASER Master Instructor Course x $3,500.00 = $7,000.00

In addition to being a qualified CEW Instructor, the Province has mandated that all CEW
trainers must be Qualified Use of Force Trainers. The cost to send an officer to the Ontario
Police College is $2,400.00. At minimum two (2) officers would have to attend and take the
course.
Two (2) Trainers Use of Force Instructor Course x $2,400.00 = $4,800.00

CEW Operator new user training (Lost productivity costs):

579 students x 12 hour initial training = 6,948 hours
The average officer working 40 hours a week for 48 weeks of the year (factoring court, sick,
holidays, training, lieu time) would work 1,800 hours in a one-year period.
6,948 Training hours / 1,800 hours in a year = Loss of time equal to 3.86 officers in a one-
year period. This equates to the Service losing 3.86 officers who are not available to
take calls over the period of one (1) year.

CEW Operator Re-Certification Training (Lost productivity costs):

219 students x 4 hour recertification training = 876 hours
The average officer working 40 hours a week for 48 weeks of the year (factoring holidays)
would work 1,920 hours in a one-year period.
876 Training hours / 1,920 hours in a year = Loss of time equal to ,46 officers in a one-
year period

Therefore the total productivity time lost to CEW Operator training in the first year will be the
equivalent to approximately four (4) officers. The total cost of having the officers attend the
training in terms of wages is $429,601.02. [Four (4) officers x $113,224.80 for salary and
benefits]

Total Personnel Costs $667ÿ850.62

Summary of All Costs:

CEW Equipment Costs:
X26 TASERS (150)
Holsters

$216,842.50
$10,015.77
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Cartridges (Re-certification)
Cartridges (New Users)
Conductive Targets

$21,827.64
$74,98O.5O

$945.00

CEW Equipment Cost Total $324ÿ611.41

Personnel Costs:
Two (2)Instructors
TASER Master Instructor Courses
$7,000.00
Use of Force Instructor Courses
CEW Operator Students [Equivalent to four (4) officers]
Personnel Cost Total

$226,449.60

$4,800.00
$429,601.02
$667ÿ850.62

Factoring the Use of Force Instructional Staff and the Officers time to attend training,
the immediate impact to the Hamilton Police Service will be the loss of six (6) officers.

Total New Equipment cost Total
Personnel Cost Total

$324,611.41
$667,850.62

Total Costs $992ÿ462.03

Ongoing CEW Costs after Year One

The previous section deals with initial training and deployment costs that need to be taken into
account immediately. Moving forward into the future there will be ongoing costs to maintain
the program. This section will project costs moving forward once initial training is completed.
These will become fixed annual costs that should be taken into account in the overall scope of
CEW expansion.

Ongoing CEW Equipment Costs
Ongoing CEW Personnel Costs

$144,037.93
$474,411.19

Total Onqoing Equipment and Personnel Costs Annually $618ÿ449.84

Breakdown of Ongoing CEW Costs:

CEW's and Holsters:

CEW's and Holsters will need a replacement factor built in for the long term. A 20%
replacement calculation would allow for equipment malfunction, damage and replacement as
new technology becomes available.

CEW (TASER) Cost
Holster Cost

$216,842.50 x 20%
$10,015.77 x 20%

$43,368.50
$2,003.15
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TotalCEW's and Holsters                                                 $45,371.65

CEW Cartridqes:

After the initial training period for new users, there will be an ongoing annual Re-certification
for all officers based on three (3) cartridges.
Cartridges                         $92.49 per student (815 officers)
Sub-total                         $92.49 X 815                       $75,379.35

Additionally, there will still be a need to run new user sessions every year to account for new
hires (recruits), as well as officers returning from long-term absences. In calculating this, using
a 10% factor which would be 81.5 officers (which would account for 40 new hires and 40 long-
term absences), basic certification for new users based on four (4) cartridges.

Cartridges                        $92.49 per student (81.15 officers)
Sub-total                      $92.49 X 81.5                   $7,537.93

Cartridges for Deployment
Sub-total $37.01 X 400 $14,804.00

Total Cost of Cartridge Training & Deployment $ 971721.28

Trainm.q Tar,qets:

Conductive TASER Targets
Total Cost of Tarqets $18.90 X 50                                                         $945.00

Total onqoin.q CEW Costs: (CEW/Holsters, Cartridges, Targets) $1441037.93

Ongoing CEW Personnel Costs
In order to deliver the new user CEW training, as well as continue to deliver Use of Force
training, the Training Branch will require additional staffing. The CEW training cannot be
accomplished along with Use of Force training without additional staff.

The average annual Sworn salary including benefits is $113,224.80 per year.
Two (2) Instructors at Salary x $113,224.80 = $226,449.60

CEW Operator New User Training (Lost productivity costs):
81.5 students x 12 hour initial training = 978 hours
The average officer working 40 hours a week for 48 weeks of the year (factoring holidays)
would work 1,920 hours in a one-year period.
978 Training hours / 1,920 hours in a year = Loss of time equal to .5 Officers in a one-year
period.

CEW Operator Re-certification Training (Lost productivity costs):
815 students x 4 hour recertification training = 3,260 hours
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The average officer working 40 hours a week for 48 weeks of the year (factoring holidays)
would work 1,920 hours in a one-year period.
3,260 Training hours / 1,920 hours in a year = Loss of time equal to 1.69 Officers in a one-
year period.

Factoring the Use of Force Instructional Staff and the Officers' time to attend training,
the permanent impact to the Hamilton Police Service will be the loss of 4.19 officers.

Ongoing CEW Equipment Costs
Ongoing CEW Personnel Costs ($113,224.80 x 4.19)

$144,037.93
$474,411.91

Total Ongoing Equipment and Personnel Costs $618ÿ449.84

CONCLUSION

The CEW is well established as an effective less lethal tool for law enforcement. Training in
the device has been well established and successful within the current deployment, and future
new users will receive increased training.

This model of deploying the CEW across the Hamilton Police Service takes into account the
changing nature of the device. Rather than purchase a CEW for personal issue, it is more
prudent to purchase fewer devices to be in a pool and signed out for their tour of duty. This
helps minimize costs and helps ensure that as technology changes, the devices are more
easily upgraded. To be realistic and forthright, costs need to be factored in for equipment and
personnel start-up, as well as ongoing costs that the Hamilton Police Service will have to plan
for in the future.

The Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services has taken an important step in
authorizing an expanded deployment of CEW's in Ontario. Unfortunately, this expansion
announcement does not provide any funding to municipalities to help deal with the associated
costs. The first year costs for training, equipment and implementation is $992,462.63. After
the first year, the annual fixed costs will be $618,449.84 based on today's costs without
inflation.

Used properly CEW's can save lives. Since being authorized for carry, in Hamilton, a CEW
has been used 377 times and of those incidents, 111 occurrences involved the CEW being
used in display mode only. This means there have been numerous incidents already in
Hamilton where the mere presence of a CEW has served to defuse and de-escalate the
incident. As well, in 18 of the 2012 CEW incidents the subjects were carrying or displaying a
weapon that did not escalate and require a greater level of force. Thirteen involved an edged
weapon of some type. Often when dealing with edged weapons an officers only other option
is their firearm beyond containment, officer presence and tactical communication. This is not
to say that in every incident involving an edged weapon a CEW will prevent the use of a
firearm, however having a CEW available to every officer ensures that if the opportunity to
resolve an incident using a CEW exists, officers will be able to exercise that option.
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The Ministry has not taken this expansion lightly or come to this decision quickly. There has
been a tremendous amount of thought and research into CEW's dating back a number of
years. The research undertaken by the Ministry points to the benefits of wider CEW
deployment for public and officers safety far outweigh the potential risks. CEW's have been in
use in Hamilton for a number of years and the deployment model and oversight are well
established. This would simply mean a wider expansion of an already effective program.

While costly, the expansion of CEW's to all front-line officers is an important step forward in
enhancing community safety for the entire City of Hamilton. This initial cost must be balanced
against the reality of the financial, personnel and public cost of injury or death in an incident
where a CEW could have been utilized.
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Ministry of Community Safety
and Correctional Services

Public Satety Division

25 Grosvenor St.
12ÿ Roor
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25 rue Grosvenor
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Facsimile:  (416) 314-4037

T61ÿphone:  (416) 314-3377
Telÿcopieur: (416) 314-4037

MEMORANDUM TO: All Chiefs of Police and
Commissioner Chris D. Lewis
Chairs, All Police Services Board

FROM: Tony Tessarolo
A/Assistant Deputy Minister
Public Safety Division

SUBJECT: Expansion of Conducted Energy Weapon Authorization

DATE OF ISSUE:
CLASSIFICATION:
RETENTION:
INDEX NO.:
PRIORITY:

August 28, 2013
General
Indefinite
13-0052
High

Following completion of the ministry's review into conducted energy weapon (CEW)
expansion, the ministry will be moving forward to eliminate the current restriction on
which members are authorized to carry CEWs in Ontario.

The ministry will be amending the Use of Force Guideline to provide police services with
the discretion to determine which officers should be permitted to carry CEWs based on
local needs. Ministry staff are currently working to amend the Use of Force Guideline
and the associated training standards and training material to support this direction. As
part of the change, the ministry is providing revised training and accountability
provisions that will be incorporated into the Use of Force Guideline. Changes will
include:

• Provide direction and guidance as to when a CEW would be deemed to be
appropriate;

• Increase reporting provisions (i.e., CEW use will be reported in an open and
transparent manner, including when a CEW is displayed with the intention to
achieve behaviour compliance);

• Enhance training, including scenario-based training and training for interactions
with people with mental health issues, to assist in ensuring the safe, appropriate
and effective use of CEWs; and

• Expect that police services should engage local communities prior to deciding to
expand CEW deployment.

.,./2



-2-

Once this work is completed, a subsequent All Chiefs/All Chairs Memo will follow to
confirm elimination of the current restriction and include the revised Use of Force
Guideline and training materials.

The ministry will also be monitoring outcomes of expansion and will continue to evaluate
the Guideline, training standards and training material, as part of broader discussions
with the Future of Policing Advisory Committee (FPAC) regarding enhanced monitoring
of use of force and police oversight.

If you have questions or comments relating to this or any other matter pertaining to
CEWs, please contact Lisa Sabourin, Policing Standards Section, at 416-314-3082 or
Lisa. Sabou rin @ ontario.ca.

Tony Tessarolo
A/Assistant Deputy Minister
Public Safety Division
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iAuthority and Responsibility Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW)                      1.31
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Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW)

POLICY

The Hamilton Police Service (HPS) believes in the need to ensure the safety and security of all
persons and property, while using only the minimum force required in carrying out our duties. The
Police Service shall handle and use Conducted Energy Weapons (CEW) (def.) in accordance with
Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services prescribed standards, the Adequacy and
Effectiveness Regulation, and Policing Standards Guidelines.

PROCEDURE

Part
A.1

A.2

A.3

A.4

A.5

A.6

A.7

A.8

A.9

Page
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ERU Officers and Designated Front-line Supervisors (def.)  ..................................................................  2

Supervisors  .........................................................................................................................................................  5

Emergency Response Unit (ERU) - Sergeant  .............................................................................................  5

Support Services Division - Inspector  .........................................................................................................  6

Service Armourer  ...............................................................................................................................................  6

Training Branch - Staff Sergeant  ..................................................................................................................  7
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A.1

1.

General

Only Emergency Response Unit (ERU) (def.) Officers and front-line Supervisors (def)
designated by the Chief of Police who have successfully completed CEW training shall be
authorized to use the CEW.

.

3.

Only ERU Officers and Use of Force Trainers shall be certified as CEW instructors.

Conducted Energy Weapons do not preclude the use of higher levels of force. Instead, they
provide Police Officers with an alternative within the framework of Ontario's approved Use of
Force Model.  When a CEW is deployed the subject must exhibit at minimum assaultive
behavior, and/or the potential for serious bodily harm or death to themselves or others.

. Use of the CEW may also be considered in other situations, taking into account the totality of
the circumstances and the imminent need for control of a subject.
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. When CEW probes are propelled and connected to the target, electrical pulses are
transmitted along the wires and into the body of the target, thereby controlling and overriding
the sensory and motor nervous systems.

. ERU Officers and designated front-line Supervisors shall only use Service issued CEW's.
The M26 CEW shall be used only by ERU Officers.

.

.

10.

.

The Police Service shall only use CEW's based on the designated equipment and facilities list
issued by the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional Services, as outlined in Policing
Standards Guidelines ER-002 and AI-012.

A Use of Force Report shall be submitted in accordance with Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use
of Force Reporting, whenever a Member deploys a CEW in the cartridge deployment and/or
push stun modes with the exception of activation during a training exercise, in accordance
with Service Policies and Procedures. Parts 'C' and 'D' of the Use of Force Report shall be
submitted whenever a Member draws, points or displays the CEW in the presence of a
member of the public, excluding a Member of the Police Service while on duty, other than on
a Police Range; in the course of a training exercise or ordinary CEW maintenance in
accordance with Service Policies and Procedures.

All Use of Force Reports shall be reviewed by the Member's immediate Supervisor and
Commander.  The Report shall also be forwarded to the Service Armourer, the Executive
Officer and the Deputy Chief, Community Services. Part A of the Report shall be maintained
by the Professional Standards Branch in accordance with the HPS Records Retention
Schedule.

All Service (agency) firearms, including CEW's, shall be entered and maintained, as required,
on the Canadian Firearms Centre (CFC), Public Agency website in accordance with the
Public Agency Regulations (2008) under the Firearms Act by the Service Armourer or the
ERU Sergeant in accordance with the procedures in this Policy.

A.2

1.

°

.

ERU Officers and Designated Front-line Supervisors (def.)

ERU Officers and designated front-line Supervisors shall have successfully completed:

a.  CEW training as prescribed by the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional
Services. This training shall be in addition to the training requirements for ERU Officers
as set out in Policy and Procedure 4.3.04 Emergency Response Unit (ERU) and in
addition to the training requirements for Members as set out in Policy and Procedure 1.04
Use of Force and Equipment; and

b.  annual CEWtraining.

Shall complete and submit Use of Force Reports, prior to the completion of their shift, in
accordance with Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use of Force Reporting.

Shall ensure any person who exhibits signs of illness, injury and/or distress as a result of a
CEW application, receives immediate medical attention. Where a CEW probe is embedded
into a person's skin, removal of the probe shall be done by a qualified medical practitioner.
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(Reference:  Poficy and Procedure 7.11 Prisoners - Search of Persons/Care and Control,
Section  B.  Transportation  and  Detention  of Prisoners,  BI 1  Injuries/Illnesses  and
Medical/Behavioural Conditions)

. Shall ensure any person who exhibits signs and symptoms of excited delirium (def.) or is
showing signs and symptoms of drug impairment is transported to a medical facility by EMS
immediately, regardless of whether a CEW application has been applied.  As per HPS
Communications Protocol, EMS shall be contacted if it is suspected a person is suffering from
excited delirium.

5.  Before using the CEW, the following factors should be considered:

a.  whether efforts to de-escalate the situation have been effective;
b.  whether verbal commands are not practical or are not being followed;
c.  the risk of secondary injury (e.g., as a result of a fall);
d.  the CEW's capabilities in relation to the context and environment; and
e.  whether it is reasonably necessary to use an intermediate weapon.

6.  In an incident in which a CEW is used, one or more additional Officers should be present to
provide support when possible, and restraint of the subject should be attempted when
appropriate during the CEW activation cycle.

7.  Where appropriate and reasonable to do so, Officers should caution and demonstrate the
CEW as a force presence (def.) prior to deploying in the cartridge/probe mode or drive/push
stun mode.

8.  When appropriate, an announcement should be made to other Officers on the scene that the
CEW is going to be activated.

9.  Use of the CEW should be avoided in the presence of flammable or explosive substances
(e.g., alcohol, gas vapours, natural gas, propane) especially in interventions in clandestine
labs.

10. The CEW should only be used as necessary to gain physical control of a subject. Extended
or repeated application of the CEW should be avoided, where practicable.

11. Use of the CEW should be avoided, where possible:

a.  on a handcuffed subject;
b.  on a pregnant woman, elderly person, young child, or visibly frail person;
c.  on sensitive areas of the body (i.e. head, throat, genitals); and
d.  on a subject in control of a moving vehicle, bicycle or other conveyance.

12. After activation of the CEW, the subject should be informed that the CEW has been used, and
that the effects are of short duration.

13. Once the subject has been controlled, whenever possible, he or she should be placed in a
sitting or recovery position and be observed by Officers.
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14. A medical assessment should be obtained in the following circumstances:

a.  when a CEW is used on a subject who is pregnant, elderly, young, or visibly frail;
b.  when the CEW is used on a sensitive area of the body (i.e. head, throat, genitals);
c.  when both probes are deployed on the chest near the heart;
d.  if a subject loses consciousness or strikes his/her head during a fall; or
e.  when the CEW is used multiple times or for an extended period of time.

15.

16.

19.

18.

17.

Probes that have penetrated the subject's body should be handled with the same precautions
as other biohazards.

Shall, where a CEW probe is imbedded into the skin of a suspect or any member of the
public, submit an Occurrence Report and Use of Force Report prior to the completion of their
shift.  ERU Officers shall forward a copy of the Occurrence Report to the ERU Sergeant.
Designated front-line Supervisors shall forward a copy of the Occurrence Report to their
respective Commander.

As soon as practicable after the activation of the CEW by a Member in the cartridge/probe or
drive/push stun mode, with the exception of activation during a training exercise, in
accordance with Service Policies and Procedures, ensure the unit is made available to the
Service Armourer for the purpose of downloading data for audit and analysis.

Where an Officer discharges a CEW in the execution of his/her duty, where serious injury
(def.) or death results, the procedures outlined in Policy & Procedure 1.20 Special
Investigations Unit shall be followed immediately.

CEW's shall be carried by ERU Officers and front-line Supervisors in the Service issued
holster compatible to the CEW and securely fastened to their duty belt or body.

20. Officers who carry a CEW in the course of their duties shall:

a.  not remove the Digital Power Magazine (DPM) from the X26. Only the Service Armourer
shall remove/replace the DPM; and

b.  conduct a one (1) second "Spark Test", at the commencement of their shift, as follows:

i.   Point the CEW in a safe direction, finger off trigger.
ii.  Ensure the Safety Switch is in the down, "SAFE" position.
iii.  If applicable, remove the CEW cartridge from the front of the CEW.
iv.  Place the Safety Switch in the up, "ARMED" position.
v.  Pull the trigger and allow the CEW to cycle for one (1) second and check for rapid

CEW pulse rate.
vi.  Return Safety Switch to the down "SAFE" position.
vii. Replace the CEW cartridge.
viii. Record the results of the spark test in the 'Comments' section of the CEW Log.

ERU Officers assigned their own CEW shall record the unit's serial number and
results of the spark test, in their notebook.
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21. With exception of ERU Officers assigned their own CEW, Officers shall complete the CEW
Log whenever a CEW is removed from or returned to the designated CEW storage locker,
including the:

a.  date and time signed out,
b.  Officer's name and badge number,
c.  CEWserial number,
d.  CEW cartridge(s) serial number(s) deployed or damaged,
e.  results of the CEW spark test, and
f.   date and time returned.

22.

23.

25.

24.

Designated front-line Supervisors shall store and secure CEW in the designated CEW storage
lockers inside all police buildings. ERU Officers shall store assigned CEWs in the secure
ERU storage room.

Shall notify their Supervisor, as soon as practicable and prior to completion of their shift,
regarding damage or malfunction of the CEW while in their care or custody and shall
document the details on the CEW Log in the "comments" section.

Officers shall notify the Communication Services Section they are equipped with a CEW,
when logging on.

Officers shall return and secure the CEW in the designated storage location at the conclusion
of each shift.

A.3

1.

Supervisors

Shall ensure:

a.  authorized Members sign out CEW's at the commencement of their shift;
b.  CEW's are returned at the end of a Member's shift and logged in;
c.  CEW Log sheets, once complete, are forwarded to the Divisional Commander;
c.  CEW's not being used are stored and secured in the designated CEW storage locker;
d.  CEW's assigned to their Section/Unit are audited on a daily basis; and
e.  upon being notified of damaged or malfunctioning CEW, the Service Armourer is notified.

A.4   Emergency Response Unit (ERU) - Sergeant

1.  Shall notify the Inspector of Support Services of any designated ERU Officer who has not
successfully completed the annual CEW training.

2.  Shall ensure all ERU equipment, including CEWs are in good working condition, available to,
and being used by ERU Officers, at all times.

3.  Shall, following deployment of the ERU, where a CEW is used, complete and submit a Use of
Force Report on behalf of the Unit, prior to the completion of their shift, in accordance with
Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use of Force Reporting.
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. Shall, on a quarterly basis, transport CEW's assigned to the ERU to the Service Armourer for
the purpose of downloading an electronic record on the use of the CEW utilizing the CEW
software program.

5.  The E.R.U Sergeant shall:

a.  order new ERU CEW's using the Public Agency Identification Number assigned to the
Service Armourer;

b.  add/remove/modify ERU CEW's on the Public Agency website using their assigned I.D.
and password in accordance with the Public Agency Regulations (2008);

c.  maintain a current inventory/database of all ERU CEWs; and
d.  notify the Service Armourer of any changes to the ERU CEW inventory.

° Shall be responsible for obtaining written authorization from the Chief of Police for each
specific make and model of firearm under ERU control; ordering new ERU weapons; and
maintaining a current inventory/database as set out under section A.3.7 "Purchasing and
Maintaining Inventories of Service Firearms" in Policy and Procedure 1.04 Use of Force and
Equipment.

A.5   Support Services Division - Inspector

1.  Shall ensure ERU Officers receive annual training required to use the CEW.

A.6

1.

Service Armourer

Shall notify the Staff Sergeant of the Training Branch of any designated front-line Supervisor
who has not successfully completed the annual CEW training.

.

.

,

,

.

, Shall, as soon as practicable, for the purpose of audit and analysis, download data from any
CEW activated by a Member in the cartridge/probe or drive/push stun mode, with the
exception of activation during a training exercise, in accordance with Service Policies and
Procedures.

Shall, on a quarterly basis download and maintain an electronic record from each CEW
assigned to the respective Patrol Divisions and the ERU utilizing the CEW software program.

Shall notify Divisional Commanders, via e-mail, when CEW's are to be transported to the
Service Armourer for the purpose of downloading an electronic record on the use of each
CEW.

Shall review all Use of Force reports pertaining to use of the CEW to monitor the frequency,
circumstances and results of usage for training purposes.

Shall complete and submit an annual Use of Force Report to the Staff Sergeant of the
Training Branch which includes use of the CEW.

Shall ensure the CEWs being used by designated front-line Supervisors are maintained in
good working condition, at all times.
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8.  Shall upon being notified of a damaged or malfunctioning CEW, arrange for repair or
replacement.

9.  The ServiceArmourer shall:

a.  upon receipt of new Service CEW's, issue the CEW to appropriate Divisions, as required;
b.  enter/remove/modify CEW's, other than ERU CEW's, on the Public Agency website using

their assigned I.D. and password, in accordance with the Public Agency Regulations
(2008); and

c.  maintain a current inventory/database of all Police Service CEW's including ERU CEWs
registered to the HPS.

A.7

1.

Training Branch - Staff Sergeant

Shall ensure confirmed ERU Officers and designated front-line Supervisors receive annual
training required to use the CEW by a ministry-certified Use of Force Trainer who has
successfully completed the Conducted Energy Weapon Trainer's course.

.

.

.

.

Shall ensure conducted energy weapon trainer, user, refresher and familiarization training is
consistent with Ministry training standards.

Shall immediately notify the Divisional Commander of any ERU Officer or designated front-
line Supervisor under their command who has not successfully completed the annual training
in relation to the CEW.

Shall ensure the Training Branch maintains CEW training records.
(Reference: Policy and Procedure 3.18 Skills Development and Learning Plan)

Shall receive and review the annual Use of Force Report submitted by the Service Armourer
to ensure training needs pertaining to the use of the CEW are addressed. Shall forward the
Report to the Deputy Chief - Field Support.

A.8

1.

,

Divisional Commanders

Shall, on a quarterly basis, ensure CEW's assigned to their Division are transported to the
Service Armourer for the purpose of downloading an electronic record on the use of the CEW
utilizing the CEW software program.

Shall ensure CEWs assigned to their Division are audited on a monthly basis to ensure they
are being stored and tracked in accordance with paragraph 1 under Section A.3 "Supervisors"
of this Policy.

3.  Shall receive and maintain completed CEW Log sheets for (3) years plus current.
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A.9   Deputy Chief- Field Support

1.  Shall receive and review the annual Use of Force Report submitted by the Staff Sergeant of
the Training Branch.

DEFINITIONS

Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW) (Thomas A. Swift Electrical Rifle) (TASER)
The CEW utilizes compressed nitrogen to propel two small probes that are connected to the
device by insulated wire.  When the probes are connected to the target, the CEW transmits
electrical pulses along the wires and into the body of the target.

Emergency Response Unit (ERU)
A group of Officers who are specially trained and equipped to intervene in high risk situations. The
ERU operations support, rather than replace, the functions of Patrol Officers facing emergencies
and investigators confronted with high risk safety factors, in making arrests and conducting
searches.

Excited Delirium
A medical condition that can be brought on by drug intoxication, psychiatric illness, or a
combination of both. There are a number of signs and symptoms of excited delirium including, but
not limited to:

• bizarre and/or aggressive behaviour
• impaired thinking
• disorientation
• hallucinations
• unexpected physical strength
• apparent ineffectiveness of OC spray
• significantly diminished sense of pain
• acute onset of Paranoia
• panic
• shouting
• violence towards others
• sweating, fever, heat intolerance
• sudden tranquility after frenzied activity

Any combination of the above symptoms should alert Members to the possibility of excited
delirium. As the number of these symptoms increase, the likelihood of excited delirium increases.
Excited delirium is a dangerous state that could result in death.  Persons with excited delirium
should be treated as medical emergencies.

Force Presence
The drawing, pointing, or displaying of a CEW by an Officer, in the presence of a member of the
public.
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Front-line Supervisors
For the purposes of this policy, shall include:

• confirmed Patrol Sergeants,
• designated Acting Patrol Sergeants,
• Staff Sergeant of the Court Services Section,
• Sergeant of the Court Security Branch,
• Acting Sergeant in charge of Bail Court, Court Services Section, and
• any other Police Officers designated by the Chief of Police.

Serious Injury
Serious Injury shall include injuries which are likely to interfere with the health or comfort of the
victim and are more than merely transient or trifling in nature and will include serious injury
resulting from sexual assault.

"Serious Injury" shall be presumed when:

a.  the victim is admitted to hospital, suffers a fracture to a limb, rib or vertebrae or to the skull,
suffers burns to a major portion of the body or loses any portion of the body or suffers loss of
vision or hearing;

b.  the victim alleges sexual assault; or
c.  any personal injury results from the discharge of a firearm.

Where a prolonged delay is likely before the seriousness of the injury can be assessed, the
Special Investigations Unit (S.I.U.) will be notified so it can monitor the situation.

REFERENCES
Firearms Act
Ontario Use of Force Model (Model)
Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use of Force Reporting
Policy and Procedure 1.04 Use of Force and Equipment
Policy and Procedure 1.20 Special Investigations Unit
Policy and Procedure 3.18 Skills Development and Learning Plan
Policy and Procedure 4.3.04 Emergency Response Unit (ERU)
Policy and Procedure 7.11 Prisoners - Search of Persons/Care and Control
Policing Standards Guidelines ER-001 and AI-012

Glenn De Caire
Chief of Police

r   Property of the Hamilton Police Service (H. P.S.). This policy is not to be made known to any
other agency or person without the written permission of the Chief of Police.
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APPENDIX C

SECTION 25 & 26 CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA

Conducted Energy Weapon Expansion



CRIMINAL CODE OF CANADA: PROTECTION OF PERSONS ADMINISTERING AND
ENFORCING THE LAW

HTTP://LAWS-LOIS.JUSTICE.GC.CA/ENG/ACTS/C-46/PAGE- 11 .HTML#DOCCONT

Marginal note: Protection of persons acting under authority

25. (1) Every one who is required or authorized by law to do anything in
the administration or enforcement of the law

(a) as a private person,

(b) as a peace officer or public officer,

(c) in aid of a peace officer or public officer, or

(d) by virtue of his office,

is, if he acts on reasonable grounds, justified in doing what he is required or
authorized to do and in using as much force as is necessary for that purpose.

Marginal note: Idem

(2) Where a person is required or authorized by law to execute a process or
to carry out a sentence, that person or any person who assists him is, if that
person acts in good faith, justified in executing the process or in carrying out the
sentence notwithstanding that the process or sentence is defective or that it was
issued or imposed without jurisdiction or in excess of jurisdiction.

Marginal note: When not protected

(3) Subject to subsections (4) and (5), a person is not justified for the
purposes of subsection (1) in using force that is intended or is likely to cause
death or grievous bodily harm unless the person believes on reasonable grounds
that it is necessary for the self-preservation of the person or the preservation of
any one under that person's protection from death or grievous bodily harm.

Marginal note: When protected

(4) A peace officer, and every person lawfully assisting the peace officer, is
justified in using force that is intended or is likely to cause death or grievous
bodily harm to a person to be arrested, if

(a) the peace officer is proceeding lawfully to arrest, with or without
warrant, the person to be arrested;

(b) the offence for which the person is to be arrested is one for
which that person may be arrested without warrant;

(c) the person to be arrested takes flight to avoid arrest;



(d) the peace officer or other person using the force believes on
reasonable grounds that the force is necessary for the purpose of protecting
the peace officer, the person lawfully assisting the peace officer or any other
person from imminent or future death or grievous bodily harm; and

(e) the flight cannot be prevented by reasonable means in a less
violent manner.

Marginal note: Power in case of escape from penitentiary

(5) A peace officer is justified in using force that is intended or is likely to
cause death or grievous bodily harm against an inmate who is escaping from a
penitentiary within the meaning of subsection 2(1) of the Corrections and
Conditional Release Act, if

(a) the peace officer believes on reasonable grounds that any of the
inmates of the penitentiary poses a threat of death or grievous bodily harm to
the peace officer or any other person; and

(b) the escape cannot be prevented by reasonable means in a less
violent manner.

R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 25;

1994, c. 12, s. 1.

25.1 (1) The following definitions apply in this section and sections 25.2 to
25.4.

"competent authority"
,, autorite competente ,,

"competent authority" means, with respect to a public officer or a senior
official,

(a) in the case of a member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness,
personally;

(b) in the case of a member of a police service constituted under
the laws of a province, the Minister responsible for policing in the
province, personally; and

(c) in the case of any other public officer or senior official, the
Minister who has responsibility for the Act of Parliament that the officer
or official has the power to enforce, personally.

"public officer"
,, fonctionnaire public ,,

"public officer" means a peace officer, or a public officer who has the
powers of a peace officer under an Act of Parliament.



"senior official"
,, fonctionnaire superieur ÿ,

"senior official" means a senior official who is responsible for law
enforcement and who is designated under subsection (5).

Marginal note: Principle

(2) It is in the public interest to ensure that public officers may effectively carry
out their law enforcement duties in accordance with the rule of law and, to that
end, to expressly recognize in law a justification for public officers and other
persons acting at their direction to commit acts or omissions that would otherwise
constitute offences.

Marginal note: Designation of public officers

(3) A competent authority may designate public officers for the purposes of
this section and sections 25.2 to 25.4.

Marginal note: Condition --civilian oversight

(3.1) A competent authority referred to in paragraph (a) or (b) of the definition
of that term in subsection (1) may not designate any public officer under
subsection (3) unless there is a public authority composed of persons who are
not peace officers that may review the public officer's conduct.

Marginal note: Declaration as evidence

(3.2) The Governor in Council or the lieutenant governor in council of a
province, as the case may be, may designate a person or body as a public
authority for the purposes of subsection (3.1), and that designation is conclusive
evidence that the person or body is a public authority described in that
subsection.

Marginal note: Considerations

(4) The competent authority shall make designations under subsection (3) on
the advice of a senior official and shall consider the nature of the duties
performed by the public officer in relation to law enforcement generally, rather
than in relation to any particular investigation or enforcement activity.

Marginal note: Designation of senior officials

(5) A competent authority may designate senior officials for the purposes of
this section and sections 25.2 to 25.4.

Marginal note: Emergency designation



(6) A senior official may designate a public officer for the purposes of this
section and sections 25.2 to 25.4 for a period of not more than 48 hours if the
senior official is of the opinion that

(a) by reason of exigent circumstances, it is not feasible for the
competent authority to designate a public officer under subsection (3); and

(b) in the circumstances of the case, the public officer would be
justified in committing an act or omission that would otherwise constitute an
offence.

The senior official shall without delay notify the competent authority of the
designation.

Marginal note: Conditions

(7) A designation under subsection (3) or (6) may be made subject to
conditions, including conditions limiting

(a) the duration of the designation;

(b) the nature of the conduct in the investigation of which a public
officer may be justified in committing, or directing another person to commit,
acts or omissions that would otherwise constitute an offence; and

(c) the acts or omissions that would otherwise constitute an offence
and that a public officer may be justified in committing or directing another
person to commit.

Marginal note: Justification for acts or omissions

(8) A public officer is justified in committing an act or omission -- or in
directing the commission of an act or omission under subsection (10) m that
would otherwise constitute an offence if the public officer

(a) is engaged in the investigation of an offence under, or the
enforcement of, an Act of Parliament or in the investigation of criminal activity;

(b) is designated under subsection (3) or (6); and

(c) believes on reasonable grounds that the commission of the act
or omission, as compared to the nature of the offence or criminal activity
being investigated, is reasonable and proportional in the circumstances,
having regard to such matters as the nature of the act or omission, the nature
of the investigation and the reasonable availability of other means for carrying
out the public officer's law enforcement duties.

Marginal note: Requirements for certain acts

(9) No public officer is justified in committing an act or omission that would
otherwise constitute an offence and that would be likely to result in loss of or



serious damage to property, or in directing the commission of an act or omission
under subsection (10), unless, in addition to meeting the conditions set out in
paragraphs (8)(a) to (c), he or she

(a) is personally authorized in writing to commit the act or omission
m or direct its commission m by a senior official who believes on reasonable
grounds that committing the act or omission, as compared to the nature of the
offence or criminal activity being investigated, is reasonable and proportional
in the circumstances, having regard to such matters as the nature of the act
or omission, the nature of the investigation and the reasonable availability of
other means for carrying out the public officer's law enforcement duties; or

(b) believes on reasonable grounds that the grounds for obtaining
an authorization under paragraph (a) exist but it is not feasible in the
circumstances to obtain the authorization and that the act or omission is
necessary to

(i) preserve the life or safety of any person,

(ii) prevent the compromise of the identity of a public officer
acting in an undercover capacity, of a confidential informant or of a person
acting covertly under the direction and control of a public officer, or

(iii) prevent the imminent loss or destruction of evidence of
an indictable offence.

Marginal note: Person acting at direction of public officer

(10) A person who commits an act or omission that would otherwise
constitute an offence is justified in committing it if

(a) a public officer directs him or her to commit that act or omission
and the person believes on reasonable grounds that the public officer has the
authority to give that direction; and

(b) he or she believes on reasonable grounds that the commission
of that act or omission is for the purpose of assisting the public officer in the
public officer's law enforcement duties.

Marginal note: Limitation

(11) Nothing in this section justifies

(a) the intentional or criminally negligent causing of death or bodily
harm to another person;

(b) the wilful attempt in any manner to obstruct, pervert or defeat
the course of justice; or

(c) conduct that would violate the sexual integrity of an individual.



Marginal note: Protection, defences and immunities unaffected

(12) Nothing in this section affects the protection, defences and immunities of
peace officers and other persons recognized under the law of Canada.

Marginal note: Compliance with requirements

(13) Nothing in this section relieves a public officer of criminal liability for
failing to comply with any other requirements that govern the collection of
evidence.

Marginal note: Exception: offences under Controlled Druqs and
Substances Act

(14) Nothing in this section justifies a public officer or a person acting at his or
her direction in committing an act or omission m or a public officer in directing
the commission of an act or omission -- that constitutes an offence under a
provision of Part I of the Controlled Druqs and Substances Act or of the
regulations made under it.

2001, c. 32, s. 2;
2005, c. 10, s. 34.

Public officer to file report

25.2 Every public officer who commits an act or omission m or directs the
commission by another person of an act or omission -- under paragraph
25.1 (9)(a) or (b) shall, as soon as is feasible after the commission of the act or
omission, file a written report with the appropriate senior official describing the
act or omission.

2001, c. 32, s. 2.

Marginal note: Annual report

25.3 (1) Every competent authority shall publish or otherwise make
available to the public an annual report for the previous year that includes, in
respect of public officers and senior officials designated by the competent
authority,

(a) the number of designations made under subsection 25.1 (6) by
the senior officials;

(b) the number of authorizations made under paragraph 25.1 (9)(a)
by the senior officials;

(c) the number of times that acts and omissions were committed in
accordance with paragraph 25.1(9)(b) by the public officers;



(d) the nature of the conduct being investigated when the
designations referred to in paragraph (a) or the authorizations referred to in
paragraph (b) were made or when the acts or omissions referred to in
paragraph (c) were committed; and

(e) the nature of the acts or omissions committed under the
designations referred to in paragraph (a), under the authorizations referred to
in paragraph (b) and in the manner described in paragraph (c).

Marginal note: Limitation

(2) The annual report shall not contain any information the disclosure of which
would

(a) compromise or hinder an ongoing investigation of an offence
under an Act of Parliament;

(b) compromise the identity of a public officer acting in an
undercover capacity, of a confidential informant or of a person acting covertly
under the direction and control of a public officer;

(c) endanger the life or safety of any person;

(d) prejudice a legal proceeding; or

(e) otherwise be contrary to the public interest.

2001, c. 32, s. 2.

Marginal note: Written notification to be given

25.4 (1) When a public officer commits an act or omission n or directs the
commission by another person of an act or omission m under paragraph
25.1 (9)(a) or (b), the senior official with whom the public officer files a written
report under section 25.2 shall, as soon as is feasible after the report is filed, and
no later than one year after the commission of the act or omission, notify in
writing any person whose property was lost or seriously damaged as a result of
the act or omission.

Marginal note:Limitation

(2) The competent authority may authorize the senior official not to notify the
person under subsection (1) until the competent authority is of the opinion that
notification would not

(a) compromise or hinder an ongoing investigation of an offence
under an Act of Parliament;

(b) compromise the identity of a public officer acting in an
undercover capacity, of a confidential informant or of a person acting covertly
under the direction and control of a public officer;



(c) endanger the life or safety of any person;

(d) prejudice a legal proceeding; or

(e) otherwise be contrary to the public interest.

2001, c. 32, s. 2.

Excessive force

26. Every one who is authorized by law to use force is criminally responsible
for any excess thereof according to the nature and quality of the act that
constitutes the excess.

R.S., c. C-34, s. 26.
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Leg is lative/Reg u lato ry Req u irements

The Criminal Code of Canada, other legislation and case law address the use of force by police
and other authorized persons.

The Equipment and Use of Force Regulation (R. R.O. 1990, Reg. 926), under the Police Services
Act, sets out requirements in relation to the use of force including use of approved weapons,
training and reporting, as well as use/technical specifications for handguns.

Sample Board Policy

Board Policy #

It is the policy of the Police Services Board with respect to use of force that:

a)

b)

c)

this Board, upon receiving a report on the investigation into an injury or death caused by
the discharge of a member's firearm, will:
i)   review the report and make further inquiries as necessary; and
ii)  file a copy with the Solicitor General, including any additional inquiries of the Board;
this Board, upon being notified that the Chief of Police has discharged a firearm in the
performance of his/her duty, will cause an investigation into the circumstances and file a
report on the investigation with the Solicitor General;
the Chief of Police will:
i)   ensure that members do not use a weapon other than a firearm, with the exception of

those used on another member in the course of a training exercise in accordance with
procedures, unless:

•  that type of weapon has been approved for use by the Solicitor General;
•  the weapon conforms to technical standards established by the Solicitor General;

and
•  the weapon is used in accordance with standards established by the Solicitor

General;
ii)  ensure that, at minimum, police officers are:

•  issued a handgun that meets the technical specifications set out in the Equipment
and Use of Force Regulation;

•  issued oleoresin capsicum aerosol spray;
•  issued a baton; and
•  trained in officer safety, communication, handcuffing and physical control

techniques;
iii)  ensure that members do not:

•  use force on another person unless they have successfully completed a training
course on the use of force;

•  carry a firearm unless they have successfully completed a training course on the
use of firearms, and are competent in the use of the firearm;
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iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)

ix)

x)

xi)

xii)

xiii)

ensure that, subject to section 14.3 (2) of the Equipment and Use of Force
Regulation, at least once every 12 months, members:

•  who may be required to use force on other persons receive a training course on
the use of force; and

•  authorized to carry a firearm, receive a training course on the use of firearms;
permit the use of reasonable weapons of opportunity by police officers, when none
of the approved options is available or appropriate to defend themselves or members
of the public;
establish procedures consistent with the requirements of the Equipment and Use of
Force Regulation;
immediately cause an investigation to be made where a member unintentionally or
intentionally discharges his or her firearm, except on a target range or in the course
of weapon maintenance;
immediately cause an investigation and file a report to this Board where a member,
by the discharge of a firearm in the performance of his or her duty, kills or injures
another person;
where the Chief discharges a firearm in the performance of the Chief's duties,
promptly report the matter to this Board;
ensure that a written record is maintained of the training courses taken by the
members of the police service on the use of force and the use of firearms;
ensure the reporting of the use of force by members in accordance with the Equipment
and Use of Force Regulation;
ensure the ongoing review and evaluation of local use of force procedures, training
and reporting; and
provide a copy of the police service's annual use of force study to this Board for
review, and ensure the availability of the study to the community.

Police Service Guidelines

General l° Every Chief of Police shall ensure that members do not use a weapon other than a firearm,
with the exception of those used on another member in the course of a training exercise in
accordance with procedures, unless:

a) that type of weapon has been approved for use by the Solicitor General;
b) the weapon conforms to technical standards established by the Solicitor General; and
c) the weapon is used in accordance with standards established by the Solicitor General.

, Every Chief of Police should ensure that, at minimum, police officers are:
a) issued a handgun;
b) issued oleoresin capsicum aerosol spray;
c) issued a baton; and
d) trained in officer safety, communication and physical control techniques.

. Every Chief of Police shall ensure that:
a) only the following members are permitted to carry conducted energy weapons:

i)  members of tactical units/hostage rescue teams;
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b)

ii) members of preliminary perimeter control and containment teams; and
iii) front-line supervisors or their designates;
only the following conducted energy weapons are approved for use by the members
listed in section 3 a):
i) TASER M26;
ii) TASER X26; and
iii) any other conducted energy weapon approved by the Minister.

. Every Chief of Police shall ensure that members do not:
a) use force on another person unless the member has successfully completed a training

course on the use of force, including training on the following matters:
i)   legal requirements;
ii)   the exercise of judgement;
iii)  safety;
iv)  theories relating to the use of force; and
v)   practical proficiencies; and

b) carry a firearm unless, during the 12 previous months, they have successfully completed a
training course on the use of firearms and are competent in the use of the firearm, subject
to section 14.2 (3) of the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation.

5. Every Chief of Police shall ensure that, subject to section 14.3 (2) of the Equipment and Use
of Force Regulation, at least once every 12 months, members:

a) who may be required to use force on other persons receive a training course on the use of
force; and

b) authorized to carry a firearm, receive a training course on the use of firearms.

6. Every Chief of Police should ensure that training on the use of force is:
a) in the context of the Use of Force Model currently used in Ontario;
b) consistent with the Ministry's approved Use of Force options that include;

i)   officer presence;
ii)   communication;
iii)  physical control:

•  empty hand techniques;
iv)  intermediate weapons:

•  impact weapons;
•  conducted energy weapons, as applicable;
•  aerosol weapons; and

iv)  lethal force:
•  firearms; and

c) conducted by a Use of Force Trainer, certified by the Ministry.

7. Every police service's procedures on use of force:
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a) shall address the reasonable use of weapons of opportunity by police officers, when
none of the approved options is available or appropriate to defend themselves or
members of the public;

b) shall address the issuance of a firearm to an auxiliary member as set out in the
Equipment and Use of Force Regulation;

c) should set out Special Investigations Unit (SIU) liaison policies and practices;
d) should require that any potential use of force situation where a subject appears to be in a

state of"excited delirium" be treated as a medical emergency;
e) should require, if possible, a response strategy be developed in cooperation with

emergency medical service personnel to address situations in 7 d); and
f)  should require that if an injury to a member of the public is claimed or observed, the

injury be documented;
g) should ensure arrangements for critical incident trauma aftercare for members.

,

Officer
Safety

Every Chief of Police should ensure that annual refresher* training on officer safety:
a) is integrated into other appropriate use of force options; and
b) covers a review of the topics set out in Appendix A: Ontario Police College Guideline

section 2 (c).

Communication 9.

Physical Control 10.

/ntermediate  1 I.
Weapons

Every Chief of Police should ensure that annual refresher* training on communication
covers a review of the topics set out in Appendix A: Ontario Police College Guideline
section 3(b).

Every Chief of Police should ensure that annual refresher* training on empty hand
techniques includes a minimum of 2 hours of training and covers a review of the topics set
out in Appendix A: Ontario Police College Guideline section 4.

Every police service's procedures on impact weapons should require that:
a) batons are the only impact weapon permitted for use when dealing directly with the

public;
b) officers are not issued with, or trained in the use of, impact devices commonly known as

'saps' or 'blackjacks'; and
c) batons have the following features:

i)  the capability of being used defensively;
ii)  they must be rigid at all times, including when expanded;
iii) they must be straight, handled, or expandable design; and
iv) minimum length (when expanded) of 16 inches.

12. Every Chief of Police should ensure that the annual re-qualification** training on the use of
a baton includes a minimum of 1 hour of training and requires officers to demonstrate
competency in the following skills and knowledge to the satisfaction of the Use of Force
Trainer certified by the Ministry:
a) use context;
b) stances;
c) control techniques;
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d) blocks/strikes; and
e) baton retention techniques.

Aerosol
Weapons

13. Every police service's procedures on aerosol weapons shall require that:
a) aerosol weapons are not used if the active ingredient is a gas or chemical; and
b) the use of a substance commonly known as tear gas is not applied intentionally in a

concentrated form directly to a person.

14. Every police service's procedures on aerosol weapons should:
a) address the use of aerosol weapons as a legitimate force option, only when alternatives

reasonably present a risk of injury to a subject or police officers;
b) require that canisters for aerosol weapons:

i)  be issued to individual officers who are responsible for the canister;
ii)  be identified by an individual serial number either engraved or stamped on the can,

or through numbered adhesives;
iii) carried by uniformed officers, be in a secure holder that can be securely fastened to

the duty belt to prevent accidental loss; and
iv) be equipped with a safety device, which may be part of the canister or may be

integrated into the design of the holster, to prevent unintentional discharge;
c) require that the active ingredient of aerosol weapons is oleoresin capsicum (5%-10%);
d) require that aerosol weapons, where the active ingredient is oleoresin capsicum products

blended with tear gas (CS-CN), not be permitted for use;
e) require that the propellant for aerosol weapons:

i)  be provided by the manufacturer;
ii) be non-flammable; and
iii) not be chlorofluorocarbon (CFCs), such as Freon 113, as prohibited by the Montreal

Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer;
f) require that the shelf life of aerosol weapons is as recommended by the manufacturer,

but no longer than 2 years;
g) require that aerosol weapons be replaced as recommended by the manufacturer, but no

less than every 2 years; and
h) require that all reasonable efforts be taken to decontaminate sprayed individuals at the

earliest safe or practicable opportunity, including the consideration of aerosol water mist
decontamination devices.

15. Every Chief of Police should ensure that the annual refresher* on aerosol weapons includes
a minimum of 1 hour of training that:
a) covers a review of the following issues:

i)  technical data on the product, including active ingredients and propellant;
ii) the effects of being sprayed;
iii) use of force legislation including the Criminal Code, Police Services Act, Provincial

Offences Act, and case law; and
iv) local police service policies and procedures and case studies of recent use; and

b) ensures competence is demonstrated in;
i)  proper application of spray; and
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ii) decontamination procedures.

Conducted
Energy

Weapons

16. Every Chief of Police should ensure that:
a) all training on conducted energy weapons is conducted by a ministry-certified Use of

Force Trainer who has successfully completed the Conducted Energy Weapon Trainers
course; and

b) conducted energy weapon trainer, user, refresher and familiarization training is
consistent with ministry training standards as per the appendices to this guideline.

17. Every police service's procedures on conducted energy weapons should include the
following:
a) at the commencement of each shift during which a conducted energy weapon is to be

carried:
i) a spark test should be conducted before use to ensure proper functioning;
ii) the results of the spark test should be recorded in the officer's notebook or the

appropriate log book; and
iii) the serial number of the conducted energy weapon being used should be recorded in

the officer's notebook or the appropriate log book;
b) conducted energy weapons are generally intended for use in situations where subjects

are threatening or displaying assaultive behaviour;
c) use of a conducted energy weapon may also be considered in other situations, taking

into account the totality of the circumstances and the imminent need for control of a
subject;

d) before using a conducted energy weapon, officers should consider the following factors:
i)  whether efforts to de-escalate the situation have been effective;
ii) whether verbal commands are not practical or are not being followed;
iii) the risk of secondary injury (e.g., as a result of a fall);
iv) the conducted energy weapon's capabilities in relation to the context and

environment; and
v) whether it is reasonably necessary to use an intermediate weapon;

e) use of the conducted energy weapon in different modes including:
i)  drive/push stun mode;
ii) cartridge/probe mode; and
iii) demonstrated force presence;

f) in an incident in which a conducted energy weapon is used, one or more additional
officers should be present to provide support when possible and restraint of a subject
should be attempted when appropriate during the conducted energy weapon activation

cycle;
g) when appropriate, an announcement should be made to other officers on the scene that a

conducted energy weapon is going to be activated;
h) conducted energy weapon use should be avoided in the presence of flammable or

explosive substances (e.g., alcohol, gas vapours, natural gas, propane) especially in
interventions in clandestine labs;

i)  as with any use of force option, a conducted energy weapon should only be used as
necessary to gain physical control of a subject;
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j)  where possible, conducted energy weapon use should be avoided:
i)  on a handcuffed subject;
ii) on a pregnant woman, elderly person, young child or visibly frail person;
iii) on sensitive areas of the body (i.e., head, throat, genitals); and
iv) on a subject in control of a moving vehicle, bicycle or other conveyance;

k) the subject should be informed that a conducted energy weapon has been used and the
effects are of short duration;

1) once the subject is controlled, whenever possible, he or she should be placed in a sitting
or recovery position and be observed by officers;

m) a medical assessment should be obtained in the following circumstances:
i)  when a conducted energy weapon is used on a subject who is pregnant, elderly,

young, or visibly frail;
ii) when a CEW is used on a sensitive area of the body (see section 17 j);
iii) when both probes are deployed on the chest near the heart;
iv) ifa subject loses consciousness or strikes his/her head during a fall; or
v) when the CEW is used multiple times or for an extended period of time.

n) embedded probes should be removed by medical personnel or a member who has
received specific training in doing so;

o) probes embedded in sensitive areas should only be removed by medical personnel;
p) probes that have penetrated the subject's body should be handled with the same

precautions as other biohazards;
q) following CEW use, data should be downloaded for audit and analysis by designated

personnel as soon as practicable;
r) secure storage requirements for CEWs.

18. Every Chief of Police should ensure, whenever possible, a response strategy/protocol be
developed in cooperation with emergency medical service personnel to address post-
deployment medical attention for individuals subjected to activation of a CEW.

Firearms
19. Every Chief of Police shall ensure that every police officer is issued and carries a handgun

that meets the technical specifications set out in the Equipment and Use of Force
Regulation.

20. Every police service's procedures on firearms should provide that the authority to use
firearms is an exceptional responsibility and must be exercised with the highest concern for
human life.

21. Every police service's procedures on firearms shall require that a member of a police force
shall not draw a handgun, point a firearm at a person, or discharge a firearm unless he or she
believes, on reasonable grounds, that to do so is necessary to protect against loss of life or
serious bodily harm; or unless
a)  they are engaged in a training exercise, target practice or ordinary weapon maintenance

in accordance with the rules of the police force;
b)  the discharge of a handgun or other firearm is to call for assistance in a critical

situation, if there is no reasonable alternative; or
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c)  the discharge of a handgun or other firearm is to destroy an animal that is potentially
dangerous or is so badly injured that humanity dictates that its suffering be ended.

22. Every police service's procedures on firearms shall:
a) address the authorization of members by the Chief of Police to carry firearms (except

revolvers) of a type other than that permitted by section 3(1) of the Equipment and Use
of Force Regulation, including:
i) whether or not the Chief of Police has designated another police officer to give

authorization; and
ii) the special purpose for which the firearms will be carried;

b) prohibit members from altering or modifying their issued handguns;
c) require that members who are issued a handgun:

i) are issued a minimum of three full magazines; and
ii) one of the issued full magazines is loaded in the handgun while the member is on

duty;
d) require that ammunition issued for handguns, other than those authorized for a special

purpose, meet the specifications set out in subsection 3(3) of the Equipment and Use of
Force Regulation; and

e) provide that procedures addressing subsections 18(a)-(d) do not apply to members when
engaged in a training exercise, target practice or ordinary weapon maintenance in
accordance with procedures governing these activities.

23. Every police service's procedures shall require that members not discharge their firearm for
the sole purpose of attempting to stop a fleeing motor vehicle.

24. Every Chief of Police should ensure that the annual re-qualification** on service handguns:
a) includes an inspection of service handguns and related equipment by a qualified armorer

and an exchange of duty ammunition for new ammunition; and
b) is divided into the following three areas:

i)  a minimum of 1 hour of in-class academic training that provides a review of the
following topics:
•  use of force legislation, including the Criminal Code, Provincial Offences Act,

Police Services Act and case law;
•  reporting requirements;
•  principles of firearms safety; and
•  safe storage and security practices;

ii) a minimum of 1½ hours of proficiency training that:
•  requires the firing of a minimum of 100 rounds of live service velocity

ammunition of which at least 50 rounds will be a test on the Ministry's approved
Course of Fire under daylight conditions;

•  may provide police officers the opportunity to shoot more, including, if
practicable, under low light and outdoor conditions; and

•  reinforces handgun training received at the basic qualification level; and
iii) a minimum of 1 ½ hours of judgement development training that:

•  is designed to develop decision-making skills in stressful conditions;
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•  may be delivered in several different ways, including role-playing, live or
simulated fire and/or branching/interactive simulator systems;

•  allows sufficient time for a Use of Force Trainer, certified by the Ministry, to
determine the police officer's competency in using good judgement;

•  ensures that officers are debriefed on powers of arrest, threat perceptions,
communication skills, tactics used, less than-lethal force options, justification for
force used, weapons discipline, reaction time and accuracy, following the
completion of training; and

•  requires that an officer will not be considered qualified to carry a firearm unless
a Use of Force Trainer, certified by the Ministry, determines that the officer has
the judgement skills, regardless of the officers performance in other components
of handgun training.

Accountability 25. Every Chief of Police shall immediately cause an investigation to be made consistent with
sections 12 and 13 of the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation:
a) where a member unintentionally or intentionally discharges his or her firearm, except on

a target range or in the course of weapon maintenance; or
b) where a member, by the discharge of a firearm in the performance of his or her duty,

kills or injures another person.

26. Every Chief of Police shall ensure that a written record is maintained of the training courses
taken by the members of the police service on the use of force and the use of firearms.

27. Every police service's procedures should address remedial training and administrative steps
to be taken when a police officer does not qualify in a specific use of force area.

Use of Force
Reporting

28. Every police service's procedures on use of force reporting shall require that:
a) a report be submitted by a member to the Chief of Police whenever the member:

i)  draws a handgun in the presence of a member of the public, excluding a member of
the police service while on duty;

ii) points a firearm at a person;
iii) discharges a firearm;
iv) uses a weapon other than a firearm on another person; or
v)  uses physical force on another person that results in an injury requiring medical

attention;
b) the report be in Form 1 as set out in the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation;
c) the retention period on Part B of a use of force report is consistent with section 14.5 of

the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation;
d) Section 28. a) does not apply when:

i)  a handgun is drawn, a firearm is pointed at another person, or a firearm is
discharged, in the course of a training exercise, target practice or ordinary firearm
maintenance, in accordance with the procedures of the police force;

ii)  a weapon other than a firearm is used on another member of a police service in the
course of a training exercise in accordance with the procedures of the police force;
or
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iii) physical force is used on another member of a police service in the course of a
training exercise; in accordance with the procedures of the police force;

e) use of force reports not be admitted in evidence at any hearing under Part V of the Police
Services Act, other than a hearing to determine whether the police officer has

contravened

section 14.5 of the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation and local procedures on
use of force reporting;

f) the Chief of Police deliver or make available to the Solicitor General a copy of a report,
upon the request of the Solicitor General; and

g) a regular review is conducted on the police service's procedures, training and reporting
on the use of force based on information obtained from the reports.

29. Every police service's procedures on use of force reporting should:
a) require that a use of force report be submitted by a member to the Chief of Police

whenever the member uses a CEW in cartridge/probe or drive/push stun mode;
b) require use of force reports to be collected and used only to identify individual and

group training requirements, or organizational use of force policy and procedure
requirements;

c) require use of force reports and associated occurrence reports to be completed and
submitted to the front-line supervisor as soon as possible after the relevant incident;

d) where a member is incapacitated, allow for the completion of the report by the
member's immediate supervisor;

e) allow for the completion of team reports by leaders of specialist teams (e.g., tactical
units);

f) require front-line supervisors to:
i)  report, in conjunction with associated occurrence reports, to identify individual

training requirements;
ii) indicate on the use of force report whether additional training is required by the

officer; and
iii) forward the use of force report to the training analyst;

g) set out the supervisory levels, if any, beyond the front-line supervisors, who will review
the use of force reports, prior to review by the training analyst;

h) require that use of force reports not be introduced, quoted from, or in any way referred
to, during considerations of promotion or job assignment without the consent of the
reporting officer;

i)  require that information from a use of force report not be contained in an officer's
personnel file;

j)  require the appointment of a training analyst responsible for:
i)  reviewing use of force reports to identify individual and group training requirements;
ii) maintaining a database (electronic or manual) of use of force data from Part A of all

use of force reports; and
iii) at least once every calendar year, producing a study, including an analysis of use of

force trends for the entire police service, which does not contain data that identifies
reporting police officers;
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k) require review by the Chief of Police and the police services board of the annual use of
force study; and

1)  require the availability of the annual use of force study to the community.
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Ministry's Approved Course of Fire

Stage   Distance               Time Allowed

One

Two

Three

0-10 ft/
0-3.04 m

11-39 ft /
3.35-11.88 m

over 40 ft /
12.19 m

Minimum
Rounds

12

12

8

Drawing / Firing from
Secure Holster
2 sec, for one round
3 sec. for two rounds
4 sec. for three rounds
3 sec. for one round
3 sec. for two rounds
4 sec. for three rounds
maximum of 5 seconds per
round
(after the police officer has
drawn the handgun and
adopted a firing position
behind cover)

Firing from Ready Position

1 sec. for one round
2 sec. for two rounds
3 sec. for three rounds
2 sec. for one round
3 sec. for two rounds
4 sec. for three rounds
Maximum of 5 seconds per
round

Approved Targets
Targets for the qualification will be of a life sized silhouette type. The designated scoring area will be
incorporated within the upper center mass of the torso, and be approximately 12" wide x 18" (30.5 cm x
45.7 cm)in height.

Scoring
Only hits to the designated scoring area will be counted. Hits outside the designated scoring area, but on
the silhouette do not count. Shots fired in a "no shoot" situation will result in failure.
The minimum passing score on this Course of Fire for police officers using a semi-automatic pistol will be
90% or 45 hits out of 50 rounds in the designated scoring area.

Duty Attire:
All officers will qualify wearing their regular attire, with their issued handgun, carried in the manner in
which it is carried on duty.

Handgun:
Police officers must successfully complete the course of fire with their issued service handgun.
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Teaching Points for Ministry Approved Course of Fire:

It may not be possible to include all teaching points in each individual stage in the Course of
Fire. However, when all three stages are combined, the following training points should be
covered:

,/" cover / concealment, including:

o  the importance of gaining cover is stressed throughout handgun training, refresher
and re-qualification training; and '

o  concealment only hides the police officer's position;
¢" tactical / emergency reload, including the importance of being able to perform tactical or

emergency reloads under stressful conditions;
¢" shooting with one hand, including the ability to discharge handgun at close quarters with

strong hand and support hand;
€" draw and fire, including the ability to draw and fire from a secure holster under stressful

conditions;
¢" handgun at ready position, including the ability to fire from the previously unholstered

position;
¢" move with the handgun unholstered, including the ability to move safely from position

to position with the handgun unholstered;
'/ Scan target, follow through, including reminding police officers of the need to

continually conduct a threat evaluation. Police officers will be required to evaluate the
threat before reholstering;

,/ use of sights, including the importance of using the sights at intermediate and long
distances;

,/ various positions, including teaching police officers to draw and discharge from various
positions, including standing and kneeling;

¢" Ontario Adopted Police Challenge - " POLICE - DON'T MOVE" where applicable;
¢" don't shoot situations - designed to develop decision-making skills in stressful

situations;
,/stress, including the issue of physical or psychological stress inducements to simulate

stressful conditions; and
¢" stoppages and immediate Action Drills, including the method used to clear stoppages

from the handgun.

*Refresher training is training which does not involve a pass/fail test.

**Re-qualification training is training with pass/fail evaluation of an individual's skills or

knowledge.

March 2010
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SITUATION

The officer continuously assesses the situation and
selects the most reasonable option relative to those
circumstances as perceived at that point in time.
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APPENDIX A

Ontario Police College Guidelines

Geneml    1. The Ontario Police College should ensure that recruit training on the use of force is:
a) in the context of the Ministry's approved Use of Force Model (attached);
b) consistent with the Ministry's approved Use of Force options that include:

i)   officer presence;
ii)  communication;
iii)  physical control:
iv)  empty hand techniques;
v)   intermediate weapons:
vi)  impact weapons;
vii)  aerosol weapons;
viii) lethal force; and
ix)  firearms;

c) from approved course training standards; and
d) conducted by a Use of Force Trainer certified by the Ministry.

Officer Safety  2. The Ontario Police College shall ensure that all recruits receive officer safety training
that:
a) is integrated into other appropriate use of force options, and is not an independent

instructional component;
b) incorporates role playing exercises and case study discussions; and
c) ensures competence is demonstrated in;

i)  tactical considerations, including;
•  containment principles;
•  vehicle approaches, including unknown and known risks;
•  suspect approaches, including unknown and known risks;
•  the role and purpose of emergency response teams (perimeter control

containment teams, tactical teams, hostage rescue teams);

•  cover and concealment;

•  building search;
•  situational planning; and
•  edged weapon awareness training;

ii) personnel searches and handcuffing;
iii) handgun retention; and
iv) the use of the Ontario Adopted Police Challenge ("POLICE - DON'T MOVE"),

when appropriate.

3. The Ontario Police College shall ensure all recruits receive training on
communication that:
a) is practiced and reinforced in all appropriate recruit training; and
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b) ensures competence is demonstrated in;

i)  basic communication skills, including:

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)

• subject rapport development;
• voice control;

• receiver/sender issues; and
• active listening;
race relations and cross-cultural communication skills;
mental illness/communication awareness;
mediation skills;
diagnosing verbal encounters;
creating voluntary compliance;
defusing aggressive behaviour;
use policy; and
role-playing exercises.

Physical Control 4. The Ontario Police College shall ensure that all recruits receive training on empty
hand techniques that ensures competence is demonstrated in;
a) soft hand - controlling techniques, which includes:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

b) hard
i)
ii)
iii)

restraining techniques;
joint locks;
compliance techniques; and
defensive blocking; and
strikes, including punches, elbow strikes and open hand strikes;
leg strikes, including kicks and knee strikes;
alternative strikes; and
grounding techniques.

Intermediate 5.
Weapons

The Ontario Police College shall ensure that all recruits receive training and meet the
Ministry approved standard on impact weapons that:
a) is based on the fundamental principles that:

i)  batons are the only impact weapon permitted for use when dealing directly
with the public;

ii)  a baton is an impact weapon used to control resistive or assaultive behaviour
of a subject; and

iii) a baton strike to the head is potentially lethal;
b) ensures competence is demonstrated in:

i)  use context;
ii)  parallel communication;
iii) nomenclature;
iv) carriage;
v)  draws;
vi) target areas;
vii) gripping;
viii) soft techniques, including:
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c)

•  control techniques such as baton retention; and
ix)  hard techniques, including:

•  blocking; and
•  striking; and

involves the use of training batons and protective equipment.

. The Ontario Police College shall ensure all recruits receive training on aerosol
weapons that:
a) is based on the principle that aerosol weapons do not preclude the use of lethal

force;
b) covers the following topics:

i)  a brief history of aerosol weapons;
ii) technical data on the product, including the active ingredient and propellant;
iii) effects of being sprayed, including:

•  the varying degrees of its effectiveness; and
•  the possibility of an intense physical shock reaction;

iv) use of force legislation, (i.e., Criminal Code and Police Services Act);
v) training exercises with inert canisters; and
vi) evaluation and testing;

c) ensures competence is demonstrated in;
i)  proper application of spray;
ii) decontamination procedures; and
iii) weapon retention;

d) includes a written examination prior to recruits being issued with an aerosol
weapon;

e) requires officers to view others being sprayed;
f)  allows officers the opportunity to voluntarily experience the effects of capsicum

weapons, in light of their own health and physical conditioning; and
g) highlights the benefits of being sprayed, including:

i)  for court purposes, an officer can indicate that he/she used no more force than
he/she has experienced in the past;

ii) to develop a better understanding of the physical effects of this weapon;
iii) to prevent possible misuse of this weapon; and
iv) to prepare the police officer to deal with a suspect who has been sprayed with

this weapon especially in the area of cross contamination.

Firearms . The Ontario Police College shall ensure all recruits receive service handgun
qualification training that:
a) includes theoretical training that may be conducted in conjunction with

proficiency training, and that covers the following topics:
i)  safety, including:

•  storage (home & police facility);
•  transportation; and
•  rules and regulations under the Firearms Act;
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ii)    handgun nomenclature;
iii)    holsters/equipment placement
iv)    soft body armor;
v)    equipment maintenance;
vi)    function, including:

•  fire;
•  extract;

•  eject; and
•  feed;

vii)   ballistics, including:
•  specifications; and
•  performance;

viii)   loading/unloading, including:
•  administrative (round rotation);
•  tactical; and

•  emergency (speed);
ix)    fundamentals;

b)

c)

d)

x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)

stoppages and immediate action drills;
low light shooting and flashlight techniques;
multiple targets;
unusual shooting positions (e.g., sitting (as in a car or chair), prone);
strong and support hand shooting;
firearms identification and awareness;
mental conditioning, including:
•  rules of survival;

xvii)  critical incident stress (e.g., tachy-psyche, incident debriefing);
xviii) tactics (having a "plan B");
xix)   limitation of weapons and myths; and
xx)   knowledge of relevant laws;
includes proficiency training to prescribed standards that requires the firing of a
minimum of 1000 rounds, and is divided into the following:
fundamentals that involve the slow firing of live ammunition in exercises
specifically designed to develop skills and ensures the recruit can demonstrate
competency in shooting fundamentals and accuracy, including:
i)     grip/stance;
ii)    trigger control;
iii)   sight picture/sight alignment;
iv)    follow-through (guard/cover position); and
v)    tactical/emergency reloading;
includes stoppages and immediate action drills that involves the firing of live
ammunition and the use of dummy rounds in exercises specifically designed to
develop skills and ensures the recruit can demonstrate competency in immediate
action skills, or skills to quickly clear any pistol stoppage;
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e) includes tactical shooting skills that involve the timed firing of live ammunition in
exercises specifically designed to develop skills and ensures the recruit can
demonstrate competency in tactical shooting skills, including:
i)     draw and fire drills/pistol presentation;
ii)    time to fire rounds gradually restricted;
iii)   firing from standing, kneeling, sitting and prone positions;
iv)    gradually increasing target distances;
v)    firing under varied lighting conditions;
vi)    firing from the ready (gun drawn) position;
vii)   firing from behind cover;
viii)  reloading drills (tactical, emergency);
ix)    vertical tracking drills; and
x)    the use of the Ontario Adopted Police Challenge ("POLICE - DON'T

MOVE") where applicable;
f) includes close quarter skills that involve the firing of live ammunition in exercises

specifically designed to develop skills and ensures the recruits can demonstrate
competency in close quarter skills, including:
i)     time to fire rounds severely restricted;
ii)    target distances reduced to under 12 feet (3.65 meters);
iii)    firing under varied lighting conditions;
iv)    introduction to reactive shooting techniques; and
v)    introduction of one hand shooting movement, multiple and reactive

targets;
g) includes the successful completion of a qualification test, consistent with the

Ministry's approved Course of Fire, using a minimum of 50 rounds of service
velocity ammunition;

h) includes judgment development training that:
i)  is undertaken following the completion of the proficiency segment of firearms

training;
ii) provides practical experience in making use of force option choices under

realistic circumstances;
iii) for purpose of handgun training, emphasizes "shoot-don't-shoot" decision-

making in stressful, realistic, scenarios in which various options might be
exercised;

iv) is given through live or simulated fire, and/or branching/interactive simulator
systems that incorporate training scenarios sensitive to race relations
confidence and restraint;

v) ensures that recruits are debriefed on powers of arrest, threat perceptions,
communication skills, tactics used, less than-lethal force options, justification
for force used, weapons discipline, reaction time and accuracy, following the
completion of training; and

vi) includes a requirement that a recruit meets a standard in judgement training in
order to be deemed qualified to carry a firearm.
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It is the policy of the Hamilton Police Services Board with respect to use of force that:

a) this Board, upon receiving a report on the investigation into an injury or death
caused by the discharge of a member's firearm, will:
i)  review the report and make further inquiries as necessary; and
ii)  file a copy with the Solicitor General, including any additional inquiries of the

Board;
b) this Board, upon being notified that the Chief of Police has discharged a firearm in

the performance of his/her duty, will cause an investigation into the circumstances
and file a report on the investigation with the Solicitor General;

c) the Chief of Police will:
i)  ensure that members do not use a weapon other than a firearm, with the

exception of those used on another member in the course of a training
exercise in accordance with procedures, unless:
•  that type of weapon has been approved for use by the Solicitor General;
• the weapon conforms to technical standards established by the Solicitor

General; and
- the weapon is used in accordance with standards established by the

Solicitor General.
ii)  ensure that, at minimum, police officers are:

•  issued a handgun that meets the technical specifications set out in the
Equipment and Use of Force Regulation;

•  issued oleoresin capsicum aerosol spray;
•  issued a baton; and
• trained in officer safety, communication, handcuffing and physical control

techniques;
iii)  ensure that members do not:

•  use force on another person unless they have successfully completed a
training course on the use of force; and

•  carry a firearm unless, they have successfully completed a training course
on the use of firearms, and is competent in the use of the firearm;

iv) ensure that, at least once every 12 months, members:
• who may be required to use force on other persons receives a training

course on the use of force; and
•  authorized to carry a firearm, receives a training course on the use of

firearms;
v)  permit the use of reasonable weapons of opportunity by police officers, when

none of the approved options is available or appropriate to defend themselves
or members of the public;

vi)  establish procedures consistent with the requirements of the Equipment and
Use of Force Regulation 926;

Hamilton Police Services Board
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vii)  immediately cause an investigation to be made where a member
unintentionally or intentionally discharges his or her firearm, except on a
target range or in the course of weapon maintenance;

viii) immediately cause an investigation and file a report to this Board where a
member, by the discharge of a firearm in the performance of his or her duty,
kills or injures another person;

ix)  where the Chief discharges a firearm in the performance of the Chief's duties,
promptly report the matter to this Board;

x)  ensure that a written record is maintained of the training courses taken by the
members of the police service on the use of force and the use of firearms;

xi)  ensure the reporting of the use of force by members in accordance with the
Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926;

xii) ensure the ongoing review and evaluation of local use of force procedures,
training and reporting; and

xiii) provide a copy of the police service's annual use of force study to this Board
for review, and ensure the availability of the study to the community.

Bernÿli
nalrman
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Use of Force and Equipment

POLICY

The Hamilton Police Service (HPS) believes in using only the minimum force required in carrying
out our duties. The level of force used by Members in any situation must be the minimum level of
force necessary to affect the lawful purpose required and authorized in law and it must be
continually assessed.

It is the Policy of this Service to establish procedures to address the use of force by Members, the
reporting of such force, the use and technical specifications for handguns, holsters and other
approved weapons and related training in accordance with the Police Services Act and
Regulations, the Criminal Code and the Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation. In addition, the
Service will establish procedures to address the safe storage, transfer of firearms and security
measures in relation to Service (agency) firearms consistent with the requirements set out in the
Firearms Act and the Public Agents Firearms Regulations and the Adequacy and Effectiveness
Regulation.

PROCEDURE
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A.1    GENERAL                                                                              ]

. Members shall only wear and use issued and/or approved uniforms and equipment, as
prescribed in HPS Policies and Procedures and the Regulations, unless otherwise authorized
by the Chief of Police or designate.
(Reference:   HPS  Regulations,  By-Law 96-003  and Policy and Procedure  1.23
Uniform/Equipment Issue and Prescribed Dress)

2.  Members issued equipment that is no longer approved by the Police Service for use shall
return it immediately to the Service Armourer or Stores Branch.

. Members who are assigned to Sections/Units and issued specialized use of force equipment
(e.g. plainclothes holster, O.C. foam, short baton), shall return the equipment to the Service
Armourer or Property Branch at the conclusion of the assignment, unless authorized, in
writing, by the Member's Divisional Commander.

° Where a serious injury (clef) or death may have resulted from the actions of a Police Officer;
or where an injury of death results from the discharging of a firearm by a Police Officer, the
procedures outlined in Policy and Procedure 1.20 Special Investigations Unit shall be
followed, including notifying the S.I.U.

5.  Where an incident involves a Critical Incident (C.I.) (def.) that requires or may require
activation of the Critical Incident Response Team (C.I.R.T.) (def.), the procedures outlined in
Policy and Procedure 1.17 Critical Incident Response Program (C.I.R.P.) shall be followed.

[ A.2   USE OF FORCE                                                                         J

A.2.1    Level of Force Options

. Members of the Service have a responsibility to only use that force which is reasonably
necessary to bring an incident under control effectively and safely.  The Criminal Code
empowers every person who is required or authorized to do anything in the administration or
enforcement of the law, when acting on reasonable grounds, to use as much force as
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necessary for that purpose. Every person is liable both criminally and civilly for unjustified or
excessive use of force.

. The Ontario Use of Force Model (Model) (Appendix "A", attached) is an aid to promote
continuous critical assessment and evaluation of every situation, and can assist Members to
understand and make use of a variety of force options to respond to potentially violent
situations. It is not intended to serve as justification for a Member's use of force, nor does it
prescribe specific response options appropriate to any given situation. However, the Model
does provide a framework for understanding and articulating the events associated with an
incident involving a Member's use of force.

3.  Depending on the circumstances of the encounter, a number of factors must be taken into
account in determining the level of force necessary to bring the situation under control. These
factors include:

a.  The situation.
b.  Subject's behaviours.
c.  Officer's perceptions and tactical considerations.

4.  Members, through their experience and training, have a number of force options available to
them depending on the situation. The level of force options that may be used in justifiable
circumstances include:

a.  Member presence.
b.  Communication.
c.  Physical control (soft or hard).
d.  Intermediate weapon (OC Spray/Foam, Baton and TASER).
e.  Lethal force.

5.  Level of force option decisions must be justifiable and reasonable given the situation and
impact factors. The level of force used may de-escalate or escalate at any instance as the
situation itself de-escalates or escalates.

6.  Use of a firearm is only one of a wide range of possible options. The authority to use firearms
is an exceptional responsibility, and must be exercised with the highest concern for human
life.

7.  Disengagement by the Member may be an option in some circumstances. Members may
decide to discontinue their present actions in anticipation of potentially disastrous
consequences.

8.  Police Officers may reasonably use weapons of opportunity when none of the approved
options are available or appropriate to defend themselves or members of the public.

A.2.2   Use of Force Reporting

1.  Members shall complete and submit the HPS Use of Force Report, prior to completion of their
shift in accordance with the requirements outlined in Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use of Force
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Reporting and consistent with the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926 of the Police
Services Act.

A.2.3    Use of Force Qualification and Re-Qualification

. A Member of the Police Service shall not use force on another person unless, during the
twelve previous months, the Member has successfully completed a training course
satisfactory to the Police Service on the use of force. The training will only be provided by
Use of Force Trainers, certified by the Ministry and include the following matters:

a.  legal requirements,
b.  the exercise of judgement,
c.  safety,
d.  theories relating to the use of force, and
e.  practical proficiencies.

, All Members who carry or use a Service issued pistol, shotgun or other approved firearm, or
any Service issued equipment, must be qualified to use that weapon and must have
successfully completed a training course specific to that model satisfactory to the Police
Service on the use of that weapon during the previous twelve months.

, Members of the Service authorized to carry a firearm other than the issued pistol must be
qualified to use that weapon and must have successfully completed a training course
satisfactory to the Police Service on the use of that weapon during the previous twelve
months.

. Officers who fail to achieve the Minimum Provincial Standard or the Service Standard during
re-qualification with a pistol are required to remain for immediate remedial training. Officers
who fail to successfully complete remedial training shall surrender their Service pistol and
ammunition to the Service Armourer and will be assigned duties not requiring firearms until
remedial training is successfully completed.

, Members are responsible for ensuring they comply with the requirements of paragraphs 1 and
2, above, by attending HPS Use of Force Training which includes training on the use of a
Service firearm and/or any other Service issued equipment no later than twelve months after
the date of successful completion of the Member's last training course.

Members shall be advised of re-qualification dates via e-mail notification from the Training
Branch.  Re-qualification dates are identified based on Members' dayshift(s) and schedule
availability. If a Member is unable to attend on the re-qualification date as a result of annual
leave, court time, accrued/stat time, or squad/position change ONLY, the Member shall notify
the Training Branch via e-mail and include alternate date(s).

If a Member does not respond to the Training Branch e-mail notification, it will be assumed
the Member is available and will attend on the re-qualification date identified by the Training
Branch.
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Once re-qualification dates are confirmed, changes will not be allowed unless the Member
obtains prior approval of their Supervisor. In these cases, the Supervisor is responsible for
notifying the Training Branch of re-qualification date changes.

. Members returning from any long term absence (def) or who have suffered an injury, which
may affect their ability to use force, must consult with the Coordinator of Health & Safety
(CHS) and their Command Officer prior to returning to their current assignment or assuming
any duties to determine whether re-qualification with their Service firearm or other Service
issued equipment is required.

A.3        SERVICE FIREARMS

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

A.3.1   General

. Police Services Act Regulations provide that where a Member of the Service has been
authorized to carry a firearm, the firearm issued and carried shall be a Service issued semi-
automatic pistol that meets the technical specifications set out in the Equipment and Use of
Force Regulation 926. The Service issued pistol shall be the .40 calibre Glock Model 22 or
Model 27.

Members authorized to carry the Service issued pistol shall be issued with magazines and
ammunition as outlined in Section A.4 Magazines/Ammunition of this Policy, below.

The Chief of Police may authorize a Member of the Service to carry, for a special purpose, a
Service issued firearm of a type different from the Service issued pistol, except a revolver.

The Chief of Police or designate may authorize Officers assigned to specialized units within
the Investigative Services Division, to carry a Service issued Glock Model 27 pistol.

Officers transferred out of a specialized unit for which authorization has been given to carry a
Glock Model 27, shall immediately upon transfer, contact the Service Armourer to surrender
the Glock Model 27 and obtain a re-issue Glock Model 22 pistol, after qualification.

The Chief of Police or designate may, in accordance with the Equipment and Use of Force
Regulation 926, authorize an Auxiliary Officer of this Police Service accompanied and
supervised by a Sworn Member of this Police Service to carry a firearm, except a revolver, if
he or she believes on reasonable grounds that they are entering into a situation in which it is
necessary that the Auxiliary Member be armed to protect against loss of life or serious bodily
harm. If the Chief of Police authorizes an Auxiliary Officer to carry a firearm, the Chief will
notify the Service Armourer to issue the firearm.

No Service firearms may be modified or altered unless the Chief of Police or authorized
designate provides prior permission in writing, and the alteration is in accordance with the
Regulations under the Police Services Act.

Only the Service Armourer and qualified Use of Force personnel shall repair, modify or alter
Service pistols and shotguns.  Qualified Emergency Response Unit (ERU) Members may
repair, modify or alter weapons under their control.
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9.  The Police Service shall ensure that security measures for police firearms are consistent with
the requirements set out in the Firearms Act., the Public Agents Firearms Regulations and the
Storage, Display, Transportation and Handling of Firearms by Individuals Regulations.

10. The Police Service shall ensure all Service (agency) firearms are entered and maintained, as
required, on the Public Agency website in accordance with the Public Agency Regulations
(2008).

A.3.2   Discharge of a Service Firearm and Reporting Requirements

1.  A Member shall not draw a handgun, point a firearm at a person, or discharge a firearm
unless he or she believes, on reasonable grounds, that to do so is necessary to protect
against loss of life or serious bodily harm; or unless:

a.  the Member is engaged in a training exercise, target practice or ordinary weapon
maintenance in accordance with the rules of the Police Service, or

b.  the discharge of a handgun or other firearm is to call for assistance in a critical situation,
if there is no reasonable alternative, or

c.  the discharge of a handgun or other firearm is to destroy an animal that is potentially
dangerous or so badly injured that humanity dictates that its suffering be ended.

. The discharge of a firearm at a moving vehicle is prohibited, except as a last measure to
protect the life of the Officer or a member of the public. Officers shall not discharge a firearm
for the sole purpose of attempting to stop a vehicle to apprehend a criminal suspect.

. With the exception of the discharge of a firearm on a Police Range during training, an Officer
who discharges a firearm on duty, including a discharge during ordinary weapons
maintenance where no personal injury results, shall immediately notify the on duty Patrol Staff
Sergeant in the Division where the discharge occurred.

The Patrol Staff Sergeant shall immediately notify their Divisional Commander, or in his/her
absence, the Duty Officer, who shall cause an investigation to be made into the
circumstances.

4.  Whenever a Police Officer discharges a firearm to destroy an animal that is potentially
dangerous or so badly injured that humanity dictates that its suffering be ended, he/she shall:

a.  notify their Patrol Supervisor and Patrol Staff Sergeant. The Patrol Staff Sergeant in the
Division where the discharge occurred will initiate an investigation into the circumstances;

b.  submit an Occurrence Report prior to end of shift. If a SPCA or City of Hamilton, Animal
Control Officer is on scene, include the Officer's name in the Report; and

c.  submit a Use of Force Report.
(Reference:  Policy and Procedure 4.3.16 Animal Control and 1.02 Use of Force
Reporting)

5.  Where an Officer discharges a firearm in the execution of his/her duty where any personal
injury or death results, the procedures outlined in Policy and Procedure 1.20 Special
Investigation Unit shall be followed immediately.
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6.  An Officer who discharges a firearm on duty, other than on a Police Range during training,
shall, prior to cleaning their pistol, obtain authorization from the Patrol Staff Sergeant.

A.3.3   Firearms not in Custody Areas

1.  Firearms are not permitted in any custody area.

. Prior to entering a custody area, Officers must deposit their Service pistol in the gun storage
lockers outside the custody entrance, secure the locker and retain the key. In the case of the
Court custody area, deposit Service pistols in the gun storage lockers as outlined in Policy
and Procedure 7.14 Court Security/Court Security Branch.

A.3.4   Care and Handling of Service Pistols

. Officers loading/unloading their Service pistol in a Police facility must use a Pistol Proving
Station, except when engaged in training at a Police Range. Officers shall follow the "Six
Steps Proving Pistol Safe" posted above the Pistol Proving Station to safely load and unload
their pistol.

2.  Prior to cleaning, Officers shall unload the firearm using a Pistol Proving Station as set out in
paragraph 1., above.

. Firearms must be cleaned after being discharged and/or when subjected to inclement
environmental conditions, as required.  Where an Officer discharges a firearm on duty, other
than on a Police Range during training, he/she shall, prior to cleaning their pistol, obtain
authorization from the Patrol Staff Sergeant.

A.3.5   Firearms in Detention Facilities

1.  No firearms are allowed within correctional/detention centres.  When proceeding beyond
administration areas, Police Officers shall deposit their firearms in accordance with the
regulations of the specific correctional/detention centre.

A.3.6   Removal of Use of Force Equipment

1.  Firearms, ammunition and other issued use of force equipment, shall be removed from a
Member in any one of the following circumstances:

a.  When a Member is absent from duty for a long term absence (def) or suffers an injury
which may affect their ability to use force, the firearm, ammunition and other use of force
equipment shall be retrieved under the direction of the Divisional Commander, or
designate.

b.  When a Member is suspended from duty, the Service issued firearm, ammunition and
other use of force equipment shall be seized immediately by the Member's Divisional
Commander, or designate.

c.  When any Member becomes aware of any circumstance where a Member is
experiencing stress, psychological or emotional issues that may put the Member at risk,
other than those normally inherent in their duties, or is unable to perform their duties,
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without risk to themselves or others, they shall advise their own Supervisor, or the
Member's Supervisor, or a Senior Officer.

d.  When the immediate Supervisor of a Member or other Senior Officer responsible for a
Member is made aware of any circumstance where a Member is experiencing stress,
psychological or emotional issues that may put the Member at risk, other than those
normally inherent in their duties, or is unable to perform their duties, without risk to
themselves or others, the Supervisor/Senior Officer shall retrieve the Member's firearm,
ammunition and other use of force equipment.

e.  When any other circumstances exist, as determined by a Supervisor or other Senior
Officer, that necessitate removal of a Member's firearm, ammunition and other use of
force equipment.

, Whenever a firearm and use of force equipment is removed from a Member, the Supervisor
removing the equipment shall:

a.  ensure the firearm is unloaded and proven safe;
b.  turn over the firearm to the Service Armourer, along with ammunition and any other use

of force equipment. In the absence of the Service Armourer, secure the firearm/use of
force equipment in a gun locker until return of the Service Armourer; and

c.  immediately notify their Divisional Commander, or in his/her absence, the Duty Officer.
The Divisional Commander/Duty Officer shall notify the appropriate Deputy Chief and
Manager of Human Resources.

,

.

. The Service Armourer shall safely store Service firearms and use of force equipment turned
over to him/her. Shall modify the inventory/database of all Service firearms to include the
date the equipment was turned over, date returned and Commander approving return of the
equipment.

A Member's use of force equipment shall only be returned to the Member when one of the
following criteria has been met:

a.  In the case of injury/illness, the Member must produce medical documentation indicating
they are fit to perform the duties that require use of force equipment and consult with the
Coordinator of Health & Safety (CHS) and their Command Officer who must authorize the
return in writing.

b.  In the case of suspension, the Chief of Police must approve the return.
c.  In the case of stress, psychological or emotional problems, the Member shall consult with

the CHS to obtain appropriate forms to take to a registered psychologist or psychiatrist.
The Member must return the documentation from a registered psychologist or
psychiatrist, which indicates the Member is fit to perform the duties that require use of
force equipment, and provide to the Manager of Human Resources for approval.

In all circumstances set out in paragraph 4, above, the Member must be qualified or re-
qualified in the use of force as outlined in this Policy.
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A.3.7   Purchasing and Maintaining Inventories of Service Firearms

1.  Acquisition of all firearms for Service use requires the authorization of the Chief of Police or
designate.

. All Service (agency) firearms shall be entered and maintained, as required, on the Canadian
Firearms Centre (CFC), Public Agency website in accordance with the Public Agency
Regulations (2008) under the Firearms Act by the Service Armourer or the ERU Sergeant in
accordance with paragraphs 4. and 5., below.

3.  The Stores/Property Branch Supervisor shall:

a.  in consultation with the Service Armourer, order new firearms, with the exception of ERU
firearms, using the Public Agency Identification Number assigned to the Service
Armourer; and

b.  maintain purchase order records, as required.

4.  The Service Armourer shall:

a.  upon being notified by the Property/Stores Branch Supervisor of the receipt of new
Service firearms, receive and issue the firearms to Members, as required;

b.  enter/remove/modify Service firearms, other than ERU firearms, on the Public Agency
website using their assigned I.D. and password, in accordance with the Public Agency
Regulations (2008); and

c.  maintain a current inventory/database of all Services firearms including ERU firearms
registered to the HPS.

5.  The E.R.U Sergeant shall:

a.  obtain written authorization from the Chief of Police for each specific make and model of
firearm under ERU control;

b.  order new ERU weapons using the Public Agency Identification Number assigned to the
Service Armourer;

c.  add/remove/modify ERU firearms on the Public Agency website using their assigned I.D.
and password in accordance with the Public Agency Regulations (2008);

d.  maintain a current inventory/database of all ERU firearms including a copy of the Chiefs
authorization for each; and

e.  notify the Service Armourer of any changes to the ERU firearms inventory.

A.3.8   Storage of Service Firearms at a Police Division

1.  Officers shall store their Service pistol in their locked personal locker when not on duty,
except where:

a.  there are extenuating circumstances where the pistol is specifically required for Police
duties; and

b.  the Officer has obtained the prior written authorization of the Chief of Police or designate
or, in emergent situations, the Duty Officer.
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Extenuating circumstances do NOT include availability for Authorized Voluntary Paid Duty
assignments.

2.  On-duty Officers, while in the Station for lunch or other matters, shall ensure the security of
their Service pistol by either wearing it at all times or storing it in their locked personal lockers.

3.  Pistols, stored in personal lockers, shall be:

a.  loaded and secured in the holster; or
b.  unloaded with the slide lock back.

4.  Personal lockers which contain firearms shall be locked at all times when unattended.

5.  Officers inside Police facilities must use a Pistol Proving Station when loading or unloading a
pistol and follow the "Six Steps Proving Pistol Safe" posted above the Pistol Proving Station to
safely load and unload their pistol.

6.  Service firearms shall not be left or stored in a police vehicle at any time without being
properly secured (e.g. shotgun mount, Service issued locking container).

7.  Officers are not permitted to store their Service pistol in a desk drawer for any length of time.

8.  Officers on any long term absence (clef) shall surrender their Service pistol, ammunition and
all use of force options to the Service Armourer for maintenance and storage, prior to
commencement of the absence period.

A.3.9   Storage of Service Firearms at Other than a Police Facility

1.  Officers are not permitted to store Service issued firearms or ammunition at their private
residences, or a location other than a Police facility, except where:

a.  there are extenuating circumstances where the firearm is specifically required for Police
duties; and

b.  the Officer has obtained the prior written authorization of the Chief of Police or, in
emergent situations, the Duty Officer.  Authorizations shall be limited to a specified time
period which is related to the purpose the firearm is required for.

Extenuating circumstances do NOT include availability for Authorized Voluntary Paid Duty
assignments.

2.  An Officer seeking authorization, in accordance with paragraph 1, above, must establish that
the firearm is specifically required for Police duties.

, Officers authorized to store Service firearms or ammunition in their residence or a location
other than a Police facility, in accordance with this Policy, must comply with the provisions of
the Criminal Code and the Storage, Display, Transportation and Handling of Firearms by
Individuals Regulations (Firearms Act), and shall store the firearm as follows:

a.  The firearm shall be stored unloaded.
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b.  In addition to being unloaded:

i.   the firearm shall be rendered inoperable by a Service approved and issued secure
locking device (def.) which renders the firearm unable to be fired, and

ii.  the firearm shall be secured in a Service approved and issued locking container
(def.) which only the Officer has access to.

C, In addition to a. and b., the Criminal Code permits the storage of firearms and
ammunition together, provided the storage container is kept securely locked and is
constructed such that it cannot be readily broken open.   Service firearms and
ammunition, may therefore be stored in the same Service approved and issued locking
container, provided only the Officer has access to the container.

4.  In an emergent situation where it is necessary for Officers to have their firearms readily
available, prior express permission to have the firearm loaded and available at all times must
be received in writing from the Chief of Police, or in his/her absence, the Duty Officer.

A.3.10  Transportation of Service Firearms

1, Officers authorized to transport their Service firearms to a location other than a Police facility,
shall wear their firearm while in uniform or in plainclothes in their Service issued secure
holster; or if the Service firearm is not being worn during transport, Officers must comply with
the provisions of the Criminal Code and specifically the Criminal Code Regulations and the
Firearms Act and its Regulations respecting transportation and storage of firearms, which
state:

a, A person may transport a restricted firearm in a VEHICLE THAT IS ATTENDED only if
the restricted firearm:

i.   is Unloaded,
ii.  is rendered inoperable by a secure locking device, and
iii.  is contained in a locked case or container that cannot readily be broken open during

transportation.

b. A person may transport a restricted firearm in a vehicle that is equipped with a trunk or
similar compartment and THAT IS NOT ATTENDED only if:

i.   the restricted firearm is unloaded,
ii.  the restricted firearm is rendered inoperable by a secure locking device,
iii.  the restricted firearm is in a locked case or container that cannot readily be broken

open during transportation, and
iv.  the locked case or container referred to in paragraph iii. is in the trunk or similar

compartment that is securely locked.

C, A person may transport a restricted firearm in a VEHICLE THAT IS NOT EQUIPPED
WITH A TRUNK OR SIMILAR COMPARTMENT AND THAT IS NOT ATTENDED only if:

i.   the restricted firearm is unloaded,
ii.  the restricted firearm is rendered inoperable by a secure locking device,
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iii.  the restricted firearm is in a locked case or container that cannot be readily broken
open during transportation, and

iv.  the locked case or container referred to in paragraph iii.,

(a) is not visible from outside the vehicle, and
(b) is in the vehicle or part thereof that is securely locked.

Note: The transportation and storage of Service firearms, set out in paragraph 1, above,
applies to all Service issued firearms (pistols, shotguns or any other firearm).

.

.

[A.5

1.

.

4.

I A.4

1.

. Officers required to transport prisoners by aircraft shall follow the procedures outlined in
Policy and Procedure 7.12 Transport of Prisoners - Aircraft as it relates to carrying,
possessing and safe storage of their firearm.

MAGAZlNESIAMMUNITION                                                                                                                                   I

Members shall only carry Service issued magazines and ammunition. Ammunition issued for
handguns, other than those authorized for a special purpose, shall meet the technical
specifications set out in subsection 3(3) of the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926.

All Members shall be aware that in rare circumstances, ammunition has the potential to
discharge if it is dropped or struck in the area of the primer.

Three magazines shall be issued to each Officer.

Ammunition shall be loaded and carried in Service issued magazines in accordance with
Policy and Procedure 1.23 Uniform/Equipment Issue and Prescribed Dress.  In all other
cases, it shall be transported packaged in the manufacturer's (cardboard/styrofoam)
container.

Officers assigned to ERU, EDU and Use of Force transporting large quantities of ammunition,
shall safely secure it in steel ammunition boxes or other similar steel containers, or in the
manufacturer's container.

6.  Issued magazines that are damaged will be returned to the Service Armourer for replacement.

7.  Members attending annual Use of Force Re-qualification Training shall surrender all issued
ammunition to Use of Force personnel for replacement.

SECURE HOLSTERS                                                                                                                                                I

Police Officers and other authorized Members operating in a plain clothes or undercover
capacity or operating in a specialized unit shall be only be issued with secure holsters that
meet the specifications set out in Policing Standard Guideline AI-014 Secure Holster.

2.  Members shall only wear the current approved Service issued secure holster.
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. The issued holster shall be compatible to the issued firearm as determined by the Member's
current assignment.

. All firearms/holsters shall be secured to the Officer's body shall not be carried in purses,
briefcases or fanny packs.

5.  Members issued a secure holster shall:

.

.

a.  use that type of secure holster in accordance with the manufacturer's standards;
b.  maintain and care for the secure holster that is issued to them; and
c.  report to his or her Supervisor the absence of, or defect in, any equipment or protective

device of which the Police Officer is aware and which may endanger himself, herself or
another worker.

Members shall successfully complete a training course satisfactory to the Police Service on
the use of secure holsters and in accordance with the Equipment and Use of Force
Regulation and accompanying guideline.

Members issued a secure holster and appropriate Supervisors shall be provided with training
and information in accordance with the Ontario Health and Safety Act (OHSA) that includes:

a.  the proper use and care of secure holsters; and
b.  the responsibilities and obligations of employers, Supervisors and Members under the

OHSA.

I A.6

1.

,

.

SPAREIREPLACEMENT SERVICE PISTOLS, MAGAZINES, AMMUNITION AND HOLSTERS        ]

Spare pistols, magazines, ammunition and secure holsters shall be stored in the safe located
at the Station 10, Patrol Staff Sergeant's office.

Police Officers requiring a spare pistol, magazine, ammunition or holster when the Armourer
is not available, shall contact the Station 10, Patrol Staff Sergeant, who shall determine
whether to issue spare equipment stored in the safe.

When the Station 10, Patrol Staff Sergeant issues a spare pistol, magazine or secure holster
he/she shall:

a.  notify the Service Armourer and the Property/Stores Supervisor of the equipment issued
and to whom it was assigned; and

b.  if replacement involves a malfunctioning pistol or defective holster:

i.   obtain the malfunctioning/defective pistol or holster;
ii.  ensure the pistol is unloaded and proven safe;
iii.  attach a tag to the pistol or holster indicating that it malfunctioned or is defective and

include the date, time, Officer's name and badge number and Station; and
iv.  secure the pistol or holster in the safe.
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. The Officer who obtained a spare pistol shall contact the Service Armourer as soon as
possible to arrange for return of his/her issued firearm.

. When the Station 10, Patrol Staff Sergeant issues replacement ammunition, he/she shall
notify the Service Armourer of the name, badge number, date, number of rounds and reason
for replacement.

[A.7

1.

,

.

,

.

SERVICE SHOTGUNS                                                                   ]

Members who are designated to carry a shotgun in their police vehicle must be qualified in the
care and use of the shotgun, within the previous twelve months. Members not qualified to
Service Standards in the use and maintenance of the shotgun shall not use that firearm.

No Member shall give the shotgun to any Member of the Service who is not qualified in its
use.

3.  Shotguns shall:

a.  be stored unloaded and secured in the designated shotgun storage lockers inside all
police buildings. Each shotgun shall carry six (6) rounds of rifled slug ammunition in the
sidesaddle and five (5) rounds of "00" buckshot ammunition in the stock sleeve;

b.  remain unloaded and loading of shotguns, shall only commence upon arrival at the scene
of their required use. Loading and unloading of shotguns shall be done with the muzzle
pointed in a safe direction (def.); and

c.  not be loaded inside of police buildings, however, if an urgent need arises, shotguns shall
be loaded or unloaded by first ensuring they are directed into a Pistol Proving Station.

Officers shall complete the Shotgun Log whenever a shotgun is removed from or returned to
the designated shotgun storage locker including the:

a.  date'and time signed out,
b.  Officer's name and badge number,
c.  shotgun serial number, and
d.  date and time returned.

Officers shall notify the Patrol Supervisor, as soon as practicable and prior to completion of
their shift, regarding damage or malfunction of the shotgun while in their care or custody and
shall document the details on the Shotgun Log in the "comments" section.

Officers shall notify the Communication Services Section they are equipped with a shotgun,
when logging on.

7.  Shotguns shall only be carried in Service vehicles:

a.  locked in the shotgun mount of a marked Service vehicle; and
b.  locked in the metal shotgun storage box in the trunk of an unmarked Service vehicle.
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. Officers shall return and secure shotguns in the designated shotgun storage locker at the
respective police building at the conclusion of each shift. Shotguns shall not be left in Service
vehicles.

. Shotguns must be cleaned after being discharged, when  subjected to inclement
environmental conditions and once a month in any event and documented in the "comments"
section of the Shotgun Log.

10.

,

,

,

.

.

A.8

1.

When a Service vehicle equipped with a shotgun is sent for servicing, Officers shall ensure
that the shotgun is removed from the vehicle.

OLEORESlN CAPSICUM SPRAY/FOAM (OC SPRAY)                                                                           ]

An aerosol weapon shall be issued to individual Police Officers and designated Special
Constables who shall be responsible for the canister. The Service issued aerosol weapon
shall meet the specifications set out in Policing Standard Guideline A1-012.

2.  The aerosol weapon shall be:

a.  carried by uniform Police Officers and designated Special Constables in the Service
issued secure holder and securely fastened to their duty belt;

b.  readily available to plain clothes and casual clothes Police Officers;
c.  identified by an individual serial number either engraved or stamped on the can, or

through numbered adhesives; and
e.  equipped with a safety device, which may be part of the canister or may be integrated

into the design of the holster, to prevent unintentional discharge.

The shelf life of aerosol weapons shall be as recommended by the manufacturer, but no
longer than two (2) years.

Aerosol weapons shall be replaced as recommended by the manufacturer, but no less than
every two (2) years.

Members issued aerosol weapons shall ensure their canister is replaced every two (2) years
or prior to the manufacturer's expiry date, whichever comes first, and in all circumstances
when the canister weighs less than fifty (50) grams.  Members shall turn over expired or
depleted canisters to the Stores Branch prior to a replacement being issued.

Members shall successfully complete a training course satisfactory to the Police Service on
the use of aerosol weapons and in accordance with the Equipment and Use of Force
Regulation and accompanying guideline. Members who are designated to carry an aerosol
weapon must be qualified in the use of the aerosol weapon, within the previous twelve
months.

For Members authorized and trained to use aerosol weapons other than Oleoresin capsicum,
use of the substance commonly known as tear gas shall not be applied intentionally in a
concentrated form directly to a person.  Aerosol weapons where the active ingredient is
Oleoresin capsicum products blended with tear gas (CS-CN) is not permitted.
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. All reasonable efforts shall be taken to decontaminate sprayed individuals at the earliest safe
or practicable opportunity, including the consideration of aerosol water mist decontamination
devices. If symptoms persist without relief, prompt medical attention must be provided.

. Members shall be aware that some people have the capacity to work through the spray/foam
with no visible effects. Many guard dogs are also capable of working through the effects of
spray/foam.

10. The discharge of larger capsicum spray canisters shall only be initiated under the direction of
a Supervisor as set out in section A.11.1 "Supervisors", paragraph 11, of this Policy.

=

[A.9

1.

13.

1 1. Members shall store their Service issued aerosol weapon in their locked personal locker when
not on duty, except when:

a.  there are extenuating circumstances where the aerosol weapon is specifically required
for Police duties; and,

b.  the Member has obtained the prior express written authorization of the Chief of Police or
designate or, in emergent situations, the Duty Officer.

Extenuating circumstances do NOT include availability for special duty assignments.

12. Members are not permitted to store Service issued aerosol weapon at their private
residences, or location other than a Police facility, except when:

a.

b.

there are extenuating circumstances, the aerosol weapon is specifically required for
Police duties, and
the Member has obtained the prior written authorization of the Chief of Police or, in
emergent situations, the Duty Officer. Authorizations shall be limited to a specified time
period which is related to the purpose for which the aerosol weapon is required for Police
duties.

Members authorized to store their Service issued aerosol weapon at their private residence,
or location other than a Police facility, in accordance with this Policy, shall be responsible for
its security.

IMPACT WEAPONS                                                                     I

Police Officers, designated Special Constables and Auxiliary Police Officers shall be issued
an expandable Baton.  The Service issued Baton shall meet the specifications set out in
Policing Standard Guideline AI-012.

Batons are the only impact weapon permitted for use when dealing with the public. Officers
shall not be issued or trained in the use of, and are not permitted to carry; impact devices
commonly known as 'saps' or 'blackjacks.

3.  The Batons shall be:
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6.  A prisoner should never be handcuffed to a Member, thereby putting the Member's safety at
risk and a prisoner shall never be handcuffed to a moveable object such as a vehicle.

7.  Except in emergent or medical situations, the removal of handcuffs or restraining devices will
only take place in a controlled environment (Custody, Holding Area and Detention Centre).

8.  Leg restraint devices (shackles) are available in the Custody and Court Security Areas should
they be required for the transportation of a violent prisoner.

9.  Leg restraint devices (hobble restraints) are available as follows, should they be required for
the transportation of a violent prisoner:

a.  in each Patrol Sergeant's vehicle;
b.  patrol vans;
c.  prisoner security van and cruisers (courts); and
d.  the Emergency Response Unit (ERU).

10. Hobble restraints shall only be applied and/or used in the manner instructed by the Use of
Force Trainers.

11. The practice of restraining a violent subject by handcuffing with the hands behind the back or
by hog-tying and placing him/her face down in a prone position increases the risk of death
due to a condition referred to as Positional Asphyxia.  Prisoners shall be transported in a
seated position. When it is necessary, for Officer safety reasons, to transport a subject in a
handcuffed prone position, the subject shall be placed on their side and should be monitored
diligently and continuously until removed from the vehicle.

12. Members shall not use OC spray on restrained/handcuffed persons, regardless of the fact that
the restrained person may be violent and causing property damage, unless the personal
safety of the involved Members or other members of the public is at immediate risk.

A.11      ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES                                                                                                                         ]

A.11.1   Supervisors

1.  Shall monitor Members under their command to ensure only approved Service issued
equipment is being used, carried and worn in accordance with this Policy and Policy and
Procedure 1.23 Uniform/Equipment Issue and Prescribed Dress.

. Shall inspect all issued Service handguns and ammunition of Members under their
supervision on a quarterly basis. When conducting pistol inspections, shall ensure Members
follow the steps posted on the sign above the Pistol Proving Station for proving a pistol safe,
field stripping and loading the weapon.  Inspection records shall be maintained on the
prescribed form as required.

3.  Shall conduct random inspections of the security of Officer's personal lockers to ensure that
firearms are secured.
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4.  Shall inspect all issued Service shotguns and ammunition at least quarterly. Inspections shall
be documented in the "comments" section of the Shotgun Log.

5.  Shall ensure shotguns are cleaned after being discharged, when subjected to inclement
environmental conditions and quarterly in any event and documented in the "comments"
section of the Shotgun Log.

6.  Shall ensure:

a.  authorized Members sign out shotguns at the commencement of their shift;
b.  shotguns are returned at the end of a Member's shift and logged in;
c.  shotguns not being used are stored and secured in the designated shotgun storage

locker;
d.  shotguns assigned to their Section/Unit are audited on a daily basis; and
e.  upon being notified of damaged or malfunctioning shotguns, the Service Armourer is

notified.

7.  Shall maintain Shotgun Logs for three years plus current.

8.  Supervisors shall not give the shotgun to any Member of the Service who is not qualified in its
use.

. Shall, upon being notified by a Member that their Service issued firearm, secure holster or
other issued equipment or protective device is defective and which may endanger himself,
herself or another worker; the Supervisor shall ensure arrangements are made to repair or
replace the equipment.

10. Shall, whenever a Police Officer discharges a firearm to destroy an animal that is potentially
dangerous or so badly injured that humanity dictates that its suffering be ended, shall:

a  respond to the scene, when required;
b.  ensure the Patrol Officer completes/submits an Occurrence Report and Use of Force

Report; and
c.  ensure the Patrol Staff Sergeant has been notified.

(Reference: Policy and Procedure 4.3.16 Animal Control)

11. The discharge of larger capsicum spray canisters, MK9 stored in Patrol Sergeants' vehicles or
MK46 stored with the Crowd Management Unit (e.g. to control large street or bar
disturbances) shall only be initiated under the direction of a Supervisor.

Supervisors, shall prior to the discharge of MK9 or MK46 canisters, ensure that a loud verbal
warning is issued to the crowd, in order to allow individuals within the crowd who are not
participating in the disturbance, an opportunity to leave the area to avoid cross contamination.

12. Shall ensure Members, under their command, complete and submit HPS Use of Force
Reports, prior to completion of their shift, in accordance with the requirements outlined in
Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use of Force Reporting and consistent with the Equipment and
Use of Force Regulation 926 of the Police Services Act.
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A.11.2  Patrol Staff Sergeants

. Shall monitor Members under their command to ensure only approved Service issued
equipment is being used, carried and worn in accordance with this Policy and Policy and
Procedure 1.23 Uniform/Equipment Issue and Prescribed Dress.

. Shall immediately notify their Divisional Commander, or in his/her absence, the Duty Officer,
where an Officer discharges a firearm on duty, including a discharge during ordinary weapons
maintenance, where no personal injury results, with the exception of the discharge of a
firearm on a Police Range during training.

. Shall initiate an investigation into the circumstances whenever a Police Officer discharges a
firearm in their Division to destroy an animal that is potentially dangerous or so badly injured
that humanity dictates that its suffering be ended.

A.11.3  Divisional Commanders/Duty Officers

1.  Shall cause an investigation to be made into the circumstances, where an Officer discharges
a firearm on duty, where no personal injury results, with the exception of a discharge of a
Service firearm on a Police Range during training.

2.  Shall ensure the procedures outlined in Policy and Procedure 1.20 Special Investigation Unit
are immediately followed where an Officer discharges a firearm in the execution of his/her
duty where any personal injury or death results.

3.  Shall be responsible for:

a.  removing issued equipment from any Member who has not successfully completed the
annual Use of Force Training in relation to that item;

b.  ensuring that a Member who fails to attend Use of force Training in the previous twelve
months is immediately removed from duties where the use of force may reasonably be
expected, until the required training is successfully completed; and

c.  immediately notifying the Deputy Chief, Field Support, of any Member who is not
qualified to use force.

4.  Shall ensure:

a.  an adequate number of Pistol Proving Stations are available in their respective Divisions;
b.  instructional signs are posted above each Pistol Proving Station; and
c.  the Pistol Proving Stations are accessible for Officers to use.

5.  When a firearm is seized from a Member under their command, shall ensure a replacement
firearm is obtained, if required, and document the following:

a.  Member's name, rank, badge number and unit of the member from whom the firearm was
seized,

b.  make, model and serial number of the firearm,
c.  reason for seizure,
d.  location where firearm is stored,
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e.  forensic tests to be performed, if any, and
f.   name, rank, badge number, unit or agency of the person seizing the firearm.

6.  Shall ensure Members under their command return any specialized use of force equipment to
the Service Armourer or Stores Branch whenever a Member is re-assigned and no longer
requires that equipment.

7.  Shall ensure shotguns assigned to their Division are audited on a monthly basis to ensure
they are being stored and tracked in accordance with paragraph 3 and 4 under Section A.7
"Service Shotguns" of this Policy.

A.11.4  Property/Stores Branch - Supervisor

1.  Shall purchase and process Service (agency) firearms as set out in section A.3.7 "Purchasing
and Maintaining Inventories of Service Firearms" of this Policy.

2.  Shall coordinate the exchange and recall of non-approved issued equipment; and remove
non-approved equipment from existing inventories.

3.  Shall ensure the shelf life of aerosol weapons is as recommended by the manufacturer, but
no longer than two (2) years.

4.  Shall maintain an inventory database of aerosol weapons purchased and issued to Members.

5.  Upon receiving a depleted or expired aerosol weapon canister, Property/Stores Branch
personnel shall:

a.  dispose of the depleted canister in a safe manner; and
b.  update the inventory database.

A.11.5  Emergency Response Unit (ERU) - Sergeant

. Shall be responsible for obtaining written authorization from the Chief of Police for each
specific make and model of firearm under ERU control; ordering new ERU weapons; and
maintaining a current inventory/database as set out under section A.3.7 "Purchasing and
Maintaining Inventories of Service Firearms".

A.11.6  Human Resources Section - Manager

1.  Shall provide Divisional Commanders with updated attendance lists prior to each annual Use
of Force training session.

2.  Shall notify Members of re-qualification dates via e-mail within three months prior to the
Members' Use of Force training expiry date.

3.  Shall immediately notify Divisional Commanders of any Member under their command who
has not successfully completed the annual training in relation to any Use of Force option or
any Service issued equipment.
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4.  Shall maintain training records of training courses taken by Members on the Use of Force and
the use of firearms in accordance with the HPS Records Retention Schedule.

5.  Shall:

a.  advise the Chief of Police of any known safety concerns surrounding issued equipment;
b.  distribute a Service wide bulletin upon direction from the Chief, that non-approved

equipment shall no longer be worn / used. (via "must read" e-mail); and
c.  recall any such Service issued equipment which is no longer approved for use.

, Shall receive and review annually the Use of Force Training Plan submitted by the Staff
Sergeant of the Training Branch; ensuring Member training is in compliance with the
requirements of the Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation. O.Reg 3/99, related Policing
Standard Guidelines and the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926.  Shall forward a
copy of the Plan to the Deputy Chief, Field Support and ensure a copy is maintained in the
Training Branch.

7.  Shall ensure Use of Force Trainers are certified Use of Force Instructors.

A.11.7  Training Branch - Staff Sergeant

. Shall receive and review annually the Use of Force Training Plan developed and submitted by
the Service Armourer; ensuring Member training is in compliance with the requirements of the
Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation O.Reg 3/99, related Policing Standard Guidelines
and the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926. A copy of the plan shall be forwarded
to the Manager of Human Resources.

A.11.8  Service Armourer

1.  The Service Armourer and Officers assigned to Use of Force training, shall successfully
complete training in the use of force and be certified by the Ministry, as a Use of Force
Trainer.

. Shall deliver training to Members on the use of force; ensuring the training is:

a.  in the context of the Use of Force Model currently used in Ontario; and
b.  consistent with the Ministry's approved Use of Force options that include:

i.   officer presence,
ii.  communication,
iii.  physical control,

• empty hand techniques;
iv.  intermediate weapons;

•  impact weapons;
•  aerosolweapons; and

v.  lethal force;
• firearms.
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. Shall deliver training and information to Members issued a secure holster and appropriate
Supervisors in accordance with the Ontario Health and Safety Act (OHSA) ensuring the
training includes:

a.  the proper use and care of secure holsters; and
b.  the responsibilities and obligations of employers, Supervisors and Members under the

OHSA.

4.  The Service Armourer, or designate, shall ensure that annual refresher (def.) training:

,

.

.

,

a.  on officer safety is integrated into other appropriate use of force options; and covers a
review of topics set out in Appendix A: Ontario Police College (OPC) Guideline section 2
(c);

b.  on communication covers a review of the topics set out in Appendix A: OPC Guideline
section 3 (b); and

c.  on empty hand techniques includes a minimum of two (2) hours of training and covers a
review of the topics set out in Appendix A: OPC Guideline section 4.

The Service Armourer, or designate, shall ensure that annual re-qualification (def.) on Service
handguns includes:

a.  an inspection of Service pistols, issued holsters and belts and related equipment ;
b.  an exchange of Service issued ammunition for new ammunition; and
c.  is divided into three areas consistent with Policing Standards Guideline AI-012, as

follows:

i.   in-class academic training,
ii.  proficiency training, and
iii.  judgement development training.

Shall arrange immediate remedial training, when an Officer fails to achieve the Minimum
Provincial Standard during re-qualification with a pistol or the Service Standard during re-
qualification with a pistol or shotgun.  If the Officer fails to successfully complete remedial
training, the Service Armouner shall secure the Officer's pistol and ammunition until remedial
training is successfully completed. The Service Armourer shall document the deficiencies and
notify the Officer's Divisional Commander, in writing.

The Service Armourer, or designate, shall ensure that annual re-qualification on the baton is
consistent with Policing Standards Guideline AI-012 and includes a minimum of one hour of
training and requires Members to demonstrate competency in:

a.  use context,
b.  stances,
c.  control techniques,
d.  blocks/strikes, and
e.  baton retention techniques.

The Service Armourer, or designate, shall ensure that annual refresher training on aerosol
weapons is consistent with Policing Standards Guideline AI-012 and the training includes:
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a.  a minimum of one hour of training that covers a review of:

i.   technical data on the product, including active ingredients and propellant,
ii.  the effect of being sprayed,
iii.  use of force legislation including the Criminal Code, Police Services, Act, Provincial

Offences Act and case law, and
iv.  local police service policies and procedures and case studies of recent use; and

b.  ensures competency is demonstrated in

i.   proper application of spray, and
ii.  decontamination procedures.

9.  Shall complete a written record of in-Service training taken by Members of the Police Service
on the use of force and the use of firearms and forward to the completed records to the
Training Branch.

10. Shall provide safety procedures to Members and ensure the safety of the Service Range.

11. If the Chief of Police authorizes an Auxiliary Officer to carry a firearm, the Chief will notify the
Service Armourer to issue the Auxiliary Officer a firearm. The Service Armourer shall:

a.  prior to issuing the a firearm, ensure the Auxiliary Officer successfully completes training
on the use of that firearm;

b.  ensure the firearm is returned upon completion of the shift; and
c.  maintain records on issuance and return of firearms.

12. Shall maintain an inventory of all shotguns and:

a.  inspect them annually to ensure they are working properly; and
b.  upon being notified of a damaged or malfunctioning shotgun, arrange for repair or

replacement.

13. Shall maintain an inventory of all firearms as set out in section A.3.7 "Purchasing and
Maintaining Inventories of Service Firearms" of this Policy.

14. The Service Armourer shall ensure that a spare pistol, magazines, ammunition and holster
are stored in the safe at Station 10.

15. Shall develop and review annually the Use of Force Training Plan in compliance with the
requirements of the Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation O.Reg 3/99, related Policing
Standard Guidelines and the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926.  A copy of the
plan shall be forwarded to the Staff Sergeant of the Training Branch.

A.11.9   Deputy Chief- Field Support

. Shall review and approve the Use of Force Training Plan submitted by the Manager of the
Human Resources Section to ensure Member training is in compliance with the requirements
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of the Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation O.Reg 3/99, related Policing Standard
Guidelines and the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926.

A.11.10 Chief of Police

1.  The Chief of Police shall authorize the acquisition of all firearms and secure holsters for
Service use.  Prior to selection and acquisition, shall ensure designated Members (e.g.
Equipment Advisory Committee (def.)) are consulted.

2.  The Chief of Police shall maintain a record of any Officer authorized to store Service firearms
in his/her residence, and the date the authorization expires.

3.  The Chief of Police shall ensure that Members do not use a weapon other than a firearm, with
the exception of those used on another Member in the course of a training exercise in
accordance with procedures, unless:

a.  that type of weapon has been approved for use by the Solicitor General;
b.  the weapon conforms to technical standards established by the Solicitor General; and
c.  the weapon is used in accordance with standards established by the Solicitor General;

4.  Shall ensure that, at minimum, Police Officers are:

a.  issued a handgun that meets the technical specifications set out in the Equipment and
Use of Force Regulation 926, under the Police Services Act;

b.  issued magazines and ammunition that meet the technical specifications set out in
subsection 3(3) of the Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926;

c.  issued a secure holster with belt mounts and belts that meet the standard and physical
requirements as set out in Policing Standard Guideline AI-014 Secure Holster;

d.  issued oleoresin capsicum aerosol spray that meets the specifications set out in Policing
Standard Guideline AI-012 Use of Force;

e.  issued a Baton that meets the specifications set out in Policing Standard Guideline AI-
012 Use of Force; and

f.   trained in Officer safety, communication, handcuffing and physical control techniques.

, Shall ensure that Members successfully complete training on the use of force, firearms and
other issued equipment in accordance with the procedures in this Policy and applicable
Policing Standard Guidelines. Shall ensure a written record is maintained of training courses
taken by Members on the use of force and the use of firearms.

6.  The Chief of Police shall:

a.  immediately cause an investigation to be made where a Member unintentionally or
intentionally discharges his or her firearm, except on a Police Range or in the course of
weapon maintenance; and

b.  immediately cause an investigation and file a report with the Hamilton Police Services
Board where a Member, by the discharge of a firearm in the performance of his or her
duty, kills or injures another person.
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, VVhere the Chief of Police discharges a firearm in the performance of his/her duties, shall
promptly report the incident to the Hamilton Police Services Board.

. Shall ensure the reporting of the use of force by Members is in accordance with the
Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926, under the Police Services Act.
(Reference: Policy and Procedure 1.02 Use of Force Reporting)

. Shall ensure the ongoing review and evaluation of local use of force procedures, training and
reporting.

10. The Chief of Police or designate may, in accordance with the Equipment and Use of Force
Regulation 926, authorize an Auxiliary Officer of this Police Service accompanied and
supervised by a Sworn Member of this Police Service to carry a firearm, except a revolver, if
he or she believes on reasonable grounds that they are entering into a situation in which it is
necessary that the Auxiliary Member be armed to protect against loss of life or serious bodily
harm. If the Chief of Police authorizes an Auxiliary Officer to carry a firearm, the Chief shall
notify the Service Armourer to issue the firearm.

DEFINITIONS

Critical Incident (C.I.)
Any situation that is likely to cause strong emotional reactions and has the potential to interfere
with the ability to function.

Critical Incident Response Team (C.I.R.T.)
Shall be composed of Members of the Police Service, as identified by the Executive Steering
Committee, who have received training and have experience in dealing with Critical Incident
Stress reactions.  The team is a partnership of peer support Members and mental health
professionals.

Equipment Advisory Committee (EAC)
Shall be responsible for discussing and reviewing equipment and uniform issues and where
warranted, making submissions to the Chief's Management Team for consideration. The EAC
shall consist of:

a.  Superintendent of Corporate Services Division, or designate, as Chair,
b.  Manager of the Records Business Centre/Supply Services Section,
c.  Quality Assurance Inspector,
d.  Property/Stores Supervisor,
e.  Service Armourer,
f.   one Association representative through Health & Safety Committee representative,
g.  Health and Safety Coordinator,
h.  Policy Development Officer,
i.   Plain clothes Officer representation,
j.   Uniform Officer representation, and
k.  Special Constable representation.
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Long Term Absence
For the purposes of this Policy, a long-term absence is an absence of three months or longer and
includes pregnancy/parental leave.

Locking Container
A locking container may include a firearms storage box, a locker, a securely locking drawer, or
other secure and locking container, which cannot be forced open easily with bare hands or
common household tools. Only the Officer shall have access to the container. Officers authorized
to store Service issued firearms at their residences shall use Service approved and issued
containers. The key or combination of the locking container shall not be available to any other
person.

Re-qualification Training
Training with pass/fail evaluation of an individual's skills or knowledge.

Refresher Training
Training which does not involve a pass/fail test.

Safe Direction
A direction that if a discharge does occur, no injury will result.

Secure Locking Device
A device that can only be opened or released by the use of an electronic, magnetic or mechanical
key or by setting the device in accordance with an alphabetical or numerical combination and that
prevents the firearm from being discharged. An acceptable device shall be specifically designed
for the purpose of securing firearms and may include a trigger lock, a barrel locking rod, or cable
lock.  The preferable security device should use combination locks.  Handcuffs are not an
acceptable device. Officers authorized to store Service issued firearms at their residences shall
use Service approved and issued devices. The key or combination of the locking device shall not
be available to any other person.

Serious Injury
Serious Injury shall include injuries which are likely to interfere with the health or comfort of the
victim and are more than merely transient or trifling in nature and will include serious injury
resulting from sexual assault.

"Serious Injury" shall be presumed when:

a.  the victim is admitted to hospital, suffers a fracture to a limb, rib or vertebrae or to the skull,
suffers burns to a major portion of the body or loses any portion of the body or suffers loss of
vision or hearing;

b.  the victim alleges sexual assault; or
c.  any personal injury results from the discharge of a firearm.

Where a prolonged delay is likely before the seriousness of the injury can be assessed, the
Special Investigations Unit (S.I.U.) will be notified so it can monitor the situation.
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Brian J. Mullan
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Property of the Hamilton Police Service (H. P.S.). This policy is not to be made known to any
other agency or person without the written permission of the Chief of Police.
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I APPENDIX A - ONTARIO USE OF FORCE MODEL,I

I I
Ontario Use of Force
Model 2004

The officer continuously assesses the
situation and selects the most reasonable
option relative to those circumstances as

perceived at that point in time.

I I
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UNDERSTANDING THE USE OF FORCE FRAMEWORK
A/Inspector Chris Butler - Calgary Police Service

THE SITUATION

When managing an incident, the officer is required to assess a number of critical
variables with respect to the situation. There are, at minimum, six different impact
factors that characterize the risk of a situation and must be evaluated:

1. Environment

The actions of the officer may be in part dictated by the environmental
considerations. For example, weather conditions (wind, rain, cold, etc) as
well as daylight or darkness can significantly affect an officer choice of
response. In addition, the physical location (residential, rural, indoors or
outdoors) play heavily into the assessment process. Further, the physical
position of the situation (highway, bridge deck, etc) as well as the
availability of cover and concealment must be considered.1

2. Number of Subjects

The number of officers versus the number of subjects is a critical factor
that must be taken into consideration. A review of incidents involving
officers being assaulted and killed has shown a consistent increase in the
number of multiple assailant attacks against law enforcement officers.
Interestingly, many individuals have the belief that more officers equates
to less risk. Research on this is quite clear in that there really is no direct
correlation between officer numbers and risk of harm. In the 2004
Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation review of officers
assaulted and killed, it is clear that in the events where officers were slain,
whether they were alone or with another officer, had no impact on the
outcome. Out of the 57 officer feloniously killed in 2004, 15 officers were
alone, 35 were accompanied or assisted by other officers and 7 were off
duty.2

During use of force training, officers are cautioned against a belief that
simply because they have backup visible an offender is less inclined to
attack. This may be so in some instances, however the statistics clearly
indicate a reliance on this belief can be deadly.

In a recent case from Alberta (March 2005) four uniformed members of
the RCMP were guarding a rural hydroponic marijuana grow operation

1 Cover is generally accepted to mean a physical barrier that prevents the penetration by gunfire.
Concealment is the use of objects and/or darkness to prevent the officer from being observed but does not
stop gunfire.
2 Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted 2004, Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Dept. of
Justice, Washington D.C.



when the owner of the farm returned. The lone offender was able to
ambush and murder all four officers with a firearm. A fifth officer arriving
on scene exchanged gunfire with the offender striking him at least once
with rounds from his pistol. The offender retreated into a farm building and
committed suicide utilizing his firearm.3 This case clearly illustrates that an
increased law enforcement presence, in and of itself, does not eliminate
the risk of deadly assault.

3. Perceived Subjects' Abilities

The officer's perception of a subject's various characteristics will affect his
assessment of the situation and the appropriate level of force that might
be reasonable to control the subject or resolve the confrontation. Some
examples of these considerations are whether or not the subject is under
the influence of drugs or alcohol, the subject's physical size, strength and
skills as well as the emotional condition of the subject. The availability of
weapons or weapons of opportunity must be considered.

4. Knowledge of the Subject

In some situations prior knowledge about the subject may affect the
officer's assessment and response. The officer may be aware of the
subject's criminal history, reputation or the officer may have had prior
contacts with the subject. In some situations officers are able to obtain
critical information from police computer systems such as CPIC, other law
enforcement databases, previous history with the subject or the subject's
demonstrated behaviour.

5. Time and Distance

The concept of time and distance refers to those conditions that determine
whether or not an officer must respond immediately or whether a delayed
response may be utilized. For example, in situations where there is a
pressing threat to public safety, an immediate response may be
unavoidable, agency policy to the contrary notwithstanding. In other
situations however, the officer may be able to employ time and distance to
allow them to delay their response. For example, the availability of cover,
the imminent arrival of backup or increasing the distance between
themselves and the subject may allow the officer to reduce the threat and
possibly delay employing force until additional resources can be utilized.

3 The four RCMP officers from Mayerthorpe and Whitecourt detachments were murdered at Rochfort Bridge
by James Rosko. This incident is still under operational review and many details have not been made public
at the time of this report. For an excellent overview of the incident, see 'The Fifth Estate - Freeze Frame'
November 2005.



The officer's ability to utilize time and distance to delay a response is
called 'disengagement' (NUFF) or 'tactical repositioning' (IMIM)4. The
underlying philosophy on police use of force is that officers must work in
ways that avoid the necessity to use force, and when force is required that
only the minimum amount of force required is used, having consideration
for the circumstances.

In situations where an officer's assessment of the situation leads him to
believe that continued law enforcement presence seriously increases the
danger to anyone, disengagement and the use of other tactics and
resources should be considered.

The officer's ability to undertake a considered risk assessment assumes
there is adequate time to do so. In many situations disengagement is not
possible or appropriate under the circumstances. There are three reasons
why an officer may not employ disengagement as a tactic and be
compelled to use force to control the subject or resolve the incident. First,
an officer may be prevented because of the physical environment from
disengaging. This could be as a result of physical barriers or other
individuals that prevent or limit the officer's movement. Secondly, the
officer may be compelled by law to use force immediately if there is an
imminent risk of harm to another person (a member of the public under the
officer's protection). Lastly, an officer may not be able to disengage or
tactically reposition because the subject or offender does not permit the
officer to do so (i.e. the subject is actively involved in assaulting the
officer).

When being instructed in the theory of use of force, it is critical that such
lesson plans and course training standards include the reasons when
disengagement is not possible or appropriate. Failure to do so could lead
an officer to erroneously believe that disengagement is always a
possibility. This belief could (and has) resulted in officers entering into
situations they should not have because they believed they could simply
'tactically reposition'. This unrealistic belief results directly to a complacent
attitude and over-confidence; two of the prime reasons officers find
themselves assaulted, injured and killed.

Most agencies and institutions that instruct officers in the application of the
use of force model utilize realistic scenario-based training to allow the
officer to understand and apply when the tactic of disengagement is
possible and appropriate and when it cannot be considered.

Indeed, the teaching of time and distance considerations, specifically
relating to the limitations of disengagement is addressed in use of force

4 NUFF refers to the 'National Use of Force Framework. IMIM refers to the RCMP's 'Incident Management
Intervention Model'



lesson plans and course training standards at the Justice Institute of
British Columbias, the Atlantic Police Academy6, the Ontario Police
College7 and numerous municipal agencies throughout Canada

6. Potential Attack Signs

It is important for officers to understand that a subject may give clues as to
his or her intentions. For example, a subject may exhibit a number of
physical signs, either intentionally or unintentionally, that may give an
officer insight into impending behaviour. Some of these signs include:

Ignoring the officer
Repetitious questioning
Aggressive verbalization
Emotional venting
Refusing to comply with lawful request
Ceasing all movement
Invasion of personal space
Aggressive stance or posturing

. Hiding or fleeing
Target glancing
Wringing or rubbing of hands
Perspiration incongruent with the situation
Tensing or tightening of facial muscles
Pupil dilation

It is also critical to understand that despite an officer's best observations
and assessment, a subject may not give clues of an impending attack, and
in these circumstances an assault may come at the officer seemingly
unprovoked.

In these circumstances, it is recognized that there is insufficient time to
disengage and the officer is compelled to take immediate action to
eliminate the risk of personal jeopardy. The National Use of Force
Framework echoes this reality where it states, "It is also recognized that
due to insufficient time and distance or the nature of the situation, the
option to disengage may be precluded."

This is further reinforced at the Atlantic Police Academy by the following:

"The use of force used must be based upon the evolved risk
assessment, as a result of information gathered by the

s 'Justice Institute of British Columbia - Police Academy' National use of force training and force options
theory manual.
6 'Atlantic Police Academy - Holland College' Use of Force Training Manual. By Inspector Kelly Keith
7 'National Use of Force Framework' as instructed at the Ontario Police College, reference Chris Lawrence,
senior defensive tactics and use of force instructor.



officer(s) during any or all stages of risk assessment. Of
course, not all stages of risk assessment may be available
during every confrontation. Spontaneous confrontations, by
their very nature, allow for very little risk assessment."

The necessity of officers being compelled to use force for self defense or
defense of persons under their care has also been recognized and
confirmed in case law from numerous criminal and civil proceedings.22 8

SUBJECT BEHAVIOURS

Central to the Assess-Plan-Act process is the observed behaviour of the subject.
Both the NUFF and the IMIM record five different categories of subject behaviour
in a circle adjacent to the SITUATION. Where a subject falls within these
categories is dependent upon the officer's perception. The following describes
each of the categories of subject behaviour.

Co-operative

The subject responds appropriately to the officer's presence, direction and
control.

Passive Resistant

The subject refuses, with little or no physical action, to cooperate with the
officer's lawful direction. This can take the form of verbal refusal and/or
physical inactivity either consciously or unconsciously contrived.

Active Resistant

The subject uses non-assaultive physical action to resist, or while resisting
an officer's lawful direction or attempts to control the subject. Examples
would include such actions as pulling away or holding onto fixed objects in
an attempt to prevent or escape an officer's control. Other examples
include walking directly at an officer or away from an officer counter to the
officer's lawful direction. Attempting to escape custody by fleeing would be
an example of active resistant behaviour.

Assaultive

8 For an excellent review of current case law with respect to police use of force, see Paul Ceyssens "Legal
Aspects of Policng"



The subject attempts to apply, or applies physical force to any person;
attempts or threats by act or gesture to apply force to another person or
causes the officer to believe upon reasonable grounds that the subject has
the present ability to effect an assault upon the officer or someone under
the officer's lawful care. Examples include punching and kicking but may
also include aggressive or threatening body language or verbal cues that
signal the intent to assault.

Death or Grievous Bodily Harm

The subjects exhibits actions that the officer reasonably believes are
intended to, or likely to, cause grievous bodily harm or death to the officer
or any other person. Examples include assaults with weapons such as
cutting, stabbing or slashing instruments, attacks with firearms, attacks
with personal weapons such as hands and feet if the officer reasonable
perceives such attack will cause grievous harm or death.

PERCEPTION AND TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Perception and Tactical Considerations are two separate but inter-related factors
that impact the officer's overall assessment of the Situation. Both factors need to
be thought of as a group of conditions that mediate between the observed
subject behaviour and the force/response options available to the officer.

This mediating effect of the Perception and Tactical Considerations explains why
two different officers may respond completely differently facing the same
situation and subject. Two officers, both faced with the same tactical
considerations may assess the situation differently and therefore respond
differently. Each officer's perception draws upon the individual values, morals
and belief systems the officer possesses. Further, each officer may perceive
different strengths and weaknesses both in themselves and the options available
to them at the time. Lastly, the policing culture the officer comes from may weigh
into the differences in how an officer from one agency may respond differently
from an officer from another agency.

Perception

How an officer sees or perceives a situation is, in part, a function of the
personal characteristics he brings to the event. These personal
characteristics affect the officer's beliefs concerning his ability to deal with
the situation. For a multitude of reasons, one officer may be confident in
his ability to effectively manage the incident and the resulting assessment
and choice of tactics will reflect this fact. In contrast, another officer, for
equally valid reasons, may feel the situation to be more threatening and
demanding a different response. The following list includes factors unique



to each individual officer. These factors interact with situational and
behavioural factors to affect how the officer perceives and, ultimately
assesses and responds to the situation.

Factors that may be unique to each individual officer include but are not
limited to:

Strength /fitness level
. Personal experience

Skills/ability/training
;ÿ Fears

Gender
Fatigue
Injuries or illness
Critical incident stress symptoms
Cultural background
Sight / vision

Tactical Considerations
An officer's assessment of a situation may lead to one of the following
tactical considerations. Conversely, these factors may also impact the
officer's risk assessment of the situation.

Disengagement and consequences
Officer appearance
Uniform and equipment
Number of officers
Availability of backup
Availability of cover
Geographical considerations
Practicality of containment, distance and communications
Agency policies and guidelines
Availability of specialty units and equipment
Presence of incident command

As mentioned, an officer's primary duty is to protect life and preserve the public
peace. However, when a situation escalates dangerously, or when the
consequences of continued law enforcement intervention seriously increase the
danger to anyone, the option to disengage may be considered appropriate. The
National use of Force Framework also recognizes that due to insufficient time
and distance, the imminence of the risk of harm or the nature of the situation, the
option to disengage may be precluded.



USE OF FORCE OPTIONS

The situation, subject's behaviours and the officer's perception and tactical
considerations drive the Assess-Plan-Act process. Following the risk assessment,
the officer must develop a response plan the he feels is reasonable and
appropriate under the circumstances. In this regard officers are always guided by
the philosophy that the most successful police intervention is the one that results
in the least harm.

This section discusses the categories of force response options that are available
to the officer.

In the graphical outer ring of the NUFF model there are five response options. (In
the IMIM model the graphic represents six response options). These range from
the simple professional presence of the officer all the way up to the use of lethal
force. Unlike the categories of subject behaviour, there is a great deal of overlap
between the  response options available to the  officer.  For example,
Communication overlaps with physical control (empty hand control), intermediate
weapons, and lethal force options. This indicates that the officer may employ
more than one force response option at the same time.

The force response options may be used alone or in combination to enable the
officer to control the incident using the least amount of force reasonably
necessary given the circumstances. The premise of the graphic is that an
officer's perception and tactical considerations are specific to the situation. The
dynamic nature of the situation requires continual assessment and this guides
the officer in determining whether to escalate, de-escalate or, when possible and
appropriate, to disengage from the situation.

The following provides a brief discussion of the force response options available
to the officer in both the NUFF and the IMIM models.

Officer Presence

While not strictly a physical force option, the simple presence of a uniformed
officer at the scene can affect both the subject and the situation. Visible signs of
social control and authority, such as uniforms and marked law enforcement
vehicles can change the subject's behaviour either positively or negatively. The
majority of individuals respond positively to the presence of law enforcement
personnel. In these situations, the simple presence of officers is often all that is
needed to obtain compliance.

However, in some situations where the subject responds negatively to the
presence of law enforcement, the officer must be prepared that simply their
arrival at the scene may be the catalyst to cause the situation to suddenly
escalate.



There exist numerous examples of officers being assaulted or killed at very early
stages of intervention. In fact, in many of these cases the subject initiated the
assault on the officer before the officer even had an opportunity to verbally
interact with the offender. (More will be discussed on this topic in the section on
the spontaneous nature of human aggression and its implications for law
enforcement officers).

Communication

An officer should use professional verbal commands and dialogue aimed at
obtaining subject compliance. The use of congruent body language consistent
with the objectives must also be utilized in an effort to gain voluntary subject
compliance.

Physical Control

The model identifies two levels of physical control: soft and hard.

Generally speaking, physical control (or empty hand) means any physical
technique the officer uses to control the subject that does not involve the use of a
weapon.

Soft techniques are control-oriented and have a lower probability of causing
injury. These techniques typically rely upon pain compliance such as restraining
techniques, pressure points and joint/arm locks. Handcuffing would also be
included in this category. These techniques are roughly applicable to a subject
exhibiting passive resistant and active resistant behaviour.

Hard techniques are intended to stop an aggressor's behaviour or to allow for the
application of a control technique. These physical tactics include such techniques
as empty hand strikes, knee strikes, punches, kicks and neck restraints. These
techniques are roughly applicable to a subject exhibiting behaviour that the
officer perceives as being active resistant to assaultive.

Intermediate Weapons

The use of intermediate weapons includes such devices as the conducted
energy weapon, oleo-resin capsicum, and batons. This category also includes
options available from specialty units such as kinetic energy rounds and the use
of canine.

The use of these devices typically has a statistically higher probability of injury
although by design, they are not intended to cause serious injury or death.



The use of intermediate weapons corresponds roughly to a subject exhibiting
assaultive (combative) behaviour.

Lethal Force

These force options involves the use of any weapons or empty hand techniques
that are designed or intended to or are likely to cause death or grievous bodily
harm.
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HAMILTON POLICE SERVICE                       Policies and Procedures

Use of Force Reporting

POLICY

The Hamilton Police Service (HPS) believes in using only the minimum force required in carrying
out our duties. The level of force used by Members in any situation must be the minimum level of
force necessary to effect the lawful purpose required and authorized in law and it must be
continually assessed.

It is the policy of this Service to establish procedures to address the use of force by Members and
the reporting of such force in accordance with the Police Services Act and Regulations, the
Criminal Code and the Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation.

This Policy outlines use of force reporting requirements.

PROCEDURE

Part
A.1

A.2

A.3

A.4

A.5

A.6

A.7

A.8

A.9

A.10

A.11

Page
General  ...............................................................................................................................................................  !

Members  ............................................................................................................................................................  2

Supervisors  .......................................................................................................................................................  3

Emergency Response Unit (ERU) - Sergeant  ..........................................................................................  3

Divisional Commanders  ................................................................................................................................  3

Service Armourer  ............................................................................................................................................  3

Training Branch - Staff Sergeant  .................................................................................................................  4

Commander of Professional Development Division  ..............................................................................  4

Professional Standards Branch - Staff Sergeant  ...................................................................................  4

Deputy Chief- Community Policing  ..........................................................................................................  4

Chief of Police  ..................................................................................................................................................  4

A.1

1.

General

Use of Force Reports shall not be:

a.  admitted in evidence at any hearing under Part V of the Police Services Act, other than a
hearing to determine whether a Police Officer has contravened section 14.5 of the
Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926 and local procedures on Use of Force
reporting;

b.  introduced, quoted from, or in any way referred to, during considerations of promotion or
job assignment without the consent of the reporting Officer; or
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c.  contained in an Officer's personnel file.

A.2

1.

Members

Members shall only use the HPS Use of Force Report. The Report is consistent with the
Equipment and Use of Force Regulation 926 of the Police Services Act.

. Shall complete and submit HPS Use of Force Reports to the Chief of Police, through their
Command Officer, prior to the completion of their shift, as follows:

.

.

Parts A and B whenever the Member:

a.  Draws a handgun in the presence of a member of the public, excluding a Member of the
Police Service while on duty, points a firearm at a person, or discharges a firearm other
than on a Police Range; in the course of a training exercise, target practice or ordinary
firearm maintenance, in accordance with Service Policies and Procedures;

b.  Uses a weapon other than a firearm on another person, with the exception of a weapon
other than a firearm used on another Member of a Police Service in the course of a
training exercise in accordance with Service Policies and Procedures;

c.  Uses physical force on another person that results in an injury requiring medical
attention, with the exception of physical force used on another Member of a Police
Service in the course of a training exercise in accordance with Service Policies and
Procedures; or

d.  Handles a Police Service Dog where the dog bites a suspect or any member of the public
as the result of the involvement of the Canine Branch.
(Reference: Policy and Procedure 4.3.03 Canine (K-9) Branch)

e.  While operational as a Mounted Unit Officer, uses the equine to apply force to a member
of the public that results in an injury requiring medical attention.

Parts A, B, C and D whenever the Member deploys a Conducted Energy Weapon (CEVV) in
the cartridge deployment and/or push stun modes.
(Reference:  Policy and Procedure 4.3.04 Emergency Response Unit (ERU) and 1.31
Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW))

Parts C and D whenever the Member draws, points or displays a Conducted Energy Weapon
in the presence of a member of the public, excluding a Member of the Police Service while on
duty, other than on a Police Range; in the course of a training exercise or ordinary CEW
maintenance in accordance with Service Policies and Procedures.

If a Use of Force Report is required as a result of the actions of several Officers in a common
incident, each Officer shall submit their own Use of Force Report.

Note: Where a Use of Force Report is required as a result of ERU deployment, the ERU
Sergeant may complete one Use of Force Report on behalf of the unit in accordance with
Section A.4 Emergency Response Unit Sergeant, of this Policy.

Shall include the Occurrence Number of the incident in 'PART B' of Use of Force Report only.
A copy of the Occurrence Report shall be attached and submitted to the Member's Supervisor
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to assist in the identification of individual or group training needs or organizational use of force
Policy and Procedure requirements.

A.3

1.

Supervisors

Where a Member is incapacitated, the Member's immediate Supervisor shall complete the
Use of Force Report on behalf of the Member.

, If a Use of Force Report is required as a result of the actions of several Officers in a common
incident, the Supervisor shall ensure each involved Officer submits their own Use of Force
Report.

3.  The immediate Supervisor of the Member submitting a Use of Force Report shall:

a.  review the Report, discuss use of force options with the Member, and have the Member
articulate their use of force decisions;

b.  complete and sign appropriate areas of the Report; and
c.  forward the Use of Force Report with a copy of the Occurrence Report attached, to their

Divisional Commander.

A.4

1.

Emergency Response Unit (ERU) - Sergeant

If a Use of Force Report is required as a result of an ERU deployment, the ERU Sergeant
shall complete and submit one (1) Use of Force Report on behalf of the Unit, prior to end of
shift.

Note: Where an individual ERU Member deployed a heightened level of force (i.e. firearm
discharged, CEW deployed, caused injury requiring medical attention), that Member shall
submit his/her own Use of Force Report.
(Reference: Policy and Procedure 4.3.04 Emergency Response Unit (ERU))

A.5   Divisional Commanders

1.  Shall review Use of Force Reports and forward to the Service Armourer.

A.6

1.

Service Armourer

Shall:

a.  be the training analyst responsible for reviewing Use of Force Reports to identify
individual and group training requirements and organizational use of force Policy and
Procedure requirements;

b.  complete and sign appropriate areas of Use of Force Reports;
c.  forward all Use of Force Reports, except when only Parts C and D are completed, to the

Commander of Professional Development Division;
d.  forward a copy of Parts C and D of Use of Force Reports, to the Deputy Chief,

Community Policing for review;
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e.  whenever training is recommended forward an email to the appropriate Divisional
Commander, copied to the involved Member(s) and the Commander of Professional
Development Division;

f.   maintain training records;
g.  maintain a database of use of force data from Part A of all Use of Force reports; and
h.  prepare an annual Use of Force Study, including an analysis of use of force trends for the

entire Police Service, which does not contain data that identifies reporting Police Officers;
and forward the Study to the Training Branch Staff Sergeant.

A.7   Training Branch - Staff Sergeant

1.  Shall review the annual Use of Force Study prepared by the Service Armourer.
the Study to the Commander of Professional Development Division.

Shall forward

A.8

1.

Commander of Professional Development Division

Shall ensure that:

a.  Part A of the Use of Force Report is forwarded to the Ministry of Community Safety and
Correctional Services when requested;

b.  a copy of Part A of the Use of Force Report is forwarded to the Professional Standards
Branch;

c.  Part B of the Use of Force Report is destroyed no later than thirty (30) days after the
Report is submitted; and

d.  based on the Use of Force Study prepared by the Service Armourer, a Summary Report
is prepared on the use of force trends and forwarded to the Deputy Chief, Community
Policing, for review.

A.9   Professional Standards Branch - Staff Sergeant

1.  Shall ensure Part A of Use of Force Reports are maintained in accordance with the HPS
Records Retention Schedule.

A.IO

1.

,

Deputy Chief - Community Policing

Shall review a copy of Parts C and D of Use of Force Reports and where any issues or
concerns are identified, discuss with the Service Armourer.

Shall review the Use of Force Summary Report submitted by the Commander of Professional
Development Division and forward to the Chief of Police.

A.11  Chief of Police

1.  Shall ensure the reporting of the use of force by Members is in accordance with the Police
Services Act., O.Reg. 926 (Equipment and Use of Force).
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2.  Shall review the Use of Force Summary Report submitted by the Deputy Chief, Community
Policing.  Shall ensure the Report is presented to the Hamilton Police Services Board
annually and made available to the community.

REFERENCES
Adequacy and Effectiveness Regulation, O. Reg 3/99
Criminal Code
HPS Records Retention Schedule
Police Services Act, R.R.P. 1990, Reg. 926
Policy and Procedure 1.31 Conducted Energy Weapon (CEVV)
Policy and Procedure 4.3.03 Canine (K-9) Branch
Policy and Procedure 4.3.04 Emergency Response Unit (ERU)

Glenn De Caire
Chief of Police

Property of the Hamilton Police Service (H.P.S.). This policy is not to be made known to any
other agency or person without the written permission of the Chief of Police. I
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INTRODUCTION

In 2008, the Minister of Community Safety and Correctional Services directed ministry staff to

undertake a review of conducted energy weapons (CEWs) with its policing partners.

The objectives of the review were to:

>  Identify policies and procedures in place by Ontario police services regarding the use of CEWs;

> Identify training that has been provided to police service members regarding CEWs;

>  Collect CEW use statistics to recognize trends; and

> Provide a foundation for discussion with police partners on operational and policy issues in

relation to training, guidelines, deployment, etc.

The research methodology utilized in the review includes consultation with a police expert working
group and medical personnel, environmental/jurisdictional scans, best practice review, literature
review and a survey of Ontario police service CEW usage.

Recognizing the important role the ministry's policing partners have to play in exploring this area,
the ministry engaged members of the Policing Standards Advisory Committee (PSAC), to assist in
the review. The Committee provides advice to the ministry regarding professional police practices
in relation to matters that are of critical provincial interest. The following stakeholder organizations
are represented on PSAC:

Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO);
Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police (OACP);
Ontario Association of Police Services Boards (OAPSB);
Ontario Provincial Police (OPP);
Ontario Senior Officers' Police Association (OSOPA);
Police Association of Ontario (PAO);
Ontario Provincial Police Association (OPPA);
Toronto Police Association (TPA);
Toronto Police Service (TPS); and
Toronto Police Services Board (TPSB).

From time to time, sub-committees are established on an ad hoc basis to provide content and

subject matter expertise to assist in developing directives and guidelines respecting policy matters.

PSAC members assigned representatives of their organizations to participate in a CEW working
group which included members from AMO, OACP, TPSB, OPP, OPPA, PAO, TPA, and TPS.

This report is being submitted to the Minister on behalf of PSAC.

PSAC Conducted Energy Weapons Report
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Ontaruo
BACKGROUND ON CEW AUTHORIZATION

In Ontario, section 14 of the Equipment and Use qForce Regu/ation (O. Reg. 926/90) (the
"Regulation") under the Police Services Act permits the Minister of Community Safety and
Correctional Services to approve weapons, other than firearms, for use by police officers.

Following field tests conducted by the Ottawa and Toronto Police Services in 2000 and 2001, the
TASERI was approved for use as a less lethal conducted energy weapon by members of tactical
units and hostage rescue teams. Technical specifications and training requirements issued at the
time stipulated that only the TASER M26 model was sanctioned for use and that members
authorized to use the device had to complete the necessary training through the manufacturer,
TASER International.

In 2004, the Minister permitted deployment of the TASER M26 to trained members of preliminary
perimeter control and containment teams, as well as trained front-line supervisors or designates
acting on their behalf.

In 2005, the TASER X26 model was added as an approved CEW for use by the previously
designated groups of officers. Technical specifications and minimum requirements for initial and
refresher training remained in effect.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND POLICING STANDARDS

The Regulation sets out requirements in relation to ftrearms, other weapons, use of force training
and use of force reporting.

Section 14.3 (1) stipulates that every police service must ensure that members who may be required
to use force on other persons receive use of force training at least once every twelve months.

Ministry directives issued via All Chiefs memo in relation to CEWs indicate the following:

> CEW training (initial and refresher) is to be conducted by a manufacturer-certified trainer and
this training shall comply with the Criminal Code, applicable use of force legislation/regulation,
and ministry standards;

>  For initial training, officers must receive a minimum of four hours of classroom and practical

training, including a written examination; and

>  For refresher training, officers should receive a minimum of two hours of training that should

be cons.istent with the direction contained in the Regulation (i.e., received at least every twelve

months).

I  TASER is a brand name (acronym for Thomas A. Swift Electric Rifle) CEW and is manufactured by TASER
International, Inc. in Scottsdale, AZ.
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Mandatory content for initial training and recommended content for refresher training are also
included in current ministry directives.

Topics for initial (user) training must include:

0

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
vib)

x)

How a CEW overrides and controls the central nervous system of a combative subject
Nomenclature of the CEW
Proper finger position for aiming and firing
Proper and safe reloading of the device
Proper control of device
Arming of the CEW
Removal and replacement of batteries and power check procedures
Use of mechanical and laser sights
Probe placement
Back up use in non-probe mode
The Criminal Code, Police Services Act, Use of Force Legislation, and relevant case study

applications
Local Police Services Board Policy and Police Service Procedure
Practical Applications
Evaluation and testing of members to assess competency

Refresher training topics are to include a brief overview of the following issues:

i)

v)

Technical data on the CEW, including nomenclature
Effects of the CEW
Proper use of the CEW
Live firing of two cartridges

Criminal Code, Po/ice Services Act, use of force legislation, local police services board policy and

police service procedure, and relevant case study applications

Additionally, in accordance with section 14.5 (1) (b) of the Regulation, officers are required to
submit a Use of Force Report (Form 1) when a weapon other than a firearm (e.g., CEW) is used on

a person.

SURVEY OF CONDUCTED ENERGY WEAPON USAGE BY POLICE
SERVICES

A CEW survey, developed with the assistance of the CEW Working Group, was circulated via
electronic mail to all 58 municipal police services and the OPP in August 2008.

The survey was organized according to the following subject areas:

1.  Policies and Procedures

2.  CEW Deployment
3.  Accountability and Reporting
4.  CEW Training

PSAC Conducted Energy Weapons Report
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,# . /Ontario
5.  CEW Statistics
6.  Equipment and Control

AH 59 police services completed the survey and submitted their responses to the ministry either by
electronic mail or fax, resulting in a 100% response rate. For a list of respondents, see Appendix A.

This report will provide a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the survey responses. While aH
police services responded to the survey, gaps exist in the data as a result of variations in the type and
amount of information available in each police service. Data collection and record keeping

processes within police services vary, which affected the consistency of information provided. It is
also unclear whether information was not available within a police service or whether the service
chose not to supply it. As a result, the tables in the report will not always reflect information from
aH police services; however, the number of respondents to each survey question will be provided in
order to assist in clarifying the scope of the data.

In some areas of the survey, data is requested from the time CEWs were first authorized for use in

2002 until the time the survey was completed (September 2008). Other questions focused on
information from 2007 alone or the time at which police services were responding to the survey.

Information garnered from discussions between the ministry and its policing partners, CEW experts,
and related information sources examined during this review will also be referenced to help inform
decision making on potential operational and policy changes.

1.   POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the extent to which CEWs were used by police services within the province
and the specific devices deployed. Table 3 shows the number and proportion of police services with
CEW policies and procedures.

Table 1
Authorization of CEWs

Does the police service currently authorize
the use of CEWs? (59 respondents)

Yes

57
(97%)

No
2

(3%)

Table 1 illustrates that as of September 2008, the majority of police services authorized CEW use by
designated members. One of the two services that did not authorize CEWs at the time of the survey
indicated it was in the process of doing so.

Table 2
CEW Models

Which CEW model does the police
service use? (57 respondents)

How many of each model does the

service own? (total number of units)
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TASER M26
4

(7%)
134

TASER X26
38

(67%)
2037



According to Table 2, a total of 2171 TASERs were being used within the province as of September
2008. A greater number of police services are using the newer and more modern version X26 device,

while fifteen police services had both M26 and X26 models.

Table 3
Policies and Procedures

Does the Police Services Board

have a policy on CEWs? (56
respondents)

Yes
27

(48%)

No
29

(52%)

Does the Chief of Police have a
procedure on CEWs? (57
respondents)

Stand-alone: 3 (11%)
Part of another policy: 6 (22%)
Did not specify: 18 (67%)

52
(91%)

5
(9%)

Stand-alone: 6 (12%)
Part of another policy: 12 (23%)
Did not specify: 34 (65%)

Currendy there are no ministry directives requiring a police service to have policies or procedures in
relation to CEWs. However, as indicated in Table 3, 48 per cent had a Board policy and 91 per cent

had a CEW procedure.

Seventeen police services specified that their CEW policy or procedure was part of the service's use

o f force policies/procedures.

2.         CEW DEPLOYMENT

This section addresses the specific members or groups of members within police services who were

authorized to use a CEW at the time the survey was completed.

Table 4
Units/assignments authorized to use CEWs

Which units/assignments
are authorized by the
police service to use a

CEW? (57 respondents)
Total number of
authorized members in
each unit

Tactical
Unit/Hostage
Rescue Team

19
(33%)

Preliminary
Perimeter Control
and Containment

Team

18
(32%)

Front-line

Supervisors

440472

54
(95%)

3130
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According to Table 4, the total number of authorized users in the province at the time of writing
was 4042. Although respondents were asked to exclude supervisors assigned to tactical

units/hostage rescue teams or preliminary perimeter control and containment teams, some of those
members may have been double-counted in the specialized teams and front-line supervisor
categories.

According to Statistics Canada, there were 23,610 municipal and provincial police officers in the
province as of May, 20082. The percentage of all officers who were authorized CEW users was
therefore 17 per cent.

Most police stakeholders support a move toward broader CEW authorization, contending that all
primary response officers should be issued a CEW along with the other intermediate weapons (i.e.,

oleoresin capsicum spray and baton) they are authorized to use. Officers consulted argue that, as all
members are issued a firearm (a lethal weapon), they should similarly be issued a CEW (a less lethal
weapon). This view was echoed by Commissioner Thomas Braidwood in the inquiry into ClEW use
in British Columbia when he stated: "I would fred it hard to justify recommending a restriction on
the assignment of conducted energy weapons if no such restriction applies to the assignment of a
service pistol.''3

The OACP, in its 2008 report on conducted energy weapons, stated that the current restriction of
CEW use to supervisors may impact upon a police service's ability to respond safely and promptly
to situations where the potential for confrontation and injury often escalates quickly. The report
further claims that this problem may be compounded in smaller police services or those that patrol

large territories. Such services may fred it difficult to ensure a supervisor, equipped with a CEW, is
available to provide timely assistance to first responders.4

In addition, seven inquest juries from Ontario during the period from 2005 to early 2009
recommended all front-line/primary response officers be authorized to use CEWs. The rationale
for these recommendations stems from an acknowledgement that front-line officers may be in a
position to facilitate a rapid resolution of violent situations without the use of lethal force and the
situations in which a CEW is required are most often encountered by front-line/primary response
officers. The presiding coroner of one of the inquests commented that:

Particularly where ED (excited delirium) may be involved, early control and
restraint of the agitated subject will prevent possible serious consequences, and
allow for earlier medical intervention and treatment... Use of a Taser,

particularly in full deployment (probe) mode, has proven highly effective in
gaining rapid control of subjects, avoiding prolonged and potentially dangerous
physical confrontations)

2 Statistics Canada. Police Resources in Canada, 2008, p. 13.
• ÿ Part 10 Recommendations, "Restoring Public Confidence: Restricting the Use of Conducted Energy Weapons in
British Columbia", Braidwood Commission on Conducted Energy Weapon Use, June 2009, p. 317.
4 Ontario Association of Chiefs of Police, "Report on Conducted Energy Weapons", October 2008, p. 4.
s Lucas, Dr. William, Office of the Chief Coroner. "Inquest into the death of Jerry Knight deceased July 17, 2004". June
20, 2008.
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Currently, within the Canadian jurisdictions examined, trained front-line members of the Vancouver

Police Department, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Sfiretd du Quebec Police Service, and
municipal services in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta may be authorized to carry CEWs.
(See Appendix B: Jurisdictional Scan of Law Enforcement Agencies).

Extensive media coverage of incidents in which deaths have occurred proximal to CEW use has

heightened apprehension about the safety of CEWs. However, police stakeholders generally agree
that CEWs have an important role to play in protecting the public and police officers from violent
individuals and protecting violent individuals from harming themselves. The lack of empirical
evidence firmly establishing a causal link between the use of CEWs and in-custody deaths reinforces
the view that CEWs are an appropriate tool for law enforcement. While no force option is without
its risks, CEWs are deemed to be an effective intermediate6 less lethal weapon.

Commissioner Thomas Braidwood stated, for example: "On balance, I concluded that our society is
better off with these weapons in use than without them. However, my support for their use is
conditional on significant changes being made in when, and the way in which, the weapon is
deployed.''7

As with other use of force options, adequate policies, procedures, training and accountability
mechanisms are necessary to ensure they are used in the most appropriate and effective way.

Public education about the benefits and risks of CEWs may also be constructive given the potential
for misinformation and sensationalized reporting of CEW incidents.

Table 5
Units/positions to which front-line supervisors are assigned
If the police
service

authorizes
front-line

supervisors to
use a CEW,
which units
or positions
are they
assigned to?

(55
respondents)

Patrol
Sergeants

54

Intelligence/
Surveillance

Patrol Staff
Sergeants

22

Training

14

Specialized
Traffic

11

Other
Plainclothes
Investiga6on

13

Court Security,
Prisoner

Transport,
Cell Supervision

18

Drug
Investigation

16

Other Front-line

Supervisor

23

As indicated earlier in this report, in February 2004, the ministry authorized front-line supervisors or
designates acting on their behalf to use CEWs. Clarification of this directive was issued by the
ministry via All Chiefs Memo in February 2005. The memo explained that, although the term
"front-line" has traditionary been associated with visible, uniformed policing functions such as

c, Those devices that generally induce subject compliance due to pain or incapacitation and are a level above empty hand
control techniques but less than deadly force.
VExecudve Summary and Recommendations, "Restoring Public Confidence: Restricting the Use of Conducted Energy
Weapons in British Columbia", Braidwood Commission on Conducted Energy Weapon Use, June 2009, p. 16.
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patrol, the ministry recognized that other uniformed and non-uniformed policing functions may be
considered "front-line". As such, the term "front-line supervisors" was not prescriptively defined so

as to allow for local deployment models.

The results of Table 5 show, with one exception, all police services authorizing front-line

supervisors utilized patrol sergeants in this capacity. The majority of police services authorized
front-line supervisors in ÿvo or more of the units/positions identified.

Within the category of "other plainclothes investigation", police services identified criminal
investigation the most often in addition to street crime, gangs/weapons, central robbery, and break
and enter teams.

In the "other front-line supervisor" category, most police services identified acting sergeants or

acting supervisors as well as second in command, officer in charge, duty inspector, Deputy Chief,
and Chief.

3.   ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPORTING

This section addresses CEW reporting and the requirement that medical attention be sought for

subjects exposed to CEW use.

Table 6
Reporting displayed or drawn CEWs

Does the police service require completion of Form
18 Use of Force Report or local CEW reporting
form when CEW is displayed or drawn but not used
on a person? (57 respondents)

Yes

36
(63%)

No
21

(37%)

The Form 1 Use of Force Report (see Appendix G) is the prescribed form to be used by police
services to record incidents in which an officer (a) draws a handgun in the presence of a member of
the public, points a firearm at a person or discharges a firearm; (b) uses a weapon other than a
firearm on another person; or (c) uses physical force on another person that results in an injury
requiring medical attention9.

The objectives of the form are to enable a police service to identify individual and group training
requirements and use of force trends as well as to assess the service's use of force policy and

procedural requirements.

Form 1 is considered by police stakeholders to be limited as an analytical and statistical tool, and in
need of updating. Preliminary discussions have taken place regarding the need to revise the form to
more accurately capture current use of force data and use it in a more meaningful way.

8 See appendix 'G' for Use of Force Report (Form 1).
'ÿ Police Services Act - R.R.O. 1990, Reÿment and Use of Force", section 14.5 (1).
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All Canadian police services examined require some form of reporting of CEW deployments and/or
other use of force data (please see Appendix B: Jurisdictional Scan of Law Enforcement Agencies).

Form 1 does not require police officers to indicate whether a CEW was deployed as demonstrated

force (i.e., situations in which the CEW is drawn and/or displayed, but not used on a person).
However, 63 per cent of police services in Ontario currently require their officers to complete a local
reporting form in such situations. In addition, Regina Police and the Vancouver Police Department
both require demonstrated force to be reported.

The tactical advantages of demonstrated force are well established and have been cited by many
sources. Such displays have had the effect of de-escalating incidents and eliminating the need for
further force. In its "Independent Evaluation of the Operational Trial of Taser" report (2004), the
Association of Chief Police Officers (United Kingdom) reported that, in 44.8 per cent of all cases,
"officers needed to do no more than aim the Taser and use the laser sight for the subjects to
become compliant".'"

Closely aligned to this issue is the matter of public reporting. The current ministry guideline on use
of force stipulates police services should make their annual use of force studies available to the
community. A number of reviews have made similar recommendations, including the United

Kingdom Home Office, Police Executive Research Forum (US), and Quebec Standing Advisory
Subcommittee on the Use of Force. Given the current level of public interest and concern regarding

police use of CEWs, public reporting may serve to further educate the public, dispel misconceptions
and put CEW use into an appropriate context that reflects the realities of policing and the use of
force.

Table 7
Obtaining medical attention

Yes           No          Other

Does the police service require members to obtain          25             6             26
medical attention for a person subject to CEW use?    (44%)      (10%)      (46%)
(57 respondents)

As illustrated in Table 7, 25 police services (44 per cent) reported that obtaining medical attention
was necessary when a person was subjected to CEW use, while six (10 per cent) responded in the
negative.

Within the "Other" category, most respondents replied that medical attention was to be sought if it
was required.

The need for medical attention and the role of medical personnel in relation to CEW incidents have

been widely explored by organizations reviewing CEW use. In addition, a significant body of
research has developed over time examining medical issues relating to CEWs such as cardiac,

respiratory and metabolic effects, and the benefits and risks associated with use of this weapon. See
Appendix E for a sample of this research.

m Association of Chief Police Officers (United Kingdom). Independent Evaluation of the Operational Trial of Taser Final Report,
May 2004, p. 13.
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A portion of the medical/scientific research on CEWs seeks to compare the risk of CEW use to
other force options available to police. According to a Calgary study entitled "Police/Public
Interaction: Arrests, Use of Force by Police, and Resulting Injuries to Subjects and Officers - A
Description of Risk in One Major Canadian City", CEWs scored high in safety for both suspects
and officers in 562 use of force incidents over a two year period.

The study found "the use of CEWs resulted in fewer citizen and officer injuries than either physical
control or the baton. Thirteen percent of CEW use was associated with subject injury requiring
some treatment in hospital, and 87% of all CEW uses resulted in no or minor subject injuries.''11
Furthermore, in 96.7% of all CEW uses, "officers received either no or only minor injuries. There
were 9.6% fewer officer injuries requiring medical treatment when a CEW was used when compared
to when a baton was used.'''2

The report goes on to state that:

The commonly held belief that the conducted energy weapon carries
a significant risk of injury or death for the population of interest is
not supported by the data. Within the force modality framework
most commonly available to police officers, the CEW was less
injurious than either the baton or empty hand physical control.L*

A study published in the Annals of Emergency Medicine in 2008 examined CEW uses in 1,201
subjects in six U.S. law enforcement agencies during a 36-month period. The study found that
99.75% of subjects "experienced no injuries or mild injuries only''14 and, of the 492 mild injuries
identified, "the majority (83%) were superficial puncture wounds from conducted electrical weapon
probes.'''s Other mild injuries occurred in 5.2% of subjects and were primarily related to blunt
trauma from falls.16

The study concludes that:

The primary finding that 99.75% of subjects experienced mild or no injuries represents
the first assessment of the safety of this class of weapons when used by law enforcement
officers in field conditions...This injury profile compares favorably with other intermediate
force options available. These findings support the continued use of conducted electrical
weapons in settings in which they can be safely substituted for more injurious intermediate
force or lethal force options,iv

11 Butler, Chris and Christine Hall. Police/Public Interaction: Arrests, Use of Force by Police, and Resulting I, sjuties to Subjects and
OflTcers- a Description of Pa'sk iu One Major Cauadiap, Ciÿ, Law Enforcement Executive Forum, 2008, pp. 151-152.
12 Ibid., p. 152
13 Ibid., p. 153.
14 Bozeman, et.al. Safity and IJtjuÿy Profile of Conducted Ekctdcal IVeapons Used by Law EJlforcement Officers Agaiust Criminal
Suspects., Annals of Emergency Medicine, 2008, p. 5.
15 Ibid., p. 5.

16 Ibid., p. 5.

iv Ibid., p. 6.
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Although the original survey provided to Ontario police services did not solicit information on

injuries to officers and subjects associated with CEW use, a supplementary survey was conducted
requesting statistical information from a sub-sample of four police services. These services collect
specific CEW incident data in addition to that collected as part of use of force reports. This
subsequent survey found that in a total of 335 incidents in the four police services in 2008, no

subject injuries beyond typical superficial burns or marks that result from CEW use were reported.
There were no reported injuries to officers.

Recommended procedures from the organizations reviewed include seeking medical attention for all

individuals subjected to probe deployment; medical personnel removing embedded probes; and
arranging for emergency medical services to attend all calls for service in which it is anticipated a
CEW will be deployed. Please see AppendLx C: Scan of CEW Reviews/Reports for a smnmary of
this and other issues addressed in recent reports/reviews.

As part of the examination of potential medical risks associated with CEW use, particular attention

has been paid to subjects with specific vuhierabilities, such as young or physically small/thin
individuals, the elderly, and pregnant women. Although the use of higher levels of force with these
groups of individuals may be unnecessary in most cases, deployment of a CEW may be warranted
and the potential for injury (e.g., as a result of a fall) should be considered. Appendix F contains a
scan of mitigation policies relating to "vulnerable populations" in various jurisdictions.

4. CEW TRAINING

One of the most critical components in the review of CEW use is the training that is provided to

officers authorized to use them. Effective training is essential to ensuring that CEWs are used
appropriately, in the right circumstances, and in accordance with well-established use of force

principles.

As indicated earlier, ministry directives are in place relating to some elements of CEW training.
Tables 8 to 14 summarize training practices within the police services that deliver CEW training.

Table 8
Provision of training

Does the police service provide CEW

training? (57 respondents)

Yes

5O
(88%)

Training provided by
another police service

7
(12%)

Table 8 demonstrates the majority of police services delivered training to their own members. The

remaining services used the OPP or a neighbouring municipal service to deliver their training. Police
services of all sizes delivered their own training.
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Table 9
Qualifications for CEW instructors

Other members

What are the
qualifications for
the service's CEW

instructors? (50
respondents)

Ministry certified
use of force
instructors

44
(88%)

Members of
tactical

units/hostage
rescue teams

10
(20%)

Members of

preliminary
perimeter control
and containment
teams

3
(6%)

8
(16%)

It should be noted that the sum of instructors in all of the categories in Table 9 (65) is greater than
the number of police services that conduct their own training (50). This discrepancy reflects
situations in which CEW trainers perform dual functions (e.g., as trainers and members of tactical

units/hostage rescue teams).

Table 9 illustrates that more police services used ministry-certified use of force instructors to deliver
CEW training compared to the other groups.

Ministry directives stipulate that initial and refresher training are to be conducted by a
"manufacturer-certified trainer", which includes individuals who are trained by "Master Instructors".
Master Instructors have received their training through TASER International and deliver train-the-
trainer programs across the province to instructors who then provide in-house training to their
members.

Table 10
Type of training provided

CEW Instructor

What types of
training does the
police service

provide? (50
respondents)

11
(22%)

CEW User

5O
(100%)

CEW Refresher

47
(94%)

CEW
Familiarization18

35
(70%)

According to ministry training directives, instructor training is to be delivered by a "manufacturer
certified trainer" or "Master Instructor". As mentioned above, this is typically conducted through a

train-the-trainers program. As Table 10 indicates, 11 services with Master Instructors deliver

instructor training and all police services that deliver training provide initial user training.  In

is Unlike the other forms of training identified, familiarization training is not designed to provide the skills or knowledge
required to use a CEW but to provide individuals with an understanding of its capabilities and situational uses, It also
assists front-line officers who are not authorized to carry CEWs in understanding how they should respond before,
during and after its deployment.
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addition, police services that deliver user training are required to deliver refresher training on an
annual basis. According to Table 10, 47 of the 50 services provide refresher training.

The survey requested the number of hours provided in each area of training.

Instructor training: eight respondents that provide CEW Instructor training indicated they delivered a
16 hour instructor program. The remaining services offered 20 hour (2 respondents) and 24 hour (1
respondent) instructor training.

User traini,g: as mentioned earlier, ministry directives require a minimum of 4 hours for imtial
training. Nineteen police services that delivered user training offered an 8 hour course and 15

offered a 4 hour course. Other responses included 6 hours (7 respondents) and 10 hours (4
respondents).

Refreshertrainilg: ministry directives require a minimum of 2 hours for refresher training. The largest
number of respondents (16 and 18 respectively) indicated they provided 2 and 4 hour refresher
training. Other responses included 1 hour (4 respondents), 3 hours (2 respondents), 6 hours (4
respondents) and 8 hours (2 respondents).

Familiarization training: the majority of police services delivering familiarization training offered a one
hour training program (19 respondents). Nine of the respondents offered a half hour program.
Other responses included 2 hours (3 respondents) and 4 hours (2 respondents).

Table 11
Frequency of training

Does the police
service provide
training annually?
(50 respondents)

CEW Instructor

4
(8%)

CEW User

31
(62%)

CEW Refresher

44
(88%)

CEW
Familiarization

26
(52%)

Ministry directives require that refresher training be consistent with the direction contained in the
Regulation which stipulates that use of force training be received once every twelve months. As
Table 11 indicates, forty-four of the fifty police services (88 per cent) deliver refresher training
annually.

If a police service did not provide the above training on an annual basis, they were asked to specify
the frequency of the training.

Instna'tor trainitg." 4 respondents indicated they offered this training every 2 years; the remaining 2
services offered it as required.

User training: most respondents delivered this training as required or as new officers were hired or
assigned (13 out of 17 respondents). Two responses were missing.
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Refresher #'ainitg: as most police services provided this training on an annual basis, only three
additional responses were received. One service indicated they delivered this training monthly, one
offered it every 1.5 to 2 years and the other did not specify.

Familiarization training: an equal number of services have provided this training once (3 respondents)
and delivered it on an as needed basis (3 respondents). Other responses include 'semi-annually' and

every 1.5 to 2 years.

Respondents who indicated they provide annual instructor and user training tended to be larger
services with a greater need for training to accommodate new users every year and instructors to
meet those user training needs as well as refresher and familiarization training demands.

Table 12
Familiarization training

If the police service provides
familiarization training, who

receives this training? (37
respondents)

AH sworn members
32

(86%)

Other
5

(14%)

As Table 12 shows, of the police services that offered familiarization training, most (86 per cent)
delivered it to all of their sworn members. Out of this number, four services delivered familiarization
training to auxiliary members and another four delivered it to special constables. The "other"

recipients category included general patrol, criminal investigations, court security, communications
centre, and public order units.

Some respondents also specified that such training was delivered as part of annual use of force re-
qualification training or other annual in-service training.

Table 13
Content of user training

Does the police
service address

the following
topics when
delivering CEW
user training? (50
respondents)

Relevant use of

force legislation,
regulation

50
(100%)

Local policies,
procedures

5O
(100%)

Practical
application

5O
(100%)

Evaluating and
testing

48
(96%)

The above training content reflects ministry directives. Table 13 demonstrates that, with the

exception of two police services, all respondents addressed the required topics in their user training.
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Table 14
Number of trained members

How many police
services have

members who
have received the

following types of
training? (57
respondents)
Total number of
members who
have received

training

CEW Master
Instructor

11
(19%)

25

CEW Instructor

50
(88%)

298

CEW User

57
(lOO%)

3,843

CEW
Familiarization

35
(61%)

19,238

According to Table 14, the total number of members trained to use a CEW was 4166 (excludes

those members who have only received familiarization training). However, some members may
have been counted more than once if, for example, he/she received both user and instructor
training.

The total number of CEW users province-wide was estimated to be 4042 (see Table 4
Units/assignments authorized to use CEWs). The discrepancy between this figure and the total
number of trained CEW users outlined in Table 14 above may be attributed to the possibility that
members who were initially trained to work in one of the authorized user groups (e.g., tactical

units/hostage rescue teams) may no longer be deployed in that capacity. Additionally, some police
services trained their members in advance of deploying them to CEW authorized units/positions in
order to have an available complement of trained members at aH times.

The information collected in the survey illustrates the somewhat divergent elements of CEW
training currently being delivered across the province. AH stakeholders have agreed current
minimum training standards need to be enhanced to ensure validity and currency in relation to the
content, duration and frequency of CEW training and to better ensure consistency. It has been
suggested that all components of training should be standardized including instructor training, initial
user training, refresher/recertification training and awareness/familiarization training.

A sub-working group of the CEW Working Group has been established to develop training
standards and a guideline (technically, an addition to the current ministry use of force guideline) to
provide operational guidance to police regarding CEW use.

5.         CEW USE STATISTICS
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This section contains information in relation to police services' authorization of each designated

unit/assignment, data around CEW usage and police service statistics. The purpose of these
questions was to examine trends in CEW use since initial authorization in 2002.

Table 15
Authorization of unit/assi
When did the police service
authorize use of the CEWs

for each unit or

assignment? (57
respondents)

Tactical unit/hostage
rescue team

Preliminary perimeter
control and containment

team

Front-line supervisors

gnment use of CEW
2002      2003      2004     2005      2006      2007

14      0

n/a        n/a

3

4

2

6

0

6

0

2

n/a        n/a         5         15         22         9

Currently, 19 of the 59 services in the province (32 per cent) have authorized tactical units. As
mentioned, the ministry first authorized CEWs in 2002 for tactical units/hostage rescue teams. As
demonstrated in Table 15, most police services with tactical teams (14 out of 19) availed themselves
of this opportunity in the first year.

In 2004, CEW authorization was expanded to preliminary perimeter control and containment teams
and front-line supervisors or designates acting on their behalf. Currently, 30 per cent of services
have preliminary perimeter control and containment teams authorized to use CEWs and most police
services (51 or 86 per cent) have front fine supervisors authorized.

Table 16
Number of CEW uses
Beginning in 2002,
or since when

applicable, how
often were CEWs

used? (53
respondents)

2002

86

2003

176

2004

222

2005

623

2006

935

2OO7

1405

Fifty-three police services provided data regarding the number of CEW uses during the time period
specified. Table 16 demonstrates a steady increase in CEW use from the time police services were
first authorized to use CEWs, which corresponds to an overall increase in users over the six-year
period. As illustrated in Table 15 above, by the end of 2007, 19 police services had tactical
units/hostage rescue teams authorized, 18 had members of preliminary perimeter control and
containment teams authorized and 51 had front-line supervisors authorized. Although the number

of individuals in each of these groups was not collected for each of the years being examined,
thereby precluding the calculation of a user rate, the total number of users in 2008 at the time the
surveys were submitted was 4042.
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Table 17
Presence of weapons

Of total number of CEW
uses in 2007, how often

was subject carrying a

weapon? (25 respondents)

Unknown

93
(12%)

None

536
(69%)

Did carry

144
(19%)

Total number
of incidents

773

Police services were invited to respond to the question in Table 17 if they had the information
readily available. Twenty-five complete responses were received. CEW use was more frequent
when the subject did not have a weapon compared to both unknown weapon presence and when
the subject carried a weapon.

It should be noted that an additional eight police services provided data indicating that 42 subjects
(18 per cent) were carrying a weapon in 232 incidents in which a CEW was used. These responses
were not included in the above table as the other values ("unknown" and "none") were not

provided.

It is important to view this data within a context that reflects the realities of policing and the use of
force by police officers. It is an accepted fact among police trainers and operational experts that the
use of CEWs would likely be inappropriate in many, if not most, cases involving subjects armed
with dangerous weapons. As a single use weapon in probe mode, the CEW may be ineffective and

potentially dangerous against a quickly advancing, armed subject. Subjects may also engage in
aggressive, threatening or assaultive behaviour without being in possession of a weapon.

During the initial 2003 field trial conducted in the United Kingdom to assess the possible adoption
of the CEW as a use of force option, police officers were instructed only to use the weapon when
confronted with an armed suspect. Following the results of the trial and consultation with various
stakeholders, it was decided that deployment of a CEW would be acceptable in cases where a

subject's behaviour posed a serious risk of violence even if the subject was not in possession of a
weapon.19

A police officer is legally authorized to use lethal force whenever a subject is threatening a person

with serious bodily harm or death. For the 19 per cent of cases involving armed subjects referenced
above at Table 17, a lethal force option may have been utilized by the officer if he/she did not have
access to a CEW.

Within the Ontario Use of Force Model (2004), a CEW is classified as an intermediate weapon (like
the baton and oleoresin capsicum spray). Similarly, in most of the other jurisdictions examined, the

19 Cited in Commission for Public Complaints Against the RCMP, RQ'vlP Use of the Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW), Fina/
Report. June 12, 2008.
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CEW is classified as an "intermediate" or "non-lethal/less-lethal" weapon. Policies around use vary

from the low threshold of"when actions warrant more than a verbal command but less than escort
techniques and balance displacement" (i.e., "soft" physical control techniques) to the higher

threshold of only tactical situations or with "aggressive or combative" subjects. (See AppenclLx B:
Jurisdictional Scan of Law Enforcement Agencies).

In his discussion of an appropriate threshold for CEW use, Commissioner Braidwood considered
the notion of "proportionality" as well as factors pertaining to the "seriousness of the matter" and

"the subject's behaviour". He made the following comment "... I am satisfied that proportionality
requires that a fairly high "subject matter" threshold be set. I would preclude deployment of a

conducted energy weapon during enforcement of municipal bylaws, provincial laws, and federal
regulatory laws, and restrict its use to truly criminal offences.''2'' Furthermore, he recommends that

"having regard to the medical risks discussed above, and to my sense of proportionality, I believe
that a threshold approximating the Criminal Code definition of assault causing bodily harm found in
s. 267(b) would be appropriate. It requires demonstrably more dangerous behaviour than
"assaultive"...but adopting a "bodily harm" threshold is not so high as to be unreasonably
onerous.''21

Members of the CEW training and guideline sub-working group are in the process of
recommending an approach to address the issue of a CEW use threshold for eventual inclusion in
the current use of force guideline.

Anecdotal evidence from police services also demonstrates that CEWs have been effective in
incidents involving individuals who are attempting or threatening suicide. Officers have deployed a
CEW in these cases to prevent an individual from harming him/herself.

Table 18
CEW mode usage

Probe mode=      Drive stun        Combined probe   Demonstration
only               mode23 only       and drive stun      mode24

modes

418              344               65               98Of total number
of CEW uses in
2007, how often
was CEW used in
each mode? (41
respondents)

2. Part 10 Recommendations, Braidwood Commission on Conducted Energy Weapon Use, June 2009, p. 296.
21 Ibid., p. 307.
22 Two barbed probes are fired from a cartridge attached to the front of the CEW. The probes are tipped with a short
dart that has a small barb to ensure that they remain embedded in the subject. They are fired with enough force to
penetrate layered clothing and are attached to the CEW by two wires through which electrical current passes into the
subject. The result is muscular incapacitation in addition to pain.
2ÿ Application of the weapon when the cartridge is removed and the device is applied with some pressure to a preferred
location on the body. Each trigger pull results in a five-second shock. Pain is inflicted but neuromuscular incapacitation
does not occur.

24 Refers to the draxÿng/display of the CEW and may include aiming at or training the laser sight on a subject, and/or
activating the spark.
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Given the variations in the reporting of CEW use, it is not possible to identify the percentage of
incidents in which each mode was deployed based on the total number of uses identified in Table
16. The number of respondents for Table 16 was 53, while only 41 services responded to the
specific mode usage question in Table 18.

The results indicated that CEW deployment varied across modes of use. As Table 18 illustrates,
CEW deployment in probe mode was significantly more common than other modes. In contrast,
the Commission for Public Complaints against the RCMP found that in the cases it reviewed, use of
the CEW in drive stun mode was more common than probe mode and in a small number of cases,
both modes were deployed.2s

The Annals of Emergency Medicine mentioned above found approximately two thirds of conducted
electrical weapon uses were with the probe mode, one quarter used the drive stun/direct contact
mode, and fewer than 10% used both modes.26

Other reviews and reports have addressed the ways in which CEWs are currently deployed. The
RCMP Complaints Commission found that use of the CEW in probe mode, either alone or in
conjunction with drive stun mode, results in a higher likelihood that the subject will receive medical
attention as opposed to using drive stun mode on its own. Each successive use of the CEW in either
mode also results in a higher likelihood of a medical examination being required.27

It is interesting to note that some jurisdictions in Ontario and elsewhere are limiting their use of the

drive stun mode as it is considered by many to be less effective, with a higher propensity for causing
burn-like injuries. Further review of probe versus drive stun deployment may be warranted.

Table 19
Multiple CEW mode cycles

Probe mode

Of total number of          51
CEW uses in 2007,         (10%)
how often was

subject exposed to

multiple cycles of
each mode? (26
respondents)

Drive stun mode

71
(14%)

Combined
modes

21
(4%)

Total number of
incidents

5O2

Again, police services were invited to respond to this question if they had the information readily
available. As a result, twenty-six complete responses were received and are reflected in Table 19.
The purpose of this question was to identify the number of times in which a CEW was deployed
more than once in either probe mode or drive stun mode or where both modes were used more

2s Commission for Public Complaints Against the RCMP. RGÿIP Use of the Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW), Final Report.
June 12, 2008.
26 Bozeman, et. al., p. 8.

27 Commission for Public Complaints Against the RCMP. RCMP Use of the Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW), Final Report.
June 12, 2008.
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than once in a single incident. Of the total number of incidents, multiple cycles were used 28 per
cent of the time, with the majority being deployed in drive stun mode.

The use of multiple cycles has become a contentious issue following limited research that identified
potentially adverse effects resulting from continued or multiple applications of a CEW in probe
mode. As a result, cautions with respect to multiple and extended use are being included in policies

and procedures, and limitations are being placed on this type of use. For example, the Police
Executive Research Forum of the United States Department of Justice suggests training protocols
should emphasize that multiple activations and continuous cycling of a CEW be avoided where
practical, as such use appears to increase the risk of death or serious injury.28

The Canadian Police Research Centre (CPRC) also noted the "adverse effects of multiple cycles".29

The Quebec Standing Advisory Subcommittee on the Use of Force recommends using as few cycles
as possible and avoiding continuous cycles exceeding 15 to 20 seconds3".

Among the police services reviewed during the Braidwood Inquiry, none imposed an absolute cap
on the number of cycles permitted, while ten services trained that an officer should only apply the
number of cycles reasonably necessary to allow them to safely approach and restrain the subject.31

Commissioner Braidwood agrees that it would be inappropriate to impose a "one discharge" rule as

there will be circumstances in which a single five-second discharge does not incapacitate the subject.
Likewise, he agrees that it would not be appropriate to impose some arbitrary maximum number of
discharges.32

To include both a subjective and objective component to the decision to deploy a CEW multiple
times, Commissioner Braidwood recommends that officers "be prohibited from discharging an
electrical current from a conducted energy weapon on a subject for longer than five seconds, unless
the officer is satisfied, on reasonable grounds, that: the five-second discharge was not effective in
eliminating the risk of bodily harm; and a further discharge will be effective in eliminating the risk of
bodily harm.''33

Proposed operational changes to police service procedures should reflect that, as the amount of

force (i.e., number of cycles) increases, the need to seek medical assistance may also increase.

Table 20
Police service statistics

Total number of    Total number of    Total number of
arrests             criminal offences   calls for service

Police service                176,825            803,000           3,645,527

2s Cronin, James M. and Joshua A. Ederheimer. Conducted EtteW Devices: Developmem of Standards for Consistenff and
Guidam'e. U.S. Department of Justice Office of Community Oriented Policing Services and Police Executive Research
Forum. Washington, D.C., 2006, p. 23.

29 Manojlovic, D. et. al. Review ofCoMucted EneW Devices. Ottawa, August 22, 2005.
3, Standing Advisory Subcommittee on the Use of Force. Analysis and RecommeMationsJbr a Quebec Police Practice on the Use
of CEDs. December 17, 2007, p. 31.
31 Part 10 Recommendations, Braidwood Commission on Cottducted Energy IVeapon Use, June 2009, p. 313
32 Ibid., p. 313.
33 Ibid., p. 314.
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statistics for 2007 (50
respondents)

While 50 police services responded to this question, some did not supply information for every
category. Out of the total number of calls for service, the number of criminal offences may be
extracted and within this category of incidents, the total number of arrests may be found.

Although police services were not asked to supply specific data on the number of times a CEW was
used to effect an arrest, an attempt has been made to ascertain this information from the data
supplied. This was accomplished by using responses from the 37 police services that answered both
questions pertaining to CEW use in 2007 (Table 16 Number of CEW uses) and the number of
arrests (Table 20 Police Service Statistics).

The total number of reported CEW uses for this sub-sample was 810 and the total number of

arrests was 176,522. It is therefore estimated that, in the sub-sample of 37 police services, a CEW
may have been used in 0.5 per cent of arrests, or approximately once in every 218 arrests.

The Calgary study mentioned earlier found that, in the two-year study period, general police/public
interactions were extremely unlikely to result in any use of force. Out of 827,022 interactions, there
were 562 use of force events, or 0.07% of all interactions.34 Arrests occurred in only 4.6 per cent of

police-public interactions, and in the vast majority of cases (98.5 per cent) the arrests were
accomplished without force.3s

In comparison to Ontario's data, the total number of times a CEW was used in an arrest during the

two year Calgary study was 271 (out of 37,719 arrests) which represents 0.7 per cent of the time or
one out of every 139 arrests.36

The authors comment that media/publication bias "prevents the public and stakeholder community

from forming an informed opinion about the actual risk presented by the CEW or other use of force
modalities.''3v Furthermore, "similar biased reporting of events has also led the laypublic to have the

impression that police use of force is frequent when compared to the overall number of police and
public interactions",38 which was found not to be the case.

It would also be informative to assess the number of public complaints or criminal charges laid

against police officers in relation to their CEW use. As an example, only one complaint was lodged
against an OPP member in 2007 that pertained to the officer's use of a CEW. The complaint was

deemed to be unsubstantiated and subsequently dismissed. The total number of CEW uses in that
year by OPP members was 409.39

34 Butler, Chris and Christine Hall. Police/Public Interaction: Arrests, Use of Force by Police, and Resulting btjuties to Subjects and
Officers - a Description of Ra'sk itt One Major Canadian City, Law Enforcement Executive Forum, 2008 p. 146.
35 Ibid., p. 146.
36 Ibid., pp. 146-147.
.ÿv Ibid., p. 141.

38 Ibid., p. 141.
39 Data received from Operational Policy and Strategic Planning Bureau, OPP, September 22, 2009.
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Between December 2001 and December 2007, the RCMP Public Complaints Commission made 22

f-mdings relative to CEW use or threatened use. Of those findings, fifteen "found no fault with the
conduct of the RCMP and the Commission made seven (7) adverse findings. Therefore, the
Commission was satisfied with the RCMP's conduct in 68 percent of the allegations and found
misconduct in 32 percent".4"

6.        EQUIPMENT AND CONTROL

The next group of questions was intended to solicit information about best practices currently in
place within police services to track CEWs and cartridges.

Table 21
Issuance of CEWs

Does the police service use personal
issue or community pool to issue
CEWs to authorized members? (56
respondents)

Personal issue
17

(30%)

Community pool
50

(89%)

Both
11

(20%)

Table 21 shows that most police services utilized a CEW community pool. Although respondents
did not specify, it is assumed that, in services using both systems, specialized units such as tactical

teams were personally issued CEWs, while supervisors used a community pool

Table 22
Tracking CEWs

With personally issued CEWs, does
the police service record the serial
number or unique identifier of

CEWs assigned to each member? (17
respondents)
With a community pool, does the
police service record the serial
number or unique identifier of
CEWs assigned to each member? (50
respondents)

Yes

17
(100%)

39
(78%)

No or n/a
0

(0%)

11
(22%)

Table 22 indicates the majority of police services used some method to track CEWs. The various
methods included serial numbers being recorded in notebooks, log books, sign-out sheets, and
cruiser computer units. For three police services, tracking hadn't been implemented as the service

only had one CEW. In another service, one CEW was exclusively issued to the group of patrol

4o Commission for Public Complaints Against the RCMP. RCMP Use of the Conducted Energy Weapon (CEW), Interim Report.
December 11, 2007, p. 18.
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sergeants while the other was reserved for acting patrol sergeants.

charge levels were also recorded in some services.

Spark test results and battery

Table 23
CEW cartridge control

Does the police service have a

process to control how CEW
cartridges are assigned to members?

(56 respondents)

Yes
26

(46%)

No or n/a
30

(54%)

As shown in Table 23, most police services did not have processes in place to control cartridge
assignment. Those services that did so provided examples such as recording serial numbers in

notebooks and log books, as well as data being maintained by training units and cartridges being
issued and recorded by the Chief of Police.

The above responses provide useful best practice information to consider during the development

of an operational guideline.

CONCLUSION

This report only touches on the extensive amount of information and research currently available on
CEWs. However, on the basis of the examination of recent reports/studies and data on police use
of CEWs from jurisdictions within Canada and around the world, PSAC believes CEWs to be an
appropriate law enforcement tool. As with every use of force option available to police officers, the
need for accountability, supervision, effective training and clear operational guidance are of

paramount importance.

The results of the survey reveal variations between police services in their operational procedures for

CEWs and in the provision of CEW training across the province. For example, police services

differ in their reporting practices, obtaining medical attention following CEW use, deployment, and
equipment control processes. In addition, there are variations in the duration and frequency of the
CEW instructor, user, refresher and familiarization training programs, particularly in areas that are
not governed by ministry directives.

It is therefore worthwhile for the ministry and its policing partners to pursue further discussion and
work in these areas in an effort to achieve consistency in practices across the province.

It is not the goal of this report to make specific recommendations regarding policy and operational
changes to the use of CEWs by police officers in the province of Ontario. Rather, it is hoped the
information contained in this report will be used by police and ministry partners to inform future
decisions about CEW deployment, the development of a CEW guideline and CEW training
standards.
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As mentioned, a sub-working group has been established to begin work on training requirements

and an operational guideline. Ongoing discussions between the ministry and policing parmers
centre around other policy areas such as CEW authorization and deployment in relation to the types
of circumstances in which a CEW may be used.

Efforts of both the sub-working group and CEW Working Group should be directed to further
exploring these issues and developing a consistent approach to resolving them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

PSAC believes CEWs are an effective less lethal intermediate weapon for law enforcement and their
use should be continued.

Current ministry directives regarding CEW usage are adequate until such time as standardized

training and new operational guidelines are implemented as per the recommendations below.

Further to this, PSAC requests the Minister of Community Safety and Correctional Services endorse
the following:

, The ministry, in consultation with policing partners, should establish training standards for
users and instructors including requalification requirements.

. The ministry should amend the current provincial Use of Force Guideline to include policy
and procedural guidance to police services on CEWs, in consultation with policing partners.
Areas to be examined should include: deployment/tactical considerations, restrictions on

use, post-deployment procedures, reporting and accountability, and equipment control.

o The ministry should undertake further analysis and consultation with policing partners in
relation to the members of police services who should be authorized to use CEWs.

, The ministry should consult further with policing partners on the types of circumstances in
which a CEW may be used, consistent with the Ontario use of force model.

, The ministry, in consultation with policing partners, and in keeping with the original
objectives of the form, should revise the Form 1 Use of Force Report to capture the most
current and appropriate use of force information, including CEW use.

, The ministry should prepare and disseminate communications material to assist in informing
the general public about the risks and benefits of CEW use.
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APPENDIX A:
POLICE SERVICE SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Amherstburg Police Service

Aylmer Police
Barrie Police Service
BelleviUe Police Service
Brantford Police Service
Brockville Police Service
Chatham-Kent Police Service
Cobourg Police Service
CornwaU Community Police Service
Deep River Police Service
Dryden Police Service
Durham Regional Police Service

Espanola Police Service
Essex Police Service
Gananoque Police Service
Greater Sudbury Police Service
Guelph Police Service
Halton Regional Police Service
Hamilton Police Service
Hanover Police Service
Kawartha Lakes Police Service (City of)
Kenora Police Service
Kingston Police Service
LaSalle Police Service
Leamington Police Service
London Police Service

Midland Police Service
Niagara Regional Police service
North Bay Police Service
Ontario Provincial Police

Orangeville Police Service
Ottawa Police Service
Owen Sound Police Service
Oxford Community Police Service
Peel Regional Police Service
Pembroke Police Service
Perth Police Service
Peterborough - Lakefield Community Police Service
Port Hope Police Service
St. Thomas Police Service
Sarnia Police Service
Saugeen Shores Police Service
Sault Ste. Marie Police Service
Shelburne Police Service
Smiths Falls Police.Service
South Simcoe Police Service
Stirling-Rawd0n Police Service
Stratford Police Service
Strathroy-Caradoc Police Service
,Thunder Bay Police Service
Timmins Police Service
Toronto Police Service

Waterloo Regional Police Service
Wawa Police Service

West Grey Police Service
West Nipissing Police Service
Windsor Police Service
Wingham Police Service
York Regional Police Service
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APPENDIX B:
JURISDICTIONAL SCAN OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

Law
Enforcement

Agency

Classification Deployment Policy

Cimlnaati Police
Department

Service

Aÿema

Less-

lethal/Non-
lethal -,

Less lethal/
intermediate
weapon

Intermediate
Weapon

Non-lethal
alternative

Australia
(Australian

Federal Police,
Northern

Territoÿ7 Police,
Queensland

Polio,)

The Northern Territory Police authorize
use to defend themselves or others, to

disarm/restrain violent subjects and to
prevent self harm or to control an animal.

While in the lawful execution of their
duties, police officers may use a CEW if
the officer subjectively believes that the
subject will likely cause injury to the police
officer, subject, or bystander. Further, the
use of the CEW must also be objectively
reasonable in fight of Environmental
Factors, Subject Factors, and Officer
Factors. At all times, the force used must

be reasonable;

CEW use wall be subjectively and
objectively reasonable as an alternative to
direct physical contact xvith a subject when,
due to the Environmental Factors, Subject
Factors, and Officer Fa(tors involved,
there is a real likelihood of injury to the
officer, Subject, or bystanders;
A CEW can be used to "gain control of
violent, assaultive and difficult to control
subjects when other use of force options
are ineffective or inappropriate under the
circumstances."

The CEW can be used when actions
warrant more than a verbal command but

less than escort techniques and balance
displacement.

Reporting

Queensland Police have
introduced mandatory
reporting and an
independent review of
each incident in which a
CEW is removed from a
holster.

A report is required in the
following circumstances:
displaying a CEW to gain
compliance;
use of the CEW in contact
sum mode;

use of CEW in probe
mode; and
accidental discharge, other
than into a designated
loading station.

CEWs are considered part
of the use of force
reporting process whereby
each deployment is
reviewed.

Quarterly, supervisors are

to download the previous
three months of
deployment data from the
CEW. Activations longer
than ten seconds and/or
three or more consecutive

activations, warrant that
the supervisor provide a
brief response on the
download sheet, justifying
the activation.

Authorized Users

Federal Police: limit CEW
use to the Specialist
Response and Security
Team and the Tactical
Response Team.

Queensland Police have
begun rolling out the
issuing of CEWs to all
front-line officers.

CEW is available to trained
front-line officers.

CEW is available to front-
line officers.

All patrol officers are
equipped with CEWs.
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Law
Enforcement

Agency

Classification Deployment Policy Reporting

New Brunswick

Nova Scotia

MiamiPolice
Department

Los Ange/es
Police

Department

Intermediate

Intermediate
\Veapon (all
police
services in
the province)

Intermediate
Weapon

The CEW can be deployed when a subject
is actively resisting (or higher), coupled
with the potential for violence; the
perception of violence; or, with knowledge
that the subject has been violent in the
past.

When a subject is compliant or poses no
physical threat, the CEW should not be
deployed in probe or stun mode. If a
subject is fleeing, this cannot be used as
sole justification for the use of a CEW.
CEW use is permitted against aggressive or
combative subjects. CEW use is not
permitted on passive subjects. The use of
push stun mode is discouraged but officers
can use it if other options are not possible.

CEW use is authorized in "situations
involving a violent combative subject, an
emotionally disturbed person, a person
suffering from the symptoms of Excited
Delirium or a subject under the influence
of a mind-altering drug'?.

Once an officer determines that physical
force is needed, the level of force used will
depend on the officer's perception of
resistance and whether that resistance
poses a threat of serious injury or death to
the officer and/or the public.

RCMP.see below

M1 municipal agencies preclude CEW use
if it can be reasonably believed that
incapacitation may lead to serious injury or
death. It is also required that all agencies
require a verbal warning that a CEW will
be used before deploying it.

Sheriff Services authorizes use when
"alternative control tactics have been or
would likely be ineffective or where it
would be unsafe for officers to approach a
subject to apply restraints."

Correctional Services authorizes use when
"lesser measures of control have been

ineffective."

Edmonton Police
Service

A Control Tactics Report
must be completed and
submitted for ever),
deployment.

All CEW deployments are
recorded in a log and
supervisors must sign the
log in order to verify the
information is accurate.

The Internal Affairs
Division reviews all CEW
deployment reports in
order to ensure compliance

with policies.

A Use of Force report is to
be filled out after all CEW
deployments.

All agencies in the
province must file a report
after CEW usage

Authorized Users

CEW use is not restricted
to specialized units; rather,
it allows CEWs to be used
by officers who have
completed the appropriate
training.

Municipal services have
the option of authorizing
any trained officer.

As of early 2008, within
municipal police services,
the number of authorized
users ranged from 32% to
100% of total officers, with
six of eight services
authorizing over 70% of
their officers to use CEWs.
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Law
Enforcement

Agency

Classification Deployment Policy Reporting

Seattle Police
Department

7ctoria Police
Deparlment

Tam'ouver

Police
Department

Slÿreti du
Qtdbec

Intermediate
Weapon

Intermediate
Weapon

Less-lethal
device

Intermediate
Weapon

Intermediate
Weapon

Intermediate
Weapon

Royal Canadian
Mounted Police

(RUMP)

CEW use is restricted to tactical situations.
The policy states that if two five-second
discharges are not sufficient to gain
control, members should consider other

use of force options,

The RCMP has restricted CEW use to
incidents involving threats to officer
and/or public safety.

In push stun mode, the CEW is "viewed as
a lesser use of force than OC spray and on
par with pain compliance techniques such
as wrist locks...", while probe sum mode

"is viewed as a greater use of force than

pain compliance techniques, but a lesser
one than punches, kicks or the use of
impact weapons."

Authorized deployment can occur after a
subject has refused to comply and an
assessment is made of the subject's
potential for violence, the degree of risk for
mlury to themselves or others, if the
subject possesses a weapon, the benefits of
using a CEW as opposed to other use of
force options and the device's capabilities
in the circumstances.
CEW deployment is authorized if the
subject is believed to be a danger to
him/herself or others and needs to be
immediately controlled; or it is believed the
subject xÿll be actively resistant/assaultive
toward police or others, or poses a threat
of serious bodily injury or death to the
officer or others.

The CEW is authorized for use "wh_ela-
lower levels of force have been ineffective
and/or inappropriate, and the use of higher
levels of force may not be justified and/or
appropriate."

Regina Police
Service

All CEW use, whether it is
just pointed at a subject or
actually deployed, must be
reported and the
information from the
CEW download is to be
sent to the Use of Force
Committee for review.
The RCMP has introduced
enhanced use of foice
reporting and requires
quarterly and annual
reports on CEW usage.
Any use of a CEW must
be written up in a Use of
Force report by the officer.
All CEW usage is tracked
on a department-wide basis
and a bi-annual TASER
Use Update is made
available to the public on
their website.

Officers must immediately
notify their supervisors to
report every CEW use.

Officers must complete a
Subject Behavior Report
after the deployment of a
CEW as soon as
practicable, although this
requirement does not

include the use of a CEW
as demonstrated force.

A Use of Force report
should be completed after
all CEW deployments.
This reporting requirement
includes CEWs used as
demonstrated force

Authorized Users

CEW use is restricted to
SWAT team members in
tactical situations.

Currently, only those
front-line officers who
complete the CEW User
Course are authorized to
use CEWs.

All users equipped with a
CEW must go through
mandatory training.

Police services in the
province can gain
authorization for their
officers to use CEWs
through completing the
relevant training at the
Ecole nationale de police
du Quebec.

Members of the
Emergency Response
Section and experienced
patrol members who apply,
and are recommended by
their supervisors, are

authorized to use CEWs
after completion of the
appropriate training
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APPENDIX C:
SCAN OF CEW REVIEWS/REPORTS

P=+e.P°"°'e'=d IT'a'n'°        Att=t,on,I..=.l+"i°="°" ISeP°' °" l+Oe'a'l'

Advisory Panel to Minister of Justice on use of CEDs by Law Enforcement Agencies in Nova Scotia, March 2008
Prescriptive set
o f provincial
use of force

standards and

procedures is

necessary

Need provincial
use of force

training
standard;

standards for

certification and
recertificafion
including use of
force strategies,

communication,

persons with
mental

disorders

Can't make

recommend

ation

because of

insufficient
data

Province to

establish panel of
mental health and
medical experts to
address issue of

excited delirium

Limit use to
violent or

aggressive

resistance or

active threat

that may cause

serious injury to

police, subject
or public

Create a

provincial
database for
comPrehensiv
e review of

use of force

incidents

Variation in
policies across

province

Use of force

incident
information
should be
submitted to
central

(national)
body

Provincial
Governance

Standard vague

Instructor

accreditation

not to be based

solely on
manufacturer

criteria

Current

accountability
framework

inadequate

No central

repository of
CED data use

Commission for Public Complaints Against the RCMP, June 2008
Data collection
and analysis
practices are
ineffective and
inefficient
Clearer

operational
guidelines re: at

risk
populations
and role of

EMS are
needed;
establish Use
of Force

Coordinators
in all divisions

Recertification

timelines should
be lessened

from every
three years to

every two years

Corporals
or above in
urban

settings;
constables

with at least
5 years

operational
experience
in rural

settings
(exemption
for

specialized
response

teams)

Medical attention
should be sought
for subjects in all
circumstances

Intermediate,
but
recommended

impact
(combative
behavior at

minimum)

Enhance

current

reporting;
publicly
release

quarterly and
annual reports

Should be used
with cases of

excited delirium
only when
combative

behavior, or a

risk of
death/grievous
bodily harm is
present
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Policies and    Training        Authorized  Medical          Classification   Reporting     Key Details
Procedures                     Users       Attention/Issues

Analysis and Recommendations for a Quebec Police Practice on the Use of CEDs, December 2007
Identifies
relevant

elements that

should be
included in a
Quebec policy
practice on use
of conducted

energy devices

Departments to

ensure officers

receive

necessary

training under

supervision of

an accredited

monitor from

&ole nationale

de police du
Quebec

Consider highly
agitated person as
medical
emergency

Restrictions on
use, including

multiple cycles

Tactical
considerations,

operational risks

Standing Committee on Public Safety and National Security,

Annual

requalification Medical
assessment for

subjects of
neuromuscular

incapacitation

To control an

individual
whose

resis tance

presents
significant risk
to own safety or

others; to

protect officers
or others from

imminent threat

of bodily harm

Every use
should be
reported,

specifically
stating the
deployment
mode

Components
addressed:

medical;
operational,

management;

and training

June 2008

RCMP should
revise its policy
on use of

Tasers to

include clear

and strict usage

guidelines, as is

the
case for

ftrearms, that
will include
clear

restrictions on

multiple
discharges

RCMP should
modify its
training on
Waser use to

place more
stress on the

potential risks
of death and
injury and on
the gaps in the
knowledge
about

this technology
and its effects

Re-certification
at least every
two years

Training should
be improved on
mental health
and addiction
issues and

reflects current

research,

particularly

Wherever

possible, the
RCMP should
make use of

psychiatric
support staff to
assist in providing
assistance

when an

intervention is
expected to

involve a person

suffering from
mental illness or

drug addiction

RCMP should
restrict Taser

use by
classifying it as
an "impact

weapon" rather

than an
intermediate
weapon, so that
its use can be

authorized only
in situations
where the

subject is
displaying
assaultive

behaviour or

posing a threat
of death or
grievous bodily
harm to the

police, himself
or the public

RCMP should
include in its
annual report

to Parliament

data on the

use of Tasers

and other
use-of-force

methods and

should
include: the
number of

officers
accredited to

handle Tasers;
the number

and nature of

incidents
involving
Tasers; the
type of use;
the number

o f complaints
received; the

injuries
related to its
use; and the

The Taser has
its place in
police work and
can save lives in

situations that

would otherwise

involve deadly
force

RCMP Taser
use policy is too
permissive.

Shortcomings
exist in training
and the three-

year re-

certification is
inadequate

There are

shortcomings in
mental

illness/addictio
n training and
services
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Policies and    Training        Authorized  Medical          Classification   Reporting     Key Details
Procedures                      Users       Attention/Issues

regarding the
relationship
between mental

health
disorders,
addiction and
use of the Taser

number of

deaths soon

after Taser

use

There are gaps

in knowledge
and
independent
research,

accountability
and
transparency
and civilian
oversight

US Department of Justice (Police Executive Research Forum Report) - Conduet'ed Energy Devices: Development
of Standards for Consistency and Guidance, November 2006

Agencies
should create
stand-alone

policies for
CEDs and
ensure

integration
with use of
force policy

Annual re-

certification

Training
curriculum

should be
developed and
ensure

integration with
use of force

policy

Multiple
deployments,
continuous

cycling should be
avoided

CEW should not
generally be used
against at-risk

populations

CEWs should not
be deployed on
sensitive areas

Medical attention
for all subjects

Should only be
used against
persons who are

actively resisting
or exhibiting
active '

aggression or to

prevent harm to
self or others

Should not be
used against
passive
individuals

Every
deployment
of CEWs,
including
accidental

discharges,
should be
included in
use of force

reports

Report provides
information to
law

enforcement

profession to
enable them to
make

purchasing and
deployment
decisions,

develop new or
improved CED
policies, and
foster safe

encounters

between police

and violent

subjects
Other
safety/medical
considerations

Canadian Police Research Centre (CPRC): Review of Conducted Energy Devices, August 2005
Police services

and/or
government

should not
develop      =

policies that
specify the
types of
scenarios in

which a CEW
may or may
not be                                                                                                    Excited
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Proper training
and use of
CE\X)s can/has
reduced the risk
of harm to both
police officers
and suspects

Existing studies
indicate risk of
cardiac harm is

very tow

It is dangerous to

deploy multiple
cycles and to

deploy to a
subject's head,

neck or genitalia

Intermediate Police
services and

governing
bodies should
consider

developing
CEW usage
reporting
procedures,
forms or

databases

Def'mitive

research or

evidence does

not exist to

implicate a
causal

relationship
between use of

CEDs and
death



Policies and    Training        Authorized  Medical          Classification    Reporting     Key Details
Procedures                     Users       Attention/Issues
deployed delirium is now

more accepted
as a contributor

to deaths
proximate to
CEW use

Association of Chief Police Officers (United Kingdom): Independent Evaluation of the Operational Trial of Taser,
May 2004

CEW usage
allowed when

the subject was
armed or when

use of a

firearm would
be warranted

which was
viewed as

being too
restrictive

Taser should
only be used
by specially
trained
firearms

officers who
are highly
skilled at
making
judgments
under stress

Scenario

based training
is valuable

Taser use

should be
extended to a

limited range
of other non-

firearms

incidents

CEW be
deployed only
during
enforcement of

a federal
criminal law

Threshold for
use: if the
subject is
causing bodily
harm or the

Province-wide

standards be

set regarding

approved
models;
circumstances

for use;

qualifications;
training; and
reporting

Subjects arrested
without any
serious injury to
the subject or
officers

Less lethal
option

Officers
completed an
evaluation

questionnaire
each time a

CEW was
deployed

Forms may
not have been

completed for
every
deployment,
if the CEW
was not

actually used

Operational
benefits: helps
de-escalate

potentially
violent

situations, can
reduce risk of
harm to

officers, can
sometimes be

used with more

precision than

alternatives

such as irritant

spray and baton

gun
Braidwood Commission

Crisis
intervention
training be
implemented
for recruits and

serving officers

Police Academy
train all officers
in CEWs as
component of
use of force

training and
include medical
risks

Voluntary CEW
exposure during
training be
prohibited

on Conducted Energy Weapon Use, July 2009
Evidence
does not

just@
limiting
assignment
to certain

categories
of officers

Decisions

should be
made by
individual
agencies

With emotionally
disturbed people,
de-

escalation/crisis
intervention

techniques should
be used before
CEW unless such
techniques will
not eliminate risk
of bodily harm

CEW use should
be prohibited in
cases of self-harm

unless subject is
causing or will
cause imminent

bodily harm to
self

Prohibit
discharges longer

Intermediate Province wide

incident
report form

be developed
for every
CEW
deployment
including
display mode

Province-wide

electronic

system for

reporting and
analysis of
CEW
incidents

Review of
incidents to

inform policy
and training

Lack of
consistency in

police service

policies re
CEWs;
policies do not
address all
issues

Lack of
consistency in

training;
confusion

between policy
issues and

training matters;
dependence on
manufacturer's

training
materials

CEWs can
cause cardiac
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Policies and
Procedures

officer is
satisfied on
reasonable

grounds that
the subject's

behaviour will
imminently
cause bodily
harm

Training        Authorized                     Classification   Reporting     Key Details
Users

effects

Medical
Attention/Issues
than 5 seconds

unless 5 second

discharge not
effective in
eliminating risk of
bodily harm and
further discharge
will be effective in
eliminating risk

Report
published
annually on

CEW use by
police

Paramedic

assistance is

necessary in

high risk cases

Even if this
threshold is
met, CEW use

is prohibited
unless officer

satisfied no
lesser force

option has
been or will be
effective in
eliminating the
risk of bodily
harm and de-

escalation

and/or crisis
intervention

techniques
have not been

or will not be
effective

All officers have
external

defibrillators
available.

Paramedic

assistance be

requested in every
medically high-
risk situation

including;
deployment
across chest,

discharge longer
than 5 seconds,

deployment on
emotionally
disturbed, elderly,
or pregnant

person or person
with medical
condition that
may be worsened

by deployment.

De-escalation is

best response to
mentally ill

Multiple
deployments
increase medical
risks

Government

should set
standards for

approved
models, use,

qualifications,
training,

reporting

A national
research

program on
CEWs should
be developed
with focus on

risk and best
practice
recommendatio

ns
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APPENDIX D:

ONTARIO USE OF FORCE MODEL

The officer continuously assesses the situation and
selects the most reasonable option relative to those
circumstances as perceived at that point in time.
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APPENDIX E

MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC STUDIES

1. Police/Public Interaction: Arrests, Use of Force by Police and Resulting Injuries to Subjects and
Officers- A Description of Risk in One Major Canadian City by Chin Butler and Christine Hall, Law
EnJbrcement Executive Forum, 2008.

Description: This study documents the frequency of use of force by police, as compared to citizen arrest,
along with injuries sustained by citizens and police, categorized by use of force options.

Findings:
•   Use of force occurs in only 0.07% of public/police interactions
•  Arrests result in 4.6% of aH public/police interactions
•   98.5% of aH arrests are done without use of force
•   The use of CEWs resulted in fewer citizen and/or officer injuries than either physical control or the baton
•   87% of all CEW uses resulted in no or minor citizen injuries, while 96.7% of all CEW uses resulted in

either minor or no officer injuries
•  The belief that the CEW carries a significant risk of injury or death is not supported by this study's data

2. Conductive Electrical Devices: A Prospective, Population.Based Study of the Medical Safety of
Law Enforcement Use by A/exander L Eastman, AID, Jÿety C. Metÿger, MD, PaM E. Pepe, MD, MPH,
Femando L Beniteza MD, Sgt. James Decker, Kathy J, Rinnert, MD, MPH, Craig A. Field, PhD, MPH, and Randall S.
Friese, MD, Journal of Tranma, Injwy, Infection and Critical Care, 2008.

Description: This study examines police compliance with policies on the proper use of CEWs and tracks
associated medical events following CEW application.

Findings:
•   426 CEW activations over a 15-month period
•   Officers followed policY in all cases and thus, subjects received immediate medical evaluation following

CEW deployments.
•   Only one subject required further treatment, and later died of severe toxic hyperthermia, despite

immediate on-scene intervention.

•   5.4% of deployments were deemed to prevent police's use of lethal force.

3. TASER X26 Disc.barges in Swine Produce Potentially Fatal Ventricular Arrhythmias by RobertJ.
Walter, PhD, AndrewJ. Dennis, DO, Danie/J. Va/entino, AID, Bosko Margeta, AID, Kimberly K. Nagy, MD, Far'an
Bokhari, MD, Dorion E. Wylie, MD, Kimber[y T. Joseph, AID, Roxanne tL Robots, MD, Sodety for Academic Emet2ÿemy
Medidne, 2008.

Description: This was a laboratory investigation using a swine model, the primary goal of which was to
determine if CEW discharges could capture cardiac rhythm and produce fatal ventricular dysrhythn-fias,

independent of metabolic or respiratory acidosis.
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•   The risk of injury compares favourably to other force options available to officers and these findings
support the overall safety of CEW use

•   Subjects exposed to a CEW discharge should be assessed for injuries and appropriate medical evaluation
should be provided when nontrivial injuries are evident/suspected

•   Underlying conditions (e.g., medical or psychiatric condidons that may cause or contribute to behaviour
leading to law enforcement intervention) may require medical assessment and treatment independent of

CEW exposure

10. Report of the Council on Science and Public Health: Use of Tasets by Law Enforcement
Agencies, American Medical Association (AMA), 2009.

Description: Reports on studies using human or animal subjects were selected from a literature search from
1985 to March 2009 and reviewed to address the technology of conducted electrical devices, the evidence on
their direct physiological effects and data on the morbidity and mortality associated with their use by law
enforcement personnel.

Findings:
•   Swine models have demonstrated the ability of Tasers to induce ventricular arrhythmias
•  Limited Taser discharges applied to healthy human volunteers generally appear to be safe
•  Higher risk situations for restraint-related fatalities seem to be assodated with pre-existing cardiovascular

disease m individuals who have taken psychostimulants or Other drugs and engage m a struggle against
police and then are subjected to restraint (with or without Taser use)

•   Sudden M-custody deaths of combative and agitated individuals have been attributed to "excited
delirium" which is not a validated diagnostic entity but a generally accepted entity in forensic pathology

•   CEDs have a role to play in law enforcement and prudent use can save lives during interventions that
would otherwise involve the use of deadly force

•  If deployed according to an appropriate use of force policy, and used in conjunction with a medically
driven quality assurance process, Taser use by law enforcement appears to be a safe and effective tool to
place uncooperative and combative subjects into custody

•   Treating CEDs as "only a substitute for deadly force, would endanger officers and negate the benefit that
has been demonstrated"

•   Training protocols should emphasize that multiple activations and continuous cycling of CEDs appear to
increase the risk of death or serious injury
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APPENDIX F
MITIGATION POLICIES REGARDING WULNERABLE POPULATIONS'

1) TASER Policy and Training Recommendations, Minneapolis Civilian Police Review Authority (CRA),
February 2006.

Description: The CRA favours a more detailed CEW policy that provides clear guidelines to officers for
appropriate use of CEWs.

Conclusions/Recommendations: One of the recommendations suggests the need to provide clear limits

on CEW use on 'at-risk individuals':

•   The CRA suggests a ban on CEW use on vulnerable populations, including children, the elderly, frail or

injured, the mentally ill, and pregnant women, unless exigent circumstances exist.

2) Policy Position of Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA), Ontario, on CEWs, June 2008.

Description: CMHA Ontario is concerned about the use andsafety of:CEWs, as well as the propensity of
law enforcement officials to deploy CEWs on people experiencing a mental health crisis or demonstrating

signs of emotional distress.

Conclusions/Recommendations: CMHA Ontario suggests that Ontario's Use of Force Model does not

make allowance/offer guidance to police officers when encountering individuals who may be experiencing a
mental health crisis and by virtue of their condition may not appear cooperative, due to hallucinations,
delusions or other symptoms. However, other options are available, and mental health crisis intervention is

the preferred approach for police to de-escalate such encounters.

Recommendations by CMHA Ontario Regarding use of CEWs:
1.  A group of specially selected officers in every police service in Ontario be trained in mental health crisis

intervention and other appropriate de-escalation techniques.
2.  Police services in Ontario co-develop and participate in mental health crisis intervention teams to serve

the needs of their community.
3.  Police services in Ontario limit their use of CEWs to situations where the alternative would be use of

deadly force. CEWs should only be used as a last resort after all other de-escalation techniques have

proven unsuccessful,

4.  Police services monitor and publicly report the incidence and outcomes of CEW use.
5.  Independent research is conducted into the safety of CEW use, including the effects on persons

experiencing a mental health crisis.

3) Conducted Energy Device Review, Nova Scotia's Department of Justice, March 2008.

Description: The following information highlights policies from municipal police services, correctional
services and sheriff services, as they relate to vulnerable groups.
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Description: This report provides a review of the medical and physiological effects of conducted energy
weapons (CEW).

Conclusions/Recommendations: This review highlights the following:
•   The effect of CEWs on pregnant women is unknown. It is suggested that a conservative approach be

taken to the evaluation of any pregnant women who are subjected to CEW deployment.
•   The authors suggest there is not enough data regarding the effects of CEW deployment on children and

the elderly.
•   It is also suggested that those suspected to be under the influence of stimulant drugs, in a state of excited

delirium, and those with an implantable cardiac pacemaker or internal defibrillator, along with pregnant
women, children and the elderly, all warrant particular attention and medical evaluation following CEW
deployment.

8) Impact of conducted electrical weapons in a mentally ill population: a brief report, Ho JD, Dawes
DM, Johnson MA, et al. American Journal of Emergency Medicine 2007,

Description: This is a review of a database maintained by TASER International Of voluntarily-reported law
enforcement CEW use since 1999. The database includes narratives of law enforcement contact
circumstances, subject mental health, whether lethal force could have been justifiable as determined by the

reporting officer based on individual department policy, or whether the subject posed an imminent danger to
himself. The database was queried and descriptive statistics were applied to the data.

Conclusions/Recommendations:
•   10,608 CEW uses were recorded in 72 months
•  2,452 uses involved mentally ill subjects
•   1,111 (45.3%) of those uses involving mentally ill subjects were situations where lethal force would have

been justified or in situations where the subject posed an imminent lethal danger to himself
•  Although this data is subjectto reporting limitations, the results suggest that in a significant number of

law enforcement contacts with mentally ilIpersons, escalation of the contact to lethal force or suicide was
prevented by a CEW

•   Further investigation is recommended to better understand the impact and benefits of CEW use in
contacts with the mentally ill population
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